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ABSTRACT 
Retail sector is the most booming sector of the 21

st
 century. In today’s retail scenario, the 

meaning of retailing is not limited only to what product or service is offered but also 

depends on how the product or service is being offered. The modern shoppers are found to 

be more focusing on the experience during shopping. In particular, the ambience of the 

retail store is very crucial for the shoppers to select, enter, and purchase from that 

particular store. In literature, many studies were found to highlight the importance of retail 

store ambience in affecting the shopper’s decision of selecting the store, visiting the store, 

and finally purchasing from the store. This forms the basis of my thesis, which mainly 

focuses on the impact of retail store atmosphere on shoppers’ affective and cognitive 

states; which in turn affects their shopping behavior. 

The Mehrabian-Russell model (1974) is studied in majority of the retail studies. This same 

model has been adopted in this study, in the context of fashion industry. According to this 

model, there are three elements i.e. i) Stimulus (S); ii) Organism (O) and iii) Response (R). 

In this study, I will study the store atmosphere as the stimulus; shopper’s affective and 

cognitive states as organism and their impulse purchase behavior as the response. Many 

prior studies have also highlighted the role of moderators, which affect the relationships 

between S-O and the relationship between O-R. Consumer factors such as their shopping 

involvement, motivation, knowledge, personality trait, age, gender are found to play as a 

moderating role in the model of Mehrabian-Russell. In this study fashion, innovativeness 

of the shoppers was tested as the moderator between the O-R relationships. In other words, 

the moderating role of fashion innovativeness was examined between the relationships of 

shopper’s affective and cognitive states and their purchase behavior. In particular, 

shopper’s emotional states and perceived risks were first assessed based on the store 

atmosphere and then how it affects their purchase behavior in terms of exhibiting impulse 

purchase. In addition, the role of fashion innovativeness was investigated as a moderating 

variable in this study. 

Female shoppers were selected as respondents. Hence, we can say that females spent more 

time in shopping with high involvement. Six hundred respondents were approached for the 

data collection through structured questionnaire. Data was collected in the shopping malls 

of two cities of Gujarat state of India i.e. i) Rajkot and ii) Ahmedabad. Five 
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hypotheses were developed to get the objectives of this study. These hypotheses are as 

follows: 

H1: Female shoppers' emotions positively affect impulse purchase behavior during 

fashion apparel shopping in retail stores. 

H2: Female shoppers’ emotions are negatively associated with their perceived risks 

during fashion apparel shopping in retail stores. 

H3: Female shopper’s perceived risks negatively affect impulse purchase behavior during 

fashion apparel shopping in retail stores. 

H4: Fashion innovativeness would act as a significant moderator of relationship between 

female shoppers’ emotions and their impulse buying behavior in the fashion apparel retail 

stores 

H5: Fashion innovativeness would act as a significant moderator of relationship between 

female shoppers’ perceived risks and their impulse buying behavior in the fashion apparel 

retail stores. 

The SPSS Statistics 20.0 was used for the analysis of data in this study. The first and the 

third hypothesis of this study aimed at examining the probability of impulse purchase 

behavior based on shopper’s emotional states and perceived risks respectively. To 

investigate this, logistic regression analysis was performed and hypothesis one as well as 

three was supported. The second hypothesis investigated the relation between emotional 

states of the shoppers and their perceived risks and hypothesis second was sustained by the 

outcomes of simple regression analysis. Hypotheses four and five aimed at exploring the 

role of fashion innovativeness as a moderating variable between shopper’s emotional states 

and their impulse purchase behavior and shopper’s perceived risks and their impulse 

purchase behavior respectively. Hierarchical regression analysis was performed to check 

the hypothesis four and five. Outcomes of hierarchical regression analysis supported the 

fourth hypothesis, but hypothesis five was rejected. 

The major conclusion from this study are: i) shopper’s emotional states are positively 

related to their impulse purchase behavior ii) shopper’s perceived risks are negatively 

related to their impulse purchase behavior iii) shopper’s emotional states are negatively 

related their perceived risks iv) shopper’s fashion innovativeness will moderates the 

association of their emotional states and impulse purchase behavior and v) shopper’s 

fashion innovativeness does not moderates the association of their perceived risks and 

impulse purchase behavior. 
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Majorly this thesis makes a contribution in the field of retail management. Fashion retailers 

and marketers can apply the results of this study in order to improve their sales and profit. 

Basically this thesis guides the fashion retailers and marketers on how to deal with the 

shoppers with different level of fashion innovativeness. In particular, this thesis identifies 

the two categories of shoppers based on their level of fashion innovativeness and 

investigates their shopping behavior. This will help the fashion retailers to understand 

these categories of shoppers with respect to their cognitive and affective states and in turn 

their behavior during shopping fashion apparel. 
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CHAPTER – 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Introduction to Indian Retail: 

According to the report by TechSci Research (2017), India is considered as the fifth 

desired retail place internationally. Also according to AT Kearney (2016), India stands at 

the ninth position in the FDI Confidence Index.  Indian people were not used to visit big 

markets for purchasing readymade clothes until 1980s. But in the late 1990s, the scenario 

was changed, because of economic shift which in turn brought a revolution in the textile 

and clothes market. Due to increasing family income and improving lifestyles, people 

started demanding reasonable and well-designed apparels (India retail report, 2009). 

As per the study by Technopak (2010), the apparel market of India is projected to develop 

from US$ 70000 million to US$ 220000, which includes both imports and exports.  In 

addition, it was reported that domestic apparel sector is projected a growth of US$ 67 

billion till 2020. India is ranked as the third leading retail destination internationally (AT 

Kearney’s, 2010).  About eight percent of the India’ population is hired in retailing and ten 

percent of the India’s GDP is owned to retail sector. 

According to the Economist (2008), the retail industry of India is categorized as: i) 

organized retail which is managed by the big retail brands and ii) unorganized retail which 

is an old-style market such as small provisional stores or grocery shops. A report by 

Mckinsey (2009), states that the size of Indian retail sector will be multiple by four till 

2025. Also an article in Retailer Magazine (2010), states that the Indian population consists
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of thirty-three percent of the youth has contributed a shift in the income level of the 

families. Moreover, according to India retail report, (2009), the organized retail sector will 

witness high numbers of malls in the big cities of India. According to IBEF (2017), the 

projection of organized retail sector is estimated as 24 percent of the total retail market by 

the end of 2020. Also by 2020, food and grocery sector is highest in total revenue followed 

by the apparel segment (Technopak, 2013).  Apparel market is the second largest after 

grocery retail (IBEF, 2017). A report by TechSci Research (2017) gives the names of 

major retail brands as shown in the below Fig.1.1.  

FIGURE 1.1: Retail Brands 

 

1.2. Definition of Retail: 

The term retail originates from the word “retaillier” which is a French terminology.                     

It means splitting off or distribute. The accurate meaning of the word is to pair or to           

divide or to spit in pieces. The term retail was initially treated as a noun                

containing the meaning as “trade in small masses”. Later Davies and Swindley           

(1991, p.163) described retail as the practice of vending goods and services to final users. 

At the moment, retailing is considered as the compilation of activities for providing good 

and services to the buyers (Dunne and Lusch, 1999). Therefore, we can say that retailing is 

a process which includes all the activities of trading of goods and services to the final 

users. 
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1.3. Functions of retailing: 

According to Kotler and Armstrong (2008), retailing is considered as the most essential 

activity of the marketing function. According to Kotler and Armstrong (2008), marketing 

is the process for finding, forecasting and fulfilling customers’ necessities lucratively. 

Moreover, retailing is not only about trading goods and services but it also involves the 

providing the goods and services to the end user at the correct way and at the correct time 

(Kotler and Armstrong, 2008). On the other hand, retailing it found to be the last stop in 

the journey of distribution of goods and services to the end users. However, Malhotra 

(2007) restates that consumers’ principles, morals and opinions are very crucial for 

fulfilling their necessities. The role of retailing has been highlighted in the four different 

functions of marketing area (Kotler and Armstrong, 2008). 

i. Production: the production function of marketing implies that the consumers 

are concerned about the accessibility of the products and services at the 

economical prices. Hence here the retailer will focus on bulk production and 

low expenditures considering that there is no requirement of the marketing 

efforts at this stage.  

ii. Product: The product function of marketing implies that the consumers are 

concerned about the fine quality of the products and services. Hence here the 

retailer will focus on giving their best products and services.   

iii. Selling: The selling function of marketing implies that the consumers are 

concerned about buying the products and services only if they are attracted. 

Hence here the retailers will focus on huge marketing campaigns and direct 

marketing strategies.  

iv. Marketing: The marketing function of marketing implies that the consumers 

are the ultimate decider of success or failure of any business. Hence here the 

retailers will be designing the special product and services for each 

consumer.  
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1.4. Theories of retailing: 

1.4.1. Wheel of retailing: 

According to Hollander (1960), this is one of the ancient theories which talks about the 

development of retail. It says that the major elements pertaining to retail evolution are 

costs of the product, customer services and quality of the product (Chunawalla, 2009). As 

per this theory, a retailer functions at a small cost and low-margin when it starts for the 

first time. Gradually, this retailer will accommodate new expertise and skills to grow in the 

market and will increase the cost and margin level. And finally, this retailer will target the 

hid-end consumers by working in a trading up level. However, according to Chunawalla 

(2009), this advancement of a retailer will lead to an opportunity for other small retailers to 

enter the market which in turn can lead to dropping the part of the market. This theory has 

been studied by the Massad et al. (2011) which highlighted that the online brand of eBay 

has followed the theory of wheel of retailing and has emerged as a high-end online brand. 

According to Brown (1991), it is very essential to examine the factors which alter the 

development of retail. According to him, factors such as demographic factors, societal 

factors, scientific factors and advances are responsible for altering the development of 

retail.  

However, there is a new stage been added in this theory according to Brown 

(1991).According to Brown (1991), the first stage starts with small-cost, low margin, little 

product assortment and stores in detested localities by targeting high sales. After this, the 

retailers’ moves to second stage where the margin level will increase, cost will increase 

and the product assortment will also increase. Then in the next stage the retailers are forced 

to provide the quality services and product which is said to be the maturity stage and 

finally opening the gates for the new retailers to open the new stores. And at last, in the 

growth stage, the retailers will lead to breakup of the original idea.  

1.4.2. The Retail Accordion 

According to this theory, the changes in the development of retail happen on the basis of 

variety of product collection. For instance a retailer can start from a store with huge 

collection of product varieties and then can move to less variety of merchandises and 

finally can move to exclusive segment of merchandise (Chunawalla, 2009). However, 
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according to Levy et al. (2005), the wheel of retailing theory and the retail accordion 

theory only focus on single component of retail development.  

1.4.3. The Retail Life Cycle: 

This theory is based on the concept of different stages of retail evolution as in   the case of 

wheel of retailing theory. According to Davidson et al. (1976), the various stages are: 

origination, acceleration, maturity and deterioration.  

1.4.4. The Big Middle: 

According to Levy et al. (2005), the retail market is categorized into four categories: i) the 

Big Middle which refers to the big retailers ii) Low-price which refers to small retailers iii) 

innovative which refers to retailers which provides unique products and services and iv) 

retailers in-trouble which refers to retailers who are struggling in the market.  

1.5. The development of Indian retail market: 

The development of retail can be traced back to the barter system since independence 

(Pradhan, 2007, p. 20). The history of retail is connected to the Melas, Mandis and Haats, 

which still prevails in many parts of India. Before independence, the Public Distribution 

System was implemented in the distribution of grains which was originated in Bombay and 

then penetrated in other cities of India (Pradhan, 2007, p. 20). However, this system was 

eradicated after Independence, which was then reinstated as the distribution of other 

commodities such as kerosene, sugar and cooking coal (Pradhan, 2007, p. 20). This system 

was then started penetrated which lead to the development of Ration Shops where food 

grains and other essential commodities sold at an economical rates (Pradhan, 2007, p. 21). 

According to Pradhan (2007, p.21), then the development of Canteen Stores and Post 

Offices took place at a rapid rate. Then took the evolution of Khadi and Village Industries; 

followed by the opening of Kendriya Bhandars (Pradhan, 2007, p. 21).  

During the period from 1950s to 1980s, the Indian government guidelines preferred the 

small scale industries and also the purchasing power of the people was low (Pradhan, 2007, 

p. 22). However, a shift took place during the period from 1985-90, where the Indian 

government lifted to the market friendly approach (Pradhan, 2007, p. 22). According to 
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Pradhan (2007, p. 22), the few names as the independent retail stores were found to be 

Nalli Akbarally and Vivek, followed by the opening of organized textile retail store know 

as Raymond’s. Then took place opening of other textile stores such as Garden Silk Mills, 

Reliance and Vimal showroom, Madura Garments and Arvind Mills (Pradhan, 2007, p. 

22). According to the author, this was the commencement of the new era of Indian retail 

sector. During this time, the purchasing power of the people increased which led to the 

demand of quality products and services (Pradhan, 2007, p. 22). This in turn forced the 

evolution of malls and supermarkets in India (Pradhan, 2007, p. 22). 

1.6. The drivers of retail development in India: 

The following are the drivers of development of Retail Industry in India: 

i. Rise in Income levels: Due to the increase in the income levels of the families 

the purchasing power of the shoppers increased drastically. This demanded the 

development of branded retail stores and specialty stores in India (Pradhan, 

2007, p. 25). 

ii. Shrinking variance between rural and urban areas of India: The rural market of 

India is very much lucrative as it consisted of 75% of the population of India 

(Pradhan, 2007, p. 26). 

iii. Modifications in consumption pattern: The changes in the spending pattern of 

the people was also found in a way that they started spending more on medical 

and health items and less on beverages and other alcoholic items (Pradhan, 

2007, p. 26). 

iv. The Youth population of India: As the majority of The Indian population is 

youth, they have the power to change the consumption pattern of the people 

Pradhan, 2007, p. 27). 

 

1.7. Classification of retail formats: 

According to Pradhan (2007,p. 60), the Indian retail has been classified as i) store retailing 

and ii) non-store retailing as shown in the Fig.1.2 below: 
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FIGURE 1.2: Classification of Retail Formats 

 

(Source: Pradhan, 2017, p.60) 

As can be seen from the figure, there are different kinds of retailers based on the types of 

ownerships. They are i) independent retailer is the business of only one retail outlet by only 

one owner and few family members as a supporting staff.  ii) chain retailers means when 

two or more retail outlets are managed by a single owner; iii) franchise retailer is a 

business in which there exist a contact between the franchiser and the franchisee; iv) leased 

department means when a retailer lease the part of his shop to another retailer and v) 

consumer co-operatives are those retailers who are not satisfied as a customer by the 

products and services provided by the existing retailers in the market and hence they run a 

business to satisfy all such customer like them.  

The types of retailers based on merchandise offered are: i) convenience stores are the small 

stores which are near to the residential areas which offers daily necessity items and they 

function twenty-four seven time; ii) Supermarkets are those stores which provide more 

merchandise items such as groceries, food and non-food compared to daily necessity items 
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and are relatively bigger in size; iii) hypermarkets are those stores that trade not only 

groceries, food or non-food items, but also clothes, books, sports and travel accessories, 

electrical devices, videos and DVD’s, jewellery etc. and these stores occupy big space; iv) 

Specialty stores are those stores that trade only a particular product or service; v) 

department stores are those stores which provides items in almost all the product categories 

under one roof and these stores also occupy large space; vi) off-price retailer (factory 

outlet) are those retailers that sells the off-season merchandise or such merchandise which 

are detested or with little defects; vii) catalogue showrooms are those retailers that trade 

hard goods such as jewellery, electronic items or interior goods by showing only the 

catalogue and viii) other modes includes limited assortment store, supercenter, super 

warehouse store , wholesale club and dollar stores.  

Non-store retailing classified as: i) direct selling means trading with the customer directly 

at their place of residence or working ; ii) mail order means selling the merchandise 

through mail orders  iii) telemarketing means trading through the telephonic medium and 

iv) automated vending which trades through the medium of automatic machines or kiosks. 

Service retailing mean providing services to the consumer. It includes business of 

repairing, banking, insurance, cars and personal services.  

1.8. Need of this study: 

Today’s retailer cannot make profit only from their place, price, products, and promotions 

(Wanninayake & Randiwela, 2007:5). Hence, it is essential for the modern retailers to 

differentiate themselves from competitors by utilizing their store space in order to impart 

pleasant shopping experience. The Indian fashion marketers gather crucial information 

about target customers and create attractive interiors of the store in order to maximize 

profit and compete in volatile markets. 

Almost a quarter of the sales of Amazon.com were found to be impulsive through product 

recommendations (Economist, 2000). Also according to Underhill (1999), customers 

exhibit impulsive buying behavior, when they are surrounded by some kind of stimulation 

or excitement. It has been stated by Park and Kim (2006), that unplanned purchase is the 

most essential characteristics for examining the consumer purchase behavior. 
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According to Applebaum (1951), impulse purchase can be exhibited by the exposition of 

consumer to a stimulus of the store atmosphere at the time of his shopping experience. 

Another study by Stern (1962), also states that there is a connection between impulse 

purchase and favorable store atmosphere. However, according to Donovan & Rossiter 

(1982), the different stimulus of store atmosphere such as light, music, temperature, 

fragrance directly affects the emotional states of the consumers. This is supported by 

Schiffman & Kanuk (2007), which states that impulsive buying is expected to associate 

some extremely containing emotions such as happiness, fear, affection, fantasy, anger and 

sadness. Based on these emotional states consumers are just as likely to make impulse 

purchase (Schiffman & Kanuk; 2007). Previous literature suggests that behavior of 

shoppers is influenced by emotions in case of impulse purchase (Gardner & Rook; 1988). 

Sight is the most important sense, which is affected by 83% of all the store environment 

elements, whereas the remaining 17% influence the other four senses (ACP Connections, 

[n.d]:1). Moreover, it was found that 75% of the shoppers‟ emotions in the retail store are 

affected by the positive sound, pleasant smell and attractive ambience (ACP Connections, 

[n.d]:1). Therefore, we can say that store atmosphere plays a major role for influencing the 

shoppers‟ behavior in the retail store.  

According to Newman and Patel (2004), investigating store interiors is very crucial for the 

retailers in the fashion sector as it is essential for growth and success. According to Spies 

et al. (1997:1), retail store environment creates positive mood and influence the emotional 

states of the consumers, which ultimately influence their behavior. A store environment 

can be made positive and pleasurable by aiming on the several elements of stores such as 

light, colors, scent and music, which excites the shoppers‟ senses (Berman & Evans, 

1998:552).  

For eras the study of behavior in the context of fashion has been given very much 

importance by cultural historians, social analysts, academic theorists, business 

entrepreneurs and moral critics, (Sproles 1974). Apart from academic and commercial 

research that has conducted, there exist numerous fears regarding the behavior of in-store 

shoppers. For instance, we can say that consumers‟ situations and characteristics traits can 

affect the shopping behavior. 
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King, Ring, and Tigert (1979) explored the concept of fashion innovators as a shopper who 

adopt or purchase new fashion item at the earliest. Also according to King, Ring, and 

Tigert (1979), many people are getting more and more involved in fashion clothing, which 

makes them buy or purchase any new fashion item available in the market. This process of 

adopting the newly launched fashion items makes the consumers as fashion innovators. 

Hence, the concept of fashion innovativeness is considered as the construct for measuring 

the recent consumer behavior in the purchase of fashion items (King, Ring, and Tigert; 

1979). Moreover, according to Hawkins et al. (1989), the consumer decision-making 

process is influenced by the internal factors such as involvement, attitude, personal needs, 

motivation, and individuals‟ personality. 

According to Goldsmith, Flynn, and Goldsmith (2003), consumer characteristics such as 

fashion innovativeness is the major research concern for the fashion retailers and 

marketers, as consumer with high fashion innovativeness are less sensitive for price and 

are the heavy users of the fashion items, matched to consumers with low fashion 

innovativeness. 

In this research study, I will investigate the behavior of fashion innovators, as they are the 

key target segment for the fashion retailers. I will consider female shoppers as the 

respondents for this study. Because female shoppers were found more involved in fashion 

clothing compared to male shoppers.  

Prior studies states that consumers exhibit impulse behavior when they have the feelings of 

excitement, entertainment, and satisfaction during their shopping. Hence, we can say when 

the shopping environment is pleasant; consumers are more likely to show impulse 

purchases. According to Cant (2010: 54), perceptions of the consumers play a vital role for 

influencing their behavior. Also according to Cant (2010: 54), retailers should examine the 

whole concept of perception, which influences the consumers purchase behavior. In other 

words, we can say that consumers take actions and make decision based on what they 

perceive or think. Hence, cognitive state plays a significant role for influencing the 

consumer behavior. Therefore, the perception of the consumers will also be investigated in 

the form of perceived risk during their shopping trip. 
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This study attempts to discover the impulse behavior of the shopper, which result from the 

emotions and cognitions state of the consumer, while purchasing the fashion apparel(s). 

This study will contribute more in the studies of impulse behavior, by linking the fashion 

innovativeness of the consumers with the impulse purchase. In addition, this study will 

provide the guidance to the fashion retailers to develop the strategies or opportunities, 

which create impulse purchase. By identifying the driving forces of impulse behavior, 

fashion marketers and retailers can understand consumer-shopping behavior. 

In this research study, I will first examine the role of store environment in affecting the 

consumers‟ emotional states and its impact on impulse purchase behavior towards the 

fashion apparel (s). Secondly, I will examine the consumers‟ role of perceived risks in 

their impulse purchase behavior towards the fashion apparel (s). Lastly, I will investigate 

the moderating role of consumers‟ characteristics such as fashion innovativeness between 

the relationship of emotions and impulse behavior and between the association of 

cognitions and impulse behavior, in the context of fashion apparel store. Five hypotheses 

were framed to find the answer to the objectives of this study. 

The conceptual model was tested in a field survey conducted in women’s fashion apparel 

store exhibiting latest designer clothes. This survey measures shoppers‟ parameters of 

Fashion Innovativeness and then evaluated their shopping emotions, cognitions and then 

their purchase behavior. To examine emotions pleasure and arousal level was measured, 

for cognitions, perceived risk was measured, and for purchase behavior-, impulse behavior 

was investigated. This research study uses the descriptive research design. This study is 

piloted to discover the consumer behavior, in the context of fashion industry. Data will be 

collected from the fashion shoppers only once, during their shopping trip. The target 

population for this study will be all the female shoppers visiting the malls of the city. Four 

malls of Ahmedabad city (i.e., Alpha One, Iscon Mega Mall, C G Square Mall and Central 

Mall) and two malls of Rajkot city (i.e., Crystal Mall and Iscon Mall) were selected as the 

population. These malls are selected as they exhibit major fashion brand’s apparel, such as 

Globus, Pantaloons, Lifestyle, Shopper’s Stop, Hypercity, Van Heusen, Reliance Trends, 

and many other international apparel brands. The sample size for this research study is 

calculated as six hundred. 
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The conclusions from the data analysis were found to support the four hypotheses out of 

five hypotheses. In particular, it was proved that female shopper’s emotional states and 

their perceived risk do affect their impulse purchase. But the moderating role of fashion 

innovativeness was not supported in the association between perceived risk and impulse 

purchase, whereas fashion innovativeness was proved to be moderator in the association 

between emotions and impulse purchase.  

1.9. Background of the study: 

During 19
th

 century, marketers did the marketing of brands with the introduction of 

packaged products. During this time, retailers had to accept the products or services from 

the manufactures according to the terms and conditions of the manufactures. Moreover, 

consumers were also forced to buy the unbranded products with inconsistent quality. 

However, the tables turned in favor of retailers, during the latter part of 20
th

 century. 

Retailers started to establish new stores nationally and internationally. Retailers started 

developing new marketing strategies to gain the consumers. 

With the increase in the number of retailers offering similar products, a need for 

differentiation is required in terms of unique and pleasant shopping experience. Retail 

stores such as Wal-Mart, Kohl’s, Prada, Zara, Shopper’s Stop, Target or American Eagle 

offers the unique and pleasant shopping experience to consumers. These retail stores 

provide a distinctive and comfortable experience to shoppers during shopping. According 

to Kraft & Mantrala (2010), factors such as music, scent, crowding and color in the retail 

store contribute to the shopping experience for the consumers.  

Consumer often want to have overall good shopping experience rather than just getting the 

functional benefit of the physical store. Retailers who create unique and attractive store 

atmosphere add to the overall shopping experience (Kraft & Mantrala; 2010).This process 

of providing matchless shopping experience to the consumer is considered as one of the 

best branding strategies by the modern retailers. Moreover, according to Pradhan (2007), 

retail store image is largely created by the shopping experience given to the consumer. 

Hence consumer plays the role of an advocate who creates a positive image of the store by 

their positive Word-of-Mouth publicity (Pradhan; 2007). According to Negen & Negen 

(2007), Word-of-Mouth advertising of the store is the activity in which consumers 
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instinctively tell others about their experiences in the store. Hence, we can say that Word-

of-Mouth shows a very critical part in the development of the retail store image. In 

particular, we can conclude that satisfying each customer can lead to positive Word-of-

Mouth, which in turn creates a unique store image. Examining the consumers‟ behavior 

with respect to such unique store atmosphere forms the crux of this dissertation. 

It is certain for us to consider that retailing has considerably affected our lifestyle. 

According to Cox & Brittain (2004), retail business means to provide tangible as well as 

intangible products to consumers. With the increase in the literature by researchers and 

academicians, the meaning of retailing has been broadening enough. Kotler (1974) made a 

statement that retail store atmospherics contribute to the shopping experience .Also 

according to Lowrey (2007), retailing is now becoming the combination of speed, 

convenience and experience. Moreover, the concept of retailing has now changed to 

experiential marketing (Pine & Gilmore; 1999).  

Retail business can be divided into store retailing and non-store retailing (Zentes, 

Morschett, and Schramm-Klein, 2007). According to Beatty and Ferrell (1998), the 

decision of implementing the in-store marketing, which boost the sales and profit for store 

retailers is very crucial. According to (Zentes, Morschett, and Schramm-Klein, 2007), the 

behavior of consumers is influenced by the in-store atmosphere. According to Kotler 

(1973-74), atmosphere can be defined as the architecture of retail store, which creates 

particular emotions for the consumer that increases their likelihood of buying.   

Solomon et al. (2006), suggests the six stages of consumer buying behavior such as i) 

stimulus ii) identification of problem iii) exploration iv) assessment of alternatives v) 

buying and vi) post-purchase assessment. These stages of consumer buying behavior occur 

more often when shoppers have a clear idea about their purchase. However, many times, 

shoppers make purchases, which they have not planned, but still make impulse purchase 

founded on the stimulus of in-store factors. According to Beatty and Ferrell (1998), 

investigating the consumers’ impulse purchase behavior is the crucial basis for retailers to 

increase trades and boost profits. As per the reports by POPAI (1978), 50% of supermarket 

items, 51% of pharmaceuticals, and 61 % of healthcare and beauty items were based on 
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impulse purchasing. Also according to Luo (2005), impulse purchase consisted of 

80percent of total sales in certain product categories.  

Earlier also the subject of impulse purchase was studied by the researchers but rarely. The 

effects of self-identity (Dittmar, Beattie & Friese; 1995), emotions (Donovan et al; 1994) 

and impulsiveness trait (Rook and Fisher; 1995) on impulse purchase behavior of 

consumers have been investigated. Hence, we can say that emotions are considered as one 

of the major determinant of Impulse purchase. 

Also in the previous literature, perceived risk is found as the key factor for influencing the 

consumer behavior. Bauer (1960) was the first to present the idea of perceived risk in the 

area of marketing. According to Cox & Rich (1964), the perception of consumers about the 

level of uncertainty in executing a particular purchase decision is known as perceived risk. 

Perceived risk was studied in many product categories such as banking (Victor & Ho; 

1994), apparel (Jasper & Ouellete; 1994) and food technology (Frewer et al; 1994). 

According to these studies, perceived risk shows a major role in examining the behavior of 

the consumer, as consumers are frequently interested to escape mistakes than to take full 

advantage of utility in purchasing. What drives the people to achieve their goals are 

motives and in doing so they spend money, energy, and time. Ambiguity surrounding the 

result of this goal-oriented behavior and its consequences involves the presence of risk. 

This link of need-motivation-goals-risks has not been completely discovered in the 

Literature in-spite of its possible usefulness in accepting the role of perceived risk in 

purchaser shopping performance. Hence, it is very important for the retailers to investigate 

the factor underlying the influence of perceived risk in shopping behavior. If retailers are 

successful in minimizing or eliminating consumers perceived risks, then they can build 

their market volume (Davidson et.al; 1988). In addition, previous researches have 

highlighted the indirect relationship between perceived risk and impulse purchase. Impulse 

purchase will be exhibited only when there is low perceived risk (Hari Mishra et.al; 2014). 

Also past researches, highlight the connection between fashion-oriented impulse purchase 

and customer’s involvement. Past literature have studied the relationship between impulse 

purchase and fashion involvement (Tirmizi et al.2009; Park et al, 2006;; and Phau & Lo; 

2004). According to Han et al (1991), customer’s involvement in fashion is more likely to 
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increase their impulse purchase. Also according to Park et al (2006), there is a positive 

association among fashion involvement, impulse purchase and store atmosphere. Fashion 

involvement has been found as the noteworthy antecedent construct of fashion 

innovativeness (Jun & Rhee, 2009). Hence, we can say that there exist a correlation 

between fashion involvement and fashion innovativeness. 

Past researchers have acknowledged numerous personal traits that are associated to an 

impulse purchase behavior. Personal traits such as extrovert (Verplanken & Herabadi; 

2001), lack of control (Young& Faber; 2000) and innovativeness (Phau & Lo; 2004) were 

studied to find the relationship with impulse purchase behavior. 

1.10. Rationale of the study: 

With the increase in the number of retailers offering similar products, a need for 

differentiation is required in terms of unique and pleasant shopping experience. Retail 

stores such as Wal-Mart, Kohl’s, Prada, Zara, Shopper’s Stop, Target, or American Eagle 

offers the unique and pleasant shopping experience to consumers. These retail stores 

provide a distinctive and comfortable experience. In particular, we can say that shoppers 

are found impressed by the interior of the store and feel relaxed and happy to stay in such 

stores. This process of providing matchless shopping experience to the consumer is 

considered as one of the best branding strategies by the modern retailers. Examining the 

consumers‟ behavior with respect to such unique store atmosphere forms the crux of this 

dissertation. 

With the changing role of a retail store, it has become a point of customer interaction, 

instead of just a point of sales. Retail stores will play a greater role in creating customer 

experience (Amit Gurnani et al. (2014).In other words, we can say that customer 

experience in the store while shopping is becoming very essential day by day. Keeping in 

consideration the growth of online shopping, the brick and mortar fashion apparel stores 

must be agile and active to gain more customers and to retain them. In such scenario, 

customer experience created by the store ambience is becoming very crucial. 

The fashion retail brands such as Zara, Mango, Shopper’s Stop, and Prada all are 

successful, whereas other fashion brands who do not understand the real meaning of 

“Value” struggle for survival. Value is the total experience (Hine & Bruce; 2007). 
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According to one of the article by Healy Consultants PLC, the retail brand such as Mango 

and Zara are the most successful Spanish fashion brands. These two retail brands have 

resisted the recession of the last few years and continued to grow their sales. 

(http://www.healyconsultants.com/blog/mango-another-spanish-success-story/). 

So far, for every retailer price had been reflected as a very delicate factor in order to take 

hold of the market share. Now a day, differentiation is very much important to survive in 

this competitive market for the apparel retail store. Differentiation is required in terms of 

store ambience created by the retailer rather than only merchandise variety, or price offers 

or store accessibility factor or customer relationship management source. According to 

Jackson & Shaw (2008), environmental differentiation is that in which an enchanting retail 

atmosphere is created by the retailers. Various factors of store such as music, color, 

fragrance creates an appealing store-atmosphere for the consumers, which in turn craft a 

unique store image and establish differentiation (Kotler and Keller; 2012). 

Today’s shoppers want emotional value from the product rather than only the functional 

value. People usually assume that they act rationally. However, many a times people buy 

things with considering price, quality or time which can be said as impulse buying. It is 

very interesting to explore the reasons behind such impulse purchases. This interest in 

understanding impulse purchase has existed in many earlier researches (Chang et.al, 2011; 

Peck et al, 2006; Stern, 1962). 

The fundamental question in understanding the impulse purchase behavior is what 

customers buy on impulse. According to Rook & Fisher (1995), Impulse purchases are not 

specific product related, but are rooted in personal characteristics. However, according to 

Bellenger et al (1978), products like cosmetics and apparels are expected more to be 

purchased impulsively. 

The next important question to be answered in the context of impulse purchase is to find 

the reasons that lead to impulse purchase behavior are. Many previous studies have 

examined the source of impulse purchase, ranging from emotional states and mood (Rook 

& Gardner; 1993), product types (Lee & Kacen; 2000), in-store environment (McGoldrick; 

1982), individual difference variables (Beatty & Ferrell; 1998) and demographics (Dittmar 

http://www.healyconsultants.com/blog/mango-another-spanish-success-story/
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et al.; 1995). Prior studies on influence of store setting on impulse buying were mainly 

centered on department stores, supermarkets, and grocery stores (Park, Iyer & Smith, 1989; 

Zhou & Wong, 2003; Bourlakis, Mamalis & Sangster; 2005). 

In addition, shopping is treated as an entertainment activity by the people. Creating 

entertainment by the retailers for the customer is very crucial. Therefore, for retailers it is 

important to make the shopping experience of the customers as delightful, rather than just 

keeping the collection of merchandise in the stores. In other words, we can say that 

keeping the merchandise is not just important but presenting it in the most creative and 

attractive way, in order to create emotional appeal is more essential. Therefore, we can say 

that consumer decision process is influenced by the emotions felt during shopping in the 

retail store.  

Apart from the buying context, consumers possess some uncertainty or unfavorable 

consequences before purchasing. This uncertainty signifies the key element of consumers‟ 

perceived risk (Cox & Cunningham, 1967). Hence, it becomes very vital for the retailers 

and marketers to examine the factors of consumer’s perceived risk, which will help them to 

make marketing agenda for reducing it. According to Dowling (1986), a situation wherein 

consumers feel to have some uncertainty in purchasing is considered as a risk in making 

decision. The consumers‟ choices of making decision depend greatly on the amount of 

perceived risk (Campbell & Goodstein; 2001). Hence as per Dowling (1986), perceived 

risk has been widely examined in both theoretical and practical research in order to explain 

the connection between perceived risks and consumer behavior. Moreover, according to 

Mitchell (1999), an investigation of perceived risk is beneficial to forecast consumer 

behavior in order to develop better marketing strategies in terms of segmenting, targeting, 

and positioning of services and products. 

Therefore, we can say that emotions and perceived risk are considered as the major factors 

for influencing the impulse purchase behavior. Although previous studies have discovered 

the impacts of emotional states on impulse purchase, nobody has discovered the effect of 

perceived risk on impulse purchase. Majority of the earlier researches are focused on the 

studies of perceived risk with respect to online shopping. According to Forsyth & Shi 

(2003), the amount of perceived risk may be extended due to restricted physical access to 
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merchandise. Very few studies investigated the role of perceived risk in context to brick 

and mortar stores.  

According to Alpert (1994), it is very important to study the innovation process and its 

impact on today’s consumers, in order to survive in the business. Whereas according to 

McCarthy et al. (1999), investigation of innovators‟ behavior has a great impact on the 

new product acceptance in the market. In addition, according to Robertson (1971), 

consumer innovators (the early adaptors of the new products) influence the purchase 

behavior of the late adopters. Hence, we can say that study of innovators is very vital for 

the marketers to introduce the new product. 

According to Kim, Fiore, Niehm, & Jeong (2011), consumers with high innovativeness are 

attracted to a sensory-rich shopping environments largely. Moreover, according to 

Gladwell (2002), fashion innovators are consider as the change agent, and plays a major 

role in influencing the other segment of consumers. Hence, it becomes very imperative for 

the fashion stores and marketers to examine the shopper segment with the individual 

characteristics such as fashion innovativeness, to develop the marketing approaches to 

influence their purchase behavior. In particular, we can say that pleasant shopping 

surroundings or experience is unique aspect for influencing the behaviour of fashion 

innovativeness. Hence, the fashion retailers and marketers can influence the behaviour of 

the fashion innovators by focusing and utilizing the store elements such as design, 

ambience, and layout. 

Hence, we can conclude that emotions and perceived risk are considered as the major 

factors for influencing impulse purchase behavior. In addition, the personal characteristic 

such as innovativeness is also found to influence the impulse purchase behavior. However, 

none of the schoolwork has explored the part of these three aspects simultaneously in the 

context of fashion retail. Hence the leading goal of this research will be to fill the gap of 

this works by studying the role of personal characteristics such as fashion innovativeness 

on the relationship between emotions and impulse purchase and on the association between 

perceived risk and impulse purchase in the Indian context of fashion retail stores. 
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1.11. Research Problem: 

According to Singh (2010), Indian retail is rising like never before because of the factors 

such as increasing income levels and changing lifestyles. In addition, Indian cities are 

experiencing a paradigm shift to organized retail from unorganized retail (AT Kearney’s 

Annual Global Retail Development Index; 2007). Retail sector has been characterized by 

growing competition and increasing retail formats in addition to fast growth (Popkowski 

Leszczyc, Sinha, and Timmermans, 2000).  

According to Gilbert (2002), the study of consumer behavior is very important in order to 

report the following issues: a) Needs and motivation of the consumer; b) Demographic 

factors of the consumer affecting the purchase; c) The influence of marketing strategies of 

retail on consumers; d) The process of consumer decision making in purchasing; e) The 

risk perceptions of the consumers; f) What kind of experience does a consumer wants in 

the retail store.  

These factors have become the most prevalent areas to highlight the high competition in 

the retail market. In addition, impulse purchase has always been reflected as a main topic 

in shopper’s decision making practice. As per Eroglu et al.(1993), store atmosphere 

elements such as odour, sounds and view stimulate the consumer to purchase impulsively. 

Hence, impulse purchase behaviour of the consumers is very much needs to be understood 

in the context of retail stores. 

According to Shahid (2015), one of the major reasons for increase in retail formats is the 

consumer himself. Today’s consumer is very much demanding and focused on what he 

wants. In other words, we can say that consumer demand plays a dynamic role for the 

expansion of various retail formats in the market. According to Singh (2010), consumer 

behaviour in retailing is very uncertain and unstable than ever before and retailers are 

heading towards to establish new marketing strategies for satisfying needs and wants of 

customers (Shahid; 2015). Retailers are forced to add new services and create 

differentiation in order to service the competition (Shahid; 2015).  

The concept of creating differentiation in retail store is not fresh in the marketing collected 

works. Kotler (1973) was the first who presented the notion of retail store atmosphere. 
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After that, Mehrabian and Russell (1974) presented the theory of Stimulus-Organism-

Response (S-O-R). 

Price had been reflected as a very delicate aspect to take hold of the market share for every 

retailer. Now a day, differentiation or uniqueness is very considerably essential for clothes 

stores in order to stay alive in today’s retail market, which is full of competition. This 

uniqueness of clothes store demands the enchanting store ambience.  

Also shopping has turn into a mode of entertainment for the individuals. So shopping 

experience is inevitable for the shoppers. Hence for this reason, retail stores should not 

only provide the good assortment of merchandise, but also provide the enchanting 

shopping experience. Therefore, we can say that shopping experience creates certain 

emotions, which make the shoppers feel good or bad. In particular, we can say that 

shopping experience contribute fairly for creation of shopping emotions which ultimately 

affects the shoppers decision process during shopping in the store.  

Another importance factor, which affects today’s business model, is the technological 

advances. With the pace of technological advances, the consumer approaches the new and 

advanced products, which leads to shortening of the life cycle of established products. 

According to Alpert (1994), it is very important to study the innovation process and its 

impact on today’s consumers, in order to survive in the business. Whereas according to 

McCarthy (1999), investigation of innovators’ behaviour has a great impact on the new 

product acceptance in the market. Also according Roberstson (1971), consumer who is, 

innovators (the early adaptors of the new products) influence the purchase behaviour of the 

late adopters. Hence, we can say that study of innovators is very vital for the marketers to 

introduce the new product.  

According to Kim, Fire, Niehm & Jeong (2010), consumers with high innovativeness are 

attracted to a sensory-rich shopping environments largely. Moreover, according to 

Gladwell (2002), fashion innovators are consider as the change agent and plays a major 

role in influencing the other segment of consumers. hence, it become very important for 

the fashion retailers and marketers t examine the consumer segment with the individual 

characteristics such as fashion innovativeness, in order to develop the marketing strategies 
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to influence their purchase behavior. In particular, we can say that pleasing shopping 

surroundings or experience is one of the major factors for influencing the behavior of 

fashion innovators. 

Apart from the buying context, consumers possess some uncertainty or unfavorable 

consequences before purchasing. This uncertainly signifies the key element of consumers’ 

perceived risk (Cox & Cunningham, 1967). Hence, it becomes very vital for the retailers 

and marketers to examine the factors of consumer’s perceived risk, for developing 

marketing approaches to lessen it. 

Hence, in summary, we can say that store atmosphere is stimulating the consumers to do 

impulse purchase, which can be moderated by the individual characteristic such as fashion 

innovativeness. Therefore, this forms the basis of my research problem, which states that 

investigating the factors such as consumers’ emotions and perceived risks affect their 

impulse purchase behavior with the moderating effect of their fashion innovativeness. 

1.12. Scope of the study: 

This study was conducted on the topic of store atmosphere and its impact on consumers 

‘emotions and perceived risks that affects that shopping behaviour. Various shops of 

apparel brands were selected based on its beautiful ambience in the two cities of Gujarat 

(Rajkot and Ahmedabad). The statistical software such as SPSS 20 was utilized for 

interpretation of collected data. This research study will monitor the fashion apparel retail 

brands in managing their store atmosphere which can lead to impulse purchase. 

1.13. Research Objectives: 

1.13.1. Primary Objective: 

To investigate the moderating role of Fashion innovativeness on the relationship between 

shopping emotions; perceived risks and impulse purchase in the fashion apparel retail 

store. 

1.13.2. Secondary Objectives: 

The following are the secondary objectives of this study: 
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i) To study the relationship between shopping emotions and impulse 

purchase behaviour 

ii) To study the relationship between shopping emotions and perceived risk 

iii) To study the relationship between perceived risk and impulse purchase 

behaviour 

iv) To study the moderating role of fashion innovativeness on the 

relationship between shopping emotions and impulse purchase behavior.  

v) To study the moderating role of fashion innovativeness on the 

relationship between perceived risks and impulse purchase behaviour. 

1.4. Significance of the study: 

This study adds to the information about the importance of retail store atmosphere. In the 

age of internationalization, shopping experience is creating a buzz for the shoppers. In case 

of fashion industry, it is found very crucial to understand the purchase behaviour of the 

consumer as the PLC of fashion items is volatile. In such scenario, it is very essential to 

trap such shoppers who are the first to adopt the fashion and who influences other to    

adopt the fashion. Every retailer will always wish to encourage their customers for impulse 

purchase.  In this study, I will explore how the connection between store atmosphere and 

the fashion adopters can or cannot lead to impulse purchase.  

1.5. Structure of the study: 

Chapter 2: Literature Review:  

In this chapter the key concept of various variables such as Emotions, Perceived risks, 

Impulse purchase behaviour and fashion innovativeness was presented. In addition, the 

review of literatures on the relationship between emotions and impulse purchase; perceived 

risks and emotions; perceived risks and impulse purchase were also presented. Also, the 

moderating role of fashion innovativeness was also explored through the literature review. 

Chapter 3: Research Methodology:  

This chapter recognized the particular research design, the sampling plan, the data 

collection produce along with the pilot study and its findings for this study. 
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Chapter 4: Data Preparation: 

 This chapter describes about how the data are coded and edited for the purpose of final 

analysis. 

Chapter 5: Results and Discussions:  

This chapter displays the results of the data investigation done with the aid of statistical 

software SPSS 20. 

Chapter 6: Conclusions, Major Contributions and Scope of further work:  

This chapter gives the overview of how the results of this study can be helpful in the real 

context and how it can be further elaborated for the future studies. 
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CHAPTER-2 

LITERTURE REVIEW 

2.1. Overview: 

This chapter will present the literature on the variables of this study. A conceptual 

framework model will also be developed in this chapter. Then based on literature review 

hypotheses will be developed to achieve the objectives of this study.  

2.2. Introduction to Fashion Retailing: 

In the words of Hines (2001), fashion retailing is the process of procurement of apparels by 

integrating the stylists, retailers, manufacturers, consultants and other organizations in 

order to deliver the same to the consumer at the accurate time and at the correct price. The 

development of contemporary fashion retailing is based on the economic factors (Hines, 

2001). The last decade has seen the downfall of fashion retail market, but now because of 

growing GDP, the fashion retail market is witnessing new growth and opportunities along 

with the new challenges of the contemporary consumers.  

As the fashion industry is introducing new innovations, it has to encounter many 

challenges. Hence it is evitable for the fashion industry to forecast the consumers’ 

behaviour in terms of accepting the new fashion. This issue has been highlighted in many 

past researches. In particular, we can say that consumer’s adoption behaviour is the 

happening area of study for the fashion marketers and retailers. However, more 

investigation is necessary to forecast the adoption behaviour of the consumer, for the 

success and acceptance of new fashion.  According to Phau (2004), measuring consumers’ 

attitude can be a big help for the fashion marketers to forecast the new fashion’s 

appropriateness and acceptability. Also consumer’s adoption behavior can be examined by 

utilizing valid measurement scales (Ho and Wu, 2011). . 
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There is a very thin line of difference between acceptance and distribution of fashion. The 

acceptance of fashion is individual process and the distribution of diffusion of fashion 

involves many people (Kawamura, 2004). Very often people discuss with each other 

regarding the latest styles and fashion and also suggest new ideas of fashions. This means 

that social gatherings and parties can be a great source of spread of new and fresh fashion.  

In words of Goldsmith & Clark (2008), societal communication is the best instrument for 

the spread fashion innovations.  

The fashion industry is the trading of manufacturing and marketing clothes which is worth 

multi-billion dollar (Encyclopedia Britannica). Ever since the globalization, consumers are 

affected by this demanding industry to a great extent. There exist a difference between 

fashion industry and apparel industry, but until 1970s this difference was vanished. 

According to Steel and Major (2013), fashion is the style in the form of clothes and 

accessories worn by individuals at any given time. According to Pentecost and Andrews 

(2009), fashion can now be considered as the most vital and significant activity in a 

person’s life who is highly involved in clothing.  

Individual tend to symbolize fashion with clothes and accessories in spite of the fact that 

fashion influence all kinds of cultural and societal factors. Through the correct selection of 

fashion an individual can improve his or her self-image in the society (Easey, 2009).  

According to Soloman and Rabolt (2009), fashion can exist in almost all human activity 

and is considered as the short-term trends. In other words, we can say that fashion 

symbolizes our identity through what we wear in terms of clothes and accessories. 

According to Tungate (2008), purchasing a fashion items is the act of purchasing you own 

identity. In totality, fashion is a symbol of personality, status, income level and self-image 

of a person. 

According to Easey (2009), fashion is built in the form of pyramid. There is high fashion at 

the top, there is ready-to wear clothing blow high fashion, there are challenger brands at 

the intermediate level and at last there is mass manufacturing. According to the author, the 

high fashion clothing     is considered as the elite clothing which is provided by very few 

fashion houses. This is connected to Paris fashion industry traditionally. The ready-to-wear 

clothing is considered as the highly priced clothing with not exclusive production, which is 
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seen in the fashion boutiques and designer’s shops. The challenger brands are considered 

quite fashionable but as costly as the above mentioned ready-to-wear clothing. And the 

mass manufacturing clothing includes the simple kind of clothes such as t-shirts and simple 

jeans mostly found in the big departmental fashion shops.  

2.3. Definition of Fashion: 

According to Barnard (2014), fashion is something which is related to a person’s likings 

about any object which gradually changes. In words of Kawamura (2004), fashion 

enhances the intangible in the emblematic way and mostly imaginative. The author adds by 

stating that fashion is an institutionalized organization wherein people who are largely 

involved in fashion performs the similar activities. These people share the common belief 

related to the fashion culture (Kawamura, 2004). A very interesting statement given by 

Crewe (2001) about fashion is that “fashion resembles a cover of a book” which alters 

constantly.  

According to Workman and Lee(2011), fashion is highly linked to dressing of a person 

which shows his/her financial status in the society. The fashion has been used as a 

communication tool by an individual who shows his/her personality. Also according to 

Meneses and Rodríguez (2010), fashion is considered as the essential component in an 

individual’s lives now a day.   

In today’s market scenario, firms are shifting towards the approach of innovation which 

can decide its victory of defeat. Moreover, for the firms introducing an innovation is not a 

great challenge but to spread that innovation in the market that it is accepted by majority of 

the people is the main source for firm’s success. Fashion is broadly used phenomena in the 

context of apparels or clothes. People generally try to look fashion by wearing fashion 

clothes or apparels. So we can say that apparels are considered as the major part of the 

fashion industry.  
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2.4. The fashion related terminologies: 

a. Style: This word is often used interchangeably with fashion. According to Dickerson 

(2003), a style is a kind of product which possesses one or more particular topographies 

that make it unique in its own product category. For example, the various styles of fabrics 

such as chiffon, cotton, polyester etc.  

b. Design: According to Dickerson (2003), designs are specific elucidations within a 

particular style.  

c. Classics and Fads: A style which is acknowledged to a bigger or smaller level, over a 

prolonged time horizon is known as classics (Dickerson, 2003). On the contrary, fads are 

those styles which are accepted by the people swiftly with excessive enthusiasm for a very 

short time horizon and then vanish hastily (Dickerson, 2003).  

d. High fashion: A style which is unique, undistinguishable and completely fresh in the 

market is known as high fashion. The high fashion products are always priced very high 

and are available exclusively for the high-end customers in the market (Dickerson, 2003). 

e. Mass fashion: A style which is very common and is adopted by the large public is 

known as mass fashion (Dickerson, 2003). Mass fashions are manufactured in bulk volume 

and are priced at economical rates.  

f. Trends: According to Dickerson (2003), trends are the directions of fashion movements.  

There are two terms which describes the functioning of fashion trends according to 

Dickerson, (2003). They are: i) fashion-forward which refer to styles that are increasing 

importance and adoption in the market and ii) avant-garde which refers to styles that are 

unconventional, untried and disgusting (Dickerson,2003). 

2.5. The Fashion Product Life Cycle: 

According to Jackson and Shaw (2008), the basic of marketing concept states that no 

product has permanent selling period and it follows a cycle in terms of acceptance, 

expansion, maturity and deterioration stages.  According to the authors, there are various 

kinds of fashion product that goes to different life cycles. For instance, a particular set of 

accessory may follow a cycle of few weeks whereas denim jeans are following the cycle of 

decade (Jackson and Shaw, 2008).  The author says that it is very crucial for the fashion 

retailers and marketers to comprehend the changes in the fashion product life cycles 
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(Jackson and Shaw, 2008). According to Jackson and Shaw (2008), the following are the 

stages of fashion product life cycle:  

The introduction of design: here the fashion designers will decide the pattern and prints of 

the fashion product to be made available in the market. Since the fashion product is not 

available for sale there will be no profit and there will be high cost expenditures for 

product fashion developments.  

The implementation of trial fashion products in the market: here the fashion marketer and 

designer will introduce the trial version of the fashion products in the market to test its 

acceptance. In this stage the profit will occur gradually as the people start accepting the 

fashion products. 

The expansion stage: In this stage the acceptance of the fashion product will expand and it 

will be available in many shops. Profits and sales will rise intensely which gives maximum 

profits in the fashion markets.  

The adulthood stage: Here the fashion product will reach its saturation level as it will be 

accepted and adopted by majority of the people. These fashion products are found to be 

available at almost every retail stores and gradually its prices also decrease. Profits are hit 

badly for the fashion marketers and retailers.  

The exit stage: At this stage the particular fashion product had already became outdated 

and rarely has been adopted by the people. However, some retailers can make trading of 

such outdated fashion production in order to satisfy the late adopter or laggards, in order to 

create a niche segment in the market.  

2.6. The fashion Renaissance: 

According to Bhardwaj & Fairhurst (2009), the fashion business was grounded on bulk 

manufacturing of homogenous styles that were mostly constant because of design 

limitations of the manufacturers till mid-18
th

 century. People were less thoughtful about 

fashion and desired simple clothing until this time. During this time, the import of 

fashionable women clothes started taking place, which resulted in fall of standardised 
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clothes and increased the appeal of fashionable clothes (Bhardwaj & Fairhurst, 2010). As a 

result numerous big traders ruled the fashion clothing industry towards the end of 18
th

 

century. According to Easey (2009), the fashion business started facing tough competition 

from major competitors that led to the evolution of overseas collaborations during the 19
th

 

century.  

 

Before the occurrence of the World War I, countries like Germany, United States and 

England rules all the technical know-hows of the First Industrial Revolution (Rifkin, 

2014). The invention of steam power-driven trains changes the scenario of trade as the 

transport of goods speeded up intensely (Rifkin, 2014). The manufacturers started holding 

large financial control and after this they started eyeing for governmental control as well 

(Pendergast and Pendergast, 2004). The first industrial revolution had a straight linking 

with the fashion manufacturing as some of the key developments were to advance the 

apparel industry. Inventions such as Power loom by Edmund Cartwright and spinning 

wheel by James Hargreaves, added majorly for the advancement of fashion trade (Frings, 

2005). According to Pendergast and Pendergast (2004), clothing style transformed 

radically during the 19
th

 century. This change was due to the change in the process of 

manufacturing clothes, new sewing and weaving machine inventions and improved 

quickness and effortlessness of clothing manufacturing (Pendergast and Pendergast, 2004, 

p.605).  

 

According to Frings (2005) with the trade revolution, great commercial variations began 

happening and society also formed knowledge of fashion. Fashion was just affordable for 

the high class families till this time. But then due to change of commercial influence that 

industrial revolt brought, middle class families also started to afford the fashionable clothes 

and items. The creation of the sewing machine made the possibility of the democratization 

of fashion (Frings, 2005, p.9). According to Frings (2005), one of the initial uses of the 

sewing machines was to manufacture uniforms for the army people.  

 

According to Dickerson (2008), there are two different thoughts on fashion revolution. 

They are: i) the initiation of fashion industry: Sometimes it the fashion industry that 

introduces new fashion in the market and force the consumers’ to accept it and ii) the 
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initiation by the fashion consumers: sometimes it’s the consumers who introduces the new 

fashion trends in the market based on their knowledge and social status.  

However according to Dickerson (2008), the major reason for fashion industry 

revitalization is: i) psychological causes such as need for uniqueness and new variety. This 

creates an opportunity for the fashion retailers to introduce new colours and designs of 

various fashion product in the market and ii) rational causes such as environmental 

elements that create new style and fashion. 

The expansion of the boundaries of the fashion industry led to the emergence of fashion 

apparel industry mostly over the last twenty years (Djelic and Ainamo, 1999). According 

to Doyle, et al. (2006), the changing aspects of fashion trade such as follows resulted in a 

modern concept of fashion.  

i. Disappearing of mass production:  

Till mid-1980s, the process of mass production was highly followed that involved the 

manufacturing of styles in standardized design. It was believed that mass manufacturing 

reduces the cost and time resources. However, an exceptional case such as Levi’s jeans 

was highlighted in the past literature. In particular, we can say that people at that time 

were less concerned about unique style and chose to wear the basic designs and styles. A 

quick rise was found in the import of fashionable clothes by the women during the time of 

1980s. This made the low demand for basic apparels and increasing demand for the 

fashionable apparels by the women. 

ii. Fashion seasons:  

According to Sproles (1979), since fashion is a transitory recurring phenomenon accepted 

by an individual for specific time duration, it implies that the fashion life cycles are short. 

A classic life cycle of fashion since 1980s consists of four stages: i) launch and acceptance 

by fashion leaders ii) expansion in public acceptance iii) mass saturation in the acceptance 

pattern and iv) the drop and oldness of fashion. Till 1980s, the concept of one seasonal 

fashion was followed which used to be followed around the year.  But then towards the 

starting of 1990s, fashion marketers began targeting on the uniqueness and freshness of 

the fashion rather than following the mass production practices.  
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iii. Structural appearances:  

Till the end of 1990s, the fashion industry was conquered by many big companies and 

brands which had led to tough competition in the market (Barnes and Lea Greenwood, 

2006). This was the time when many fashion firms changed their philosophy of business 

from product-focus to consumer-focus (Tyler et al.; 2006). 

2.7. Fashion Theories: 

The process of fashion diffusion has been greatly supported by the fashion theories.  

According to Sproles (1979), the theories of fashion as explained below:  

2.7.1. Upper-class leadership theory: 

This theory state that the new fashion has been adopted by the upper class first and then it 

is adopted by the next lower class and finally it is adopted by the lowest class where its 

adoption stops. 

2.7.2. Mass-Market theory: 

This theory suggests that concept of mass manufacturing of fashion items for the certain 

social groups wherein they communicate collectively about the fashion information. It 

theory also highlights the notion of leader in each fashion groups who influences the 

behaviour of other with regard to fashion and its related activities. 

2.7.3. Sub-cultural innovation: 

This theory describes the capability of one’s culture to diffuse the new fashion amongst 

other. 

2.7.4. Innovation-collective theory: 

This theory highlights the role of individual as a leader because of their sense of style and 

fashion activities which influences others. 

2.7.5. Trickle- down theory: 

The fundamental concept of this theory is highlighted in the research works by Simmel 

(1957). This theory says that the movements of particular fashion happen from the people 

in the higher class to the people in the subsequent lower classes. For example, according to 

Martin Evans (1989), the movement of latest fashion goes from the fashion designer 

houses to the fashion reporter, then to the fashion leaders and lastly to the laggards. When 
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the fashion reporters tries to choose a particular fashion from the fashion designer houses 

they need some group of people who can display these fashionable clothes in front of 

others. These groups of people are known as fashion leaders or fashion opinion leaders 

who drives the decisions of other fashion followers like late adopters and laggards in the 

fashion life cycle. However, in 1988 this theory was reviewed by McCracken with few 

deviations. The first deviation was that this theory is not only about the movement of 

fashion but also it suggests the movement of culture and other new factors in the 

contemporary fashion industry. Secondly, the revised theory states that it is not essential 

that the lower class follow the fashion trends entirely and blindly from the upper class, but 

it may also happen that the low class people can adopt only few elements of fashion and 

styles and can mix with their own taste and preferences about the fashion.  

2.7.6. Trickle-across theory: 

When the movement of fashion happens from the fashion streets to the top fashion 

designers it is said to follow the process of trickle up. According to Dickerson (2003), it is 

not necessary that fashion moves from one group to another, but it can also moves from a 

single individuality to a large group of people. For example, a role model or a celebrity 

influencing the youth segment (Dickerson, 2003).  

2.7.7. Trickle-up theory: 

When the movements of fashions happens from the lower class to higher class of the 

society. 

2.7.8. Bottom-up theory: 

This theory is the advance version of the trickle –down theory which states that youth 

segment are the fastest to adopt the fashion and then gradually these fashions are filtered 

by the older segment and from lower to upper socio-economical groups (Dickerson, 2003).  

2.8. Fashion Marketing: 

According to Bohdanowicz and Clamp (1994), the following three aspects differentiate the 

process of marketing fashion compared to goods and services: 

a. Robust impact of environmental forces 

b. The time constraints and  

c. The role of shoppers  
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The globalization of and the intricacy in the structure of the fashion industry affects it to a 

great extent. Fashion marketers face a more difficult environment compared to other 

industries. For example, some fashion firms follow the vertical structure while some 

includes intermediaries in their supply chain management.  

As the fashion life cycles are short-term, it becomes very evitable for the fashion marketers 

to function within the time limits. The diffusion of designer’s fashion from the fashion 

ramp to high street is so rapid that there exists a risk of becoming these designers’ fashion 

as outdated before it actually made available at the fashion stores. Apart from this, the 

technological advancements the fashion design can be reached to maximum people and can 

be counterfeit before it enjoys a period of uniqueness.  

The contribution of shopper is found to be the vital link in the process of fashion 

marketing. Here the author talks about the high class shopper or buyers who are known as 

fashion designers. The fashion retailer makes an attempt to gain special deals for their store 

from the latest top fashion designers. The fashion designers contribute significantly by 

forecasting the fashion trends. So in this case, there is a win-win situation for both the 

fashion retailer and the fashion designer in the way that fashion designer can display their 

name in the top fashion stores and these stores also get benefits of special deals and 

discounts from the designers which make these stores unique from other.  

2.9. Fashion Consumer Behaviour: 

According to Dickerson (2003), the fashion industry is facing a challenge of changing 

customer needs and preferences in fashion products. People used to spend on fashion 

eagerly till 1980s, as they were more status conscious. Then after 1990s, people started 

demanding quality products at economical rates. People started making fashion 

expenditure consciously and were not trapped easily by the marketing activities. Moreover, 

people started becoming more independent in their fashion choice and they used to 

introduce their own fashion and style (Dickerson, 2003)  

According to Chaudhuri (2006), the crucial goal of the consumer-behaviour study is to 

comprehend as in what manner and on what reasons people use product and services. 

Consumer behaviour is a process that involves the following investigation such as why the 
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consumers buy a products or services, when they buy, in what manner they buy, how they 

buy and discard the products or services (Soloman et al., 2004).  

In words of Gilbert & Peter (1998), consumer behaviour is the process of exchange which 

is based on consumer’s mood, belief and code of conduct. Consumer’s code of conduct 

such as choosing, consuming and discarding the product or services is known as consumer 

behaviour. Also according to Pereira (2010), other factors such as social, cultural and 

environmental factors influence the consumer purchase judgments. This is supported by 

Kotler & Keller (2006) by stating that psychological factors, biological factors, societal 

factors and emotional factors create a considerable influence on purchase decisions.  

According to Gilbert (1998), consumer behaviour process includes: needs 

acknowledgement, data exploration, choice assessment, procurement decision and post 

procurement assessment.  

The stage of needs acknowledgement is the sage when a person makes out a problem or 

identifies his or her need. According to Kotler and Armstrong (2010, p.178), a person’s 

need can be motivated by external (surroundings) or internal (hunger or thirst) stimuli.   

The next stage is data exploration, wherein a person hunts for information to satisfy his or 

her need. The source of information exploration can be advertisements, friends, relatives or 

online websites ((Kotler and Armstrong 2010, 178).  

Choice assessment is the stage when a person has completed his or information hunt and 

now wants to narrow down the choices.   

Procurement decision or the buying decision is the next stage wherein a person decides 

whether to buy or not buy the evaluated choice. However, according to Kotler and 

Armstrong (2010, p.179), this stage is not the final stage and does end the responsibility of 

the marketer.  

The final stage is post procurement decisions or judgments which determines a person’s 

satisfaction level.  
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2.10. The Fashion Diffusion: 

The theory of fashion diffusion had been introduced by Rogers (1962). According to him, 

fashion is adopted in the bell-shape curve and there are five different segments of adopters:  

1) The innovators: 

They are the first and foremost to accept the innovative fashion idea or the fashion 

innovation. According to Brannon (2010), an innovation is something which is unique 

and fresh. The authors explain that the innovators are the people who are the initiators 

and the prime acceptors of the new fashion which consisted of 2.5 per cent of the total 

population. The fashions adopted by these innovators are called high-fashions as the 

innovators are generally of high social status in the society. 

2) The primary adopters: 

They are the people who generally duplicate the styles of the innovators which 

consisted of 13.5 per cent of the total population. The fashions imitated by these 

adopters are available at reasonable rates within the ease of availability. 

3) The early majority: 

They are the people who are continuing adopting or wearing the old fashion trends but 

are not agreeable to buy the same at regular rates. They consist of 34 per cent of the 

total population. 

4) The late majority: 

They are the people who are the last in the group to adopt or accept the fashion trends 

prevailing in the market and they consisted of 34 per cent of the population. 

5) The laggards: 

They are the people who resist accepting or adopting the fashion in the market and they 

consisted of 16 per cent of the total population.  
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FIGURE 2.1: Fashion Diffusion 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

(Source: Everest M. Rogers (1962) 

2.11. Fashion Innovativeness: 

It is defined as the propensity of a person to purchase a fresh fashion before than others 

(Sproles, 1979). The acceptance of fresh and innovative products and services by one 

person is described as his/her innovativeness (Goldsmith, R.E., & Flynn, L.R., 1992). In 

words of Rogers and Shoemaker (1971), innovativeness is the level at which a person is 

comparatively earlier in accepting or purchasing an innovative or fresh thing than other 

people of his closed group. In addition, according to Midgley and Dowling (1978), 

innovativeness is the amount at which a person is open to fresh and innovative ideas and 

takes judgments based on his own verdicts rather than getting influenced by others. 

Different researchers tried to measure innovativeness in their ways. For example, time 

adoption method was suggested by Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) whereas cross-sectional 

method was suggested by Midgley and Dowling (1978). However, a new scale known as 
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domain specific innovativeness scale was proposed by Goldsmith and Hofacker (1991), 

which consisted of six statements that measured the innovativeness of a person.  

Past researchers defined innovativeness commonly as the character of a person to try and 

buy new things. For example, Midgley and Dowling (1978) defines innovativeness as the 

hidden characteristic of opting for new and innovative things, whereas Rogers and 

Shoemaker (1971) describes innovativeness as the greater level of readiness for attempting 

new innovations compared to others. Recent researchers (Birtwistle and Shearer, 2001; 

Rajaram, 2001; Crane, 2000) identifies the concept of Fashion Innovativeness  as the 

process of accepting new fashion at the earliest by the fashion innovators and their task of 

becoming the referees of fashion to others.  

According to Creswell (2001), fashion innovators enable the legitimation and facilitation 

of spreading the new fashion of clothes. Crane (2000), added that understanding the 

behaviour of fashion innovators will subsidize the growth of fresh approaches to hustle up 

acceptances and upturn sales and money making.  Many researchers (Blake et al. 2003; 

Goldsmith 2002 and Citrin et al. 2000) piloted the study of understanding the association 

of innovativeness and purchase intention during online shopping. Recent studies such as 

Cotte and Wood (2004), describes innovativeness of a person as his or her willingness to 

attempt new things, whereas Roehrich (2004) defines innovativeness as a person’s 

characteristic of attempting new things more quickly than others.  

According to Alcaniz et al. (2008), innovativeness of the consumer is strongly associated 

with the process of adoption of a product, which largely affects the online shopping. In this 

study, it has been found that innovativeness of the shoppers during online shopping 

strongly impact their search behaviour and purchase behaviour. This has been supported by 

other researchers (Goldsmith and Flynn, 2004; Blake et al, 2003; Citrin et al., 2000) by 

stating that innovativeness of the shoppers largely affects their online shopping behaviour. 

Also Limayem et al. (2000) showed that purchase behaviour of the shopper through online 

is greatly influenced by their innovativeness.  

Many recent researchers (Birtwistle & Shearer, 2001; Crane, 2000) identify the features of 

a person with high fashion innovativeness. According to Creswell (2001), a person with 

high fashion innovativeness is found to be much familiar with the fashion products and 

possess the ability to authenticate the fashion related information.  Also according to 

Goldsmith et al. (1991), youngsters are found to be more involved in fashion related 
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activities and possess characteristics of fashion innovators. Moreover Goldsmith, Flynn 

and Moore (1996), found that females are more active in fashion activities and are found to 

be more knowledgeable in fashion purchases.  

 

According to Im et al. (2003), innovativeness of a person is his or her inclination to 

purchase fresh and innovative items rather than using the same old items. This has been 

supported by the earlier study of Rogers (1995), stating that innovativeness of a person is a 

tendency to attempt fresh innovations in the society rather than continuing the old 

consumption pattern. Researchers and marketers found it very crucial to investigate the 

segmentation of innovators (Clark and Goldsmith, 2006). This is because innovators 

represent the vital segment of the market which gives the income required to upkeep the 

expenses related to the introduction of new and innovative item in the market (Jordaan and 

Simpson, 2006). Moreover according to Phau and Lo (2004), fashion innovators are said to 

be fashion leaders as they lead the process of spreading the new fashion in the market. 

Jordan and Simpson (2006) adds that fashion innovators creates a buzz thorugh word-of-

mouth in the market.  

According to Clark and Goldsmith (2006), the examination of fashion innovators is 

becoming crucial for the marketers as they are responsible for the influencing the 

behaviour of others. Also Phau and Lo (2004) states that fashion innovators have huge 

impact on the market for creating buzz. Moreover, fashion innovators act as an advocate 

for the new fashion products through word-of mouth (Jordan and Simpson, 2006). 

According to Kim and Rhee (2001), fashion innovativeness is defined as the tendency of a 

person to adopt and accept a new fashion objects or services. Also according to Jun and 

Rhee (2009), fashion innovativeness is termed as an important trait of a person which 

consists of openness to try and buy new fashion items or objects.  

 

Recent researches (Jun et al., 2010; Jun and Rhee, 2008), identified that style involvement 

and clothing involvement are originators of fashion innovativeness. In other words, we can 

say that fashion innovativeness and fashion involvement are strongly correlated to each 

other. Past researchers (Rogers, 1983; Hirshman, 1980; Midgley and Dowling, 1978) 

describe innovativeness as a character or quality of a person who adopts fresh ideas or 

things. In other words, we can say that innovativeness of a person as a consumer is very 
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crucial for the decisive success of any fresh object of services from a business point of 

view.  

 

Recently the term of innovativeness has been more elaborated and defined more precisely. 

According to Citrin et al. (2000), consumer innovativeness is of two types – domain 

specific and general. General innovativeness is way of reacting rationally to a new 

exposure in terms of new products, experience or communication (Citrin et al., 2004). 

However, domain-specific innovativeness refers to the inclination of adopting a new ideas 

or concepts or product in a particular domain (Citrin et al., 2004). According to Goldsmith 

and Hofacker (1991), domain-specific innovativeness is more practical in understanding a 

person’s adoption of innovations. This has been supported in another study conducted in 

the fashion category by Park (2000), which states that domain-specific innovativeness is 

more compatible than general innovativeness. Park (2000) conducted a study in Korea and 

proved that general innovativeness does not satisfactorily describe the real adoption 

behaviour of a person. Hence he used the domain-specific innovativeness in his study to 

examine the relationship between online shopping behaviour of fashion goods and the 

shopper’s fashion innovativeness and found the direct connection between the two.  

According to Muzinich et al. (2003), the concept of innovativeness contributes largely in 

the explanation of acceptance of new and fresh products of a person, which ultimately 

decides the defeat or victory of the new products in the market. Innovators possess a huge 

potential in the process of making the new product or services popular and demanding, as 

they are more updated in the news of that particular product category (Goldsmith and 

Newell, 1997). In context to fashion category, fashion innovators are more inclined 

towards buying fashion items to show their own individualism (Workman and Kidd, 2000). 

2.12. Store Atmosphere: 

According to Bourlakis et al. (2005), it is very much significant for the retailers to provide 

a unique store atmosphere to the shoppers because of increase in competition and due to 

narrowing down differences between products and prices. Store atmosphere has been 

defined as the way the buying surroundings is crafted and designed to influence the 

emotions of the shoppers (Dunne and Lusch; 2008). Different researchers have described 

the components of store atmosphere in diverse ways. According to Zentes et al. (2007), the 
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store atmosphere parted into components as per the five senses of a human being such as 

visual sense gustatory sense, tactile sense, olfactory sense and auditory sense.  Gustatory 

sense includes the tasting of food samples, olfactory sense includes the fragrance in the 

store, visual sense includes the colour, lighting of the store, tactile sense includes the 

sensation for touching the product, and the auditory sense includes the background music 

and other noises in the store.  

On the contrary, according to Ballantine et al. (2010) store atmosphere parted into five 

components such as human stimulus, store layout, external stimulus, internal stimulus and 

point-of-purchase. The human stimulus includes the characteristics and appearance of the 

other people present inside the store, the store layout includes the store space design and 

structures, external stimulus includes the external appearance and external surroundings of 

the store, internal stimulus includes the general ambience inside the store and point-of-

purchase includes the displays and decoration inside the store.  

For this study, I chose to adopt the second categorization of the store components in order 

to investigate the impact of store atmosphere on the impulse buying behaviour of the 

shoppers. The main logic for choosing this categorization is that it deals with the actual 

behaviour of the shoppers affected by these five factors such as human stimulus, store 

layout, external stimulus, internal stimulus and point-of-purchase. However, it is not 

possible to study the influence of all these five stimulus on the shopper’s behaviour 

simultaneously because of time restrictions, I chose to study only the impact of internal 

stimulus (lighting, music, aroma and general temperature) on the shoppers’ impulse buying 

behaviour. Therefore, in this research study only the retail store with the good internal 

stimulus factors are taken into consideration. In particular, the retail stores that possess the 

beautiful lighting, music played in the background, nice fragrances and comfortable 

temperature is taken into consideration to obtain the objectives of this research study.  

2.13. Internal Stimulus: 

According to Ballantine et al. (2010), the internal stimulus of the store includes the factors 

such as flooring, hygiene level, fragrance, music and temperature. The factors of internal 

stimulus such as music, fragrance, lights and background colour has been considered as the 

key factors of the store interior and has been studied in majority of the studies in the past.  
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2.13.1. Music: 

Music is capable to stimulate the feelings of the shoppers, which affects their behaviour 

inside the store (Zentes et al.; 2007). According to Mattila and Wirtz (2000), the impact of 

music on shoppers’ behaviour works in three ways. Firstly, the volume or speed of the 

music can affect the shoppers’ differently. For example, fast tempo music played inside the 

store will create a sense of energy and enjoyment for the shoppers, whereas slow tempo 

music will compel the shoppers to move slow resulting in more time spent by the shoppers 

in the store (Zentes et al.; 2007). Dunne and Lusch (2008) which states that the rhythm of 

the background music is very much associated with the duration of time spent by the 

shoppers inside the store also support. Secondly, an emotional tone of the music and 

thirdly the preference level of the music by the shoppers. For example, according to 

Ferreira and Oliveira- Castro (2011), the familiarity of the music will also compel the 

shoppers to spend more time inside the store. In summary, we can say that the background 

music do influence the shoppers’ code of conduct during shopping inside the store and 

make them to spend extra time which can result in impulse buying behaviour. 

2.13.2. Scent: 

A retail store possesses two kinds of scents: i) ambient scent and ii) non-ambient scent 

(Mattila and Wirtz; 2001). According to Mattila and Wirtz (2001), the scent that is present 

inside the store and not produced from the product is referred to as ambient scent. As per 

the researchers, ambient scent evokes positive interpretation of the store and its products. 

According to Mattila and Wirtz (2001), the influence of ambient scent depends on three 

factors. Firstly, it depends on the quality of the ambient scent, secondly it depends on the 

exciting nature of the ambient scent and lastly it depends on the intensity of the ambient 

scent. Hence, it is very evitable for the retailers to properly implement the ambient scent in 

the store with should be congruent with the image of the store and which should please the 

shoppers in the positive manners. 

2.13.3. Color: 

Many research studies have occupied in the area of color of the retail store and its 

influence on the consumers. Color is found to be helpful for stimulating the shoppers’ 

emotions and moods (Ballantine et al.; 2010). The notion of color psychology is 

highlighted majorly in the modern studies. According to Zentes et al. (2007), various 

colors create variety impact on the consumers’ behaviour. For example, orange and red 
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colors are found to be connected with the feelings of friendliness, whereas blue and white 

colors are regarded as the representation of serene and hygiene (Soloman et al., 2006). 

Therefore, we can say that the selection of color in the store can make a huge impact on the 

shoppers’ behaviour.  

2.13.4. Light: 

The effect of lighting is found to be different in different kinds of retail outlets. For 

example, according to Dunne and Lusch (2008), the bright lights in the fashion retail outlet 

suggests the sense of discount store image whereas the bright lights in the beer shops 

influences the beer drinkers to observe and explore more products inside the shops. Also 

according to Ballantine et al. (2010), highlighting the product with the spotlight attract the 

shoppers and create more sense of enjoyment. 

 

2.14. The M-R Model: 

Largely two models are been adopted to study the influence of store atmosphere on the 

shopper’s impulse purchase decision. They are i) S-O-R (Stimulus-Organism-Response) 

model and the ii) M-R (Mehrabian-Russell) model. According to Turley and Milliman 

(2000), the M-R model developed from the S-O-R model. Both the models hugely 

contribute in the environmental psychology study. As per Chebat and Michon (2003), 

environmental psychology study is the study of environment, which affects the human 

psychology. In other words, we can say that environmental psychology study is the study 

of the surroundings or the setting of the physical store that affects the senses of the human, 

which ultimately affects their shopping decisions. Hence, it becomes very evitable for the 

retailers to provide the pleasing store atmosphere or surroundings to the shoppers to make 

them purchase more from the store (Chebat and Michon, 2003). 

According to Sherman et al. (1997), stimulus is something, which has the ability to arouse 

or prompt a person’s activity. However, in the past researches stimulus was considered as 

the external factor, which contributes in the impulse purchase behaviour (Bagozzi, 1986).  

According to Bagozzi (1986) stimulus is related to marketing mix factors and other 

atmospheric variables. However, according to Sherman et al. (1997), stimulus is 

considered as something that affects the internal states of an individual and it is the store 
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atmosphere, which is responsible for the shoppers’ internal states (feeling and moods). In 

addition Sherman et al. (1997), categorize the store atmosphere into three factors: i) design 

ii) ambient and ii) social. The design factors include the store cleanliness, the store layout, 

the store colour; the ambient factors include the temperature, fragrance, lights, music and 

the social factors include the sales people.   

In summary according to Sherman et al. (1997), in the S-O-R model, the store atmosphere 

works as the stimulus, the shoppers’, internal states works as the organism and the 

shoppers’ final action works as the response. However, the concept of response in not only 

restricted to the shoppers’ purchase behaviour, but can also to relate to the number of 

products bought, the time spent or the expenditure done (Sherman et al.; 1997). In broad 

context, the store atmosphere stimulus are projected by the retailers to employ positive 

impact on the shoppers’ internal states (emotions and feelings) which will ultimately affect 

the purchase behaviour of the shoppers in the positive manner. 

The M-R model is termed after Mehrabian-Russell, a revolutionary researcher in the study 

of environmental psychology. The M-R model originated in 1970s and has been regularly 

updated by the modern researchers, in order to contribute in the study of environmental 

psychology. According to Zentes et al. (2007), the M-R model is the model, which 

examines the store atmosphere along with the person’s personality which influences that 

person’s emotional states such as pleasure and arousal which in turn leads to shopping 

behaviour (avoidance or non-avoidance). In other words, when compared to S-O-R model, 

we can say that the M-R model takes a person’s personality into context whereas M-R 

model only talks about the store atmosphere as stimulus. According to Solomon et al. 

(2006), personality means a person’s inborn spiritual individualities, which redirect their 

response to the surroundings.  

A number of literatures suggest that some kinds of personality are thoroughly associated 

with the impulse buying behaviour of the shoppers (Shahjehan, 2012; Adelaar et al, 2003). 

According to Dobewall (2014), personality is divided into five types such as openness, 

conscientious, extraversion, neuroticism and agreeableness. Each kind of personality has 

its own qualities, which can influence a person’s purchase behaviour in a positive or 

negative manner. For example, a person who has conscientious personality has more 
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tendencies to control their impulse purchases. In particular, we can say that a person with 

conscientious personality is more likely to do less impulse purchases. In addition, a person 

with high neurotic personality will possess negative feelings such as anxiety and tension, 

which may lead to avoidance behaviour in the store. Therefore, we can say that a person’s 

inborn individualities can certainly influence their emotional states and in turn affect their 

behaviour.  

Pleasure and arousal, which are the two emotional states, are considered as the mediators 

between the shoppers’ reaction and the store atmosphere in the M-R model. Pleasure is 

defined as the positive feelings whereas arousal is defined as an excitement (Zentes et al.; 

2007).These two emotional states can result into two opposite kinds of behaviour i.e. 

approach or avoidance behaviour. 

According to Turley and Milliman (2000), the emotional state of pleasure can result in 

kinds of approach behaviour such as extra time spending, extra money spending, visiting 

the store again and doing more impulse purchase. However, according to Zentes et al. 

(2007) the emotional state of arousal is quite tricky to be tackle by the retailers. It is very 

important for the retailer to keep in mind that the shoppers should not have the extreme 

arousal feeling that makes the shoppers uncomfortable to visit the store again (Zentes et 

al.; 2007). Hence, according to Zentes et al. 2007, a moderate level of arousal can be 

maintained in the store by planning and creating a pleasing store atmosphere by the 

retailers.  

In summary, we can say that the S-O-R model is a simple purchasing model, whereas the 

M-R model more developed by taking into accounts the personality of an individual along 

with the store atmosphere as the stimulus. Therefore, for this study I determine to apply the 

M-R model.  

2.15. Emotions: 

The human emotion is the way of expressing the psychological change due to surrounding 

environment (Matsumoto, 2009). According to Mattila and Wirtz (2000) the physical 

surroundings is said to affect the two states of emotions such as pleasure and arousal. It 

was not an easy job for the researchers who have tried to measure the emotional states of 
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the consumers. Different measurement scales has been developed by the psychologists and 

the theorists. Few of the researchers considered emotions as the mediator on the 

relationship between environment and consumer reactions in general (Gentile et al., 2007; 

Desmet, 2002). The PAD model has been widely used for the study of emotional states in 

the context of retail settings (Babin & Attaway, 2000). According to Kotler (1973), an 

emotional state of shoppers is influenced by the retail store atmosphere which in turn 

affects the shoppers’ loyalty decision and patronage decision.  

The root of theory of emotion is grounded in the study of Charles Darwin (1872), who 

stated that emotional communications of a human being were descendants from other 

animals. Although before Darwin study, the various philosophers such as Descartes, 

Spinoza and Hobbes highlighted the notion of universal basic emotions (Solomon, 2002). 

A study was conducted by Darwin to understand the mechanism of facial expression based 

on the views of photos and contributed some important insights in understanding the 

universality of emotions. Basic emotions were then studied after Darwin which stated that 

there are two to eighteen basic emotions (Ortony and Turner, 1990).  Paul Ekman was 

found as one among the most powerful researchers at that time, to study the theory of basic 

emotions. According to him, emotions such as anger, sorrow, amazement, anxiety, hatred 

and joy are basic emotions. Later, Russell (1980) projected that emotion adjectives such as 

thrilled, contented and irritated can be described by the three dimensions known as 

pleasure, arousal and dominance.  

2.15.1. Theories of Emotions: 

2.15.1.1. Feeling theories:  

This theory is also known as James-Lang theory by William James (1884). As per this 

theory the mindful sensitivity of changes in the body is the result of emotional exposure. 

This theory states that the emotion is merely the physical changes. However, there was a 

strong argument on this theory by some of the critics who argued that emotions not 

necessarily a physical change merely, but there are emotions such as love, which is long-

term and does not include physical changes (Mill, 1998). Another point of argument was 

about the notion of intentionality. According to Errol Bedford (1956), emotions are based 

on intentional object. For instance, the emotion of pride is related to self, frustration 

indicates injustice, faith is related to required outlook, which gives rational limitations on 
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deciding the occurrence of emotion Bedford (1956).  This brings the concept of cognition 

or rational thinking in the context of emotions. Therefore, we can say that emotions are not 

merely the physical changes but also depend on the cognitive aspects. 

2.15.1.2. Cognitive theories:   

These theories states that the emotions are based on the judgments or beliefs which involve 

the presence of thinking mentally. These theories have also witnessed much criticism. One 

of the criticisms was that not all judgments are related to emotions.  For instance, the 

judgment or the belief that smoking is harmful cannot stop the smoker from smoking and 

does not lead to the emotion of fear.  

2.15.2. The system of Emotions: 

There are four main elements in the system of emotion they are: i) appraisal ii) arousal iii) 

facial communication and v) action willingness. These four elements explain the structure 

and production of emotional experience.  

1) Appraisal: According to the theorists appraisal is related to a person’s own 

apprehension about the emotional effect. This shows that emotional reactions differ 

from person to person (Frijda, 1993).  

2) Arousal: According to DeCatanzaro (1999), arousal is the state when the body 

discharges chemicals in the mind which create emotions and physical excitement 

and keenness for action. Arousal can be positive and negative. States of arousal 

includes emotions such as anxiety, annoyance, inquisitiveness and affection which 

are felt with an uncontrollable strength leading to act in an unthinkable manner. An 

individual’s productivity of performing task is influenced by the level of arousal. If 

the level of arousal is low, it will lead to below average performance, if it is 

average then performance will also be average and if it is high, it will lead to above 

average performance.  

3) Facials communication: According to Parkinson (1997), facial expression is the 

clear communication of the emotions.  Facial expressions occur in coordination 

with the nervous system (Ekman, 1992). For example, the movement of lip in the 

upward corner direction signifies the emotion of joy.  
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4) Action willingness: When a person expresses some emotions, he or she shows some 

propensities to act accordingly. For example, when a person is very angry with 

someone he will show the willingness to attack that person.  

2.16. Perceived risks: 

The process of making economical and financial decisions highly involves the notion of 

risk which was hosted in 1920s (Dowling and Staelin, 1994). However, in the context of 

marketing research, the idea was hosted by Bauer (1960) by proposing that there exist risk 

in the process of consumer decision making which implies that there can be some 

uncertainty as a consequence of decision been made by the consumer. The author also adds 

that a person can react and cope with risk only if he perceives is individually. This brought 

the concept of perceived risk into picture. According to Knight (1948), risk is said to be the 

unknown likelihood of uncertainty in relation to the decision consequences. Here Bauer 

(1960) says that risk is individual and Knight (1948) states that risk is the unknown 

likelihood of uncertainty. In addition, Cox (1967) also stated that every purchase decision 

possess some risk which is hardly known by the consumers. But the definition of perceived 

risk was more refined by Schiffman and Kanuk (2000), which stated that perceived risk is 

the insecurity a person encounter when he or she cannot predict the outcomes of their 

buying decisions. In particular we can say that perceived risk is the lack of confidence in 

purchase decisions by the consumer because of their incapacity of coping up or 

anticipating the negative outcome in terms of damage or harm caused as a result of 

purchases made.  

As the notion of perceived risk is considered very essential in the process of consumer 

decision-making, many studies (Roselius, 1971; Mitchell and Greatorex, 1990; Stone and 

Gronhaug, 1993)   tested the theory of perceive risk. The overall measure of perceived risk 

was first studied by Jacoby and Kaplan (1972). A study by Jacoby and Kaplan (1972) 

investigated twelve different product categories and acknowledged five risks such as 

societal, monetary, performance, bodily and mental risks. They concluded that 

performance risk is highly significant in the tangible product categories.   

They established that these five kinds of risk can measure the overall perceived risk 

precisely, proposing a sixth kind of risk known as time-risk. Another study by Brooker 
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(1984) concluded that monetary risk and performance risk were highly significant in the 

grocery products. Many studies exist in the contribution of the notion of perceived risk 

such as books of risk perception and theoretical models of risk (Dowling and Staelin, 1994; 

Stem et al., 1977). According to Dowling and Staelin (1994), the different types of risks 

are as follows: 

1. Physical risk: It is described as the perception of happening a bodily pain or harm 

to be caused by the consequence of buying decision (Salam et al., 1998). In other 

words, we can say that when a person is thinking about the physical discomfort or 

hurt that he or she will encounter while purchasing something, that person is said to 

possess the perceived physical risk. Performance risk: It is described as the 

perception of happening of non-performance of a purchased product or service 

(Horton, 1976). In particular we can say that when a person purchases something 

he or she may expect that it should work in a proper system and at that time he or 

she will possess the thinking of uncertainty of non-performance. This is said to be 

perceived performance risk. 

2. Social risk: It is described as the perception of occurrence of negative social image 

in the society or in the peer groups (Mitchell, 1992). In particular we can say that 

we a person purchases something he may possess the perception of getting a 

negative image of his or her in the friends’ circle as a consequence of purchasing 

something. This thinking of possessing an undesirable or objectionable self-image 

is said to be the perceived social risk.   

3. Time risk: It is described as the perception of occurrence of extra time spending in 

the process of purchase. For example, delay is product procurement in online 

purchase (Forsythe and Shi, 2002). In other words, we can say that we a person is 

thinking that he or she will spend extra time for acquiring or buying something, that 

person is said to possess time-loss risk.  

4. Financial risk: It is described as the perception of occurrence of money loss or cash 

not refunded due to the likelihood of product repairing or replacing (Horton, 1976). 

In other words we can say that when a person is thinking to have a financial 

damage in the purchase decision, he or she is said to possess perceived financial 

risk.  

5. Psychological or mental risk: It is termed as the perception of occurrence of the 

feeling to worry or uneasiness due to the projected after purchase behaviour 
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(Perugini and Bagozzi, 1999). In other words we can say that when a person is 

thinking to have the mental discomfort after the purchase of something, then he or 

she is said to possess the perceived psychological risk.  

2.17. Impulse Purchase: 

According to Virvilaite et al. (2009), the high rise in retail completion forced all type of 

retailers to give irresistible importance to the concept of impulse purchasing by the 

shoppers. However, in connection with the notion of impulse purchase, Saleh (2012) stated 

that the phenomenon of impulse purchase and unplanned purchase used interchangeably in 

past studies. Also according to Rook and Fisher (1995), unplanned purchase and impulse 

purchase considered as alternative word. However, Solomon et al. (2006) differentiates the 

meaning between unplanned purchase and impulse purchase. Unplanned purchase happens 

when the shoppers remind themselves for purchasing something, which they recall 

suddenly in the store, whereas impulse purchase is the quick and unexpected urge for the 

shopper to buy something from the store (Solomon et al.; 2006). Also according to Engel 

and Blackwell (1982), impulse purchase occurs without any pre-purchase intention of the 

shoppers. Virvilaite et al. (2009) delivered a more real description of the impulse purchase 

based on the past literature. According to them, impulse purchase is the on the spot 

unplanned purchase which occurs from the shoppers’ emotional states when they are 

experiencing the various stimulus of the store atmosphere. In this research study, I will be 

applying this modern definition of impulse purchase with respect to store atmosphere.  

There are four main features of impulse purchase according to Virvilaite et al. (2009).  

They are i) it is unplanned which is completely based on certain moment without any pre-

planned purchase intention ii) the surrounding stimulus of the shoppers are responsible for 

the occurrence of impulse purchase iii) impulse purchase is mostly considered promptly 

and iv) shoppers decision of impulse purchase is controlled by their emotional states 

during shopping.  

2.18. Conceptual Framework Model: 

As per the study by Donovan & Rossiter (1982), Mehrabian and Russell model is very 

important for studying the approach-avoidance behavior of consumers within retail 

environments. According to Baker (1986), consumers’ emotional states are affected by the 
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environment factors, which increase the buying possibilities. Baker categorizes the 

environmental factors into three: (1) Ambient cues which includes the attributes such as 

temperature, light, music and noise; (2) Design cues, which includes layout, design, and 

architecture etc. (3) Social cues, which includes store employees and customers. 

The Mehrabian-Russell model (1974) has been used largely in examining the relationship 

between external environments, intervening variables, and behaviors of the consumers in 

the retail settings using a Stimulus-Organism-Response Paradigm. Mehrabian-Russell 

model, suggests three emotional responses with bipolar dimensions namely: 1) pleasure-

displeasure, 2) arousal-non arousal, and 3) dominance submissiveness. These emotional 

states are found to mediate the consumers‟ reactions to environment in terms of approach 

or avoidance. The amount to which a shopper feels good, pleased, delighted or happy in 

retail store, is measured by Pleasure-displeasure; the amount to which shopper feels 

energized, alert or enthused, is measured by arousal-unarousal and the amount to which a 

shopper feels in control of the environment is measured by dominance-submissiveness. 

According to S-O-R model, internal states refer to affective and cognitive states of the 

consumer, which includes mood (Spies et al.; 1997) and perceived risk (Park et al., 2005). 

Based on this, Bitner (1992) modified the MR model and developed the notion of 

“servicescape” to investigate the effect of “physical settings” on employees and 

consumers‟ behavior. This modified MR model was adopted to examine the consumers‟ 

behavior in various service surroundings such as hotels and restaurants (Countryman & 

Jang, 2006; Han & Ryu, 2009), sports stadiums (Wakefield et al.; 1996), casinos (Hirish 

(1995) and events (Nelson, 2009).The limitation of Mehrabian – Russell (M-R) is that, it 

explains only the effects of atmosphere on shopper emotions and consequently on shopper 

behavior. As per the study by Bitner (1992) in her servicescape model, consumers also 

respond to store environment cognitively. According to Bitner (1992) servicescape model, 

consumers are affected cognitively and emotionally by the store environment. 

According to Yalch & Spangenberg (1988), store atmosphere influence customer’s 

emotional and perceptual response, which ultimately affects their shopping behavior. 

According to Dawson et al. (1990), consumers‟ moods or emotions are considered as 

situational variables, which affect their purchase behavior. Using SOR model, Abdolvand 
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et al. (2011) examined the effects of individual and situational aspects on impulsive buying 

behavior of the consumers. In addition, they have studied the effect of mood on 

consumers’ impulsive behavior. 

Young and Faber (2000), states that in addition to the atmospheric factors such ambient 

factors, design factors and social factors, promotion (e.g. sales and free gifts) can also be 

considered as an atmospheric stimuli or factor, which influences the impulse purchasing 

behavior of the buyers.  

In addition, Young and Faber suggest that consumer’s personal characteristics are directed 

related to impulsive buying behavior. Also according to Park et al. (2005), one of the best 

ways to distinguish the retail store is to build the relationship between store atmosphere 

and emotional states of the consumers. 

As per the study by Nichols et al. (2001) majority of the mall, shoppers were found to 

show impulse purchase behavior. Moreover, it was also found that one-third of the 

purchases in all department stores were impulse (Bellenger et al., 1978). This directs that 

impulse purchases show a critical part in the retailer’s profit. 

For this study, the proposed framework is given in the Fig 2.2, have studied four variables 

in this research study; they are i) emotions ii) perceived risk iii) impulse buying behavior 

and iv) fashion innovativeness of the shoppers. The emotions measured in this study are 

arousal and pleasure; cognition is the perceptions of the store environment and the 

behavior is the impulse behavior. Fashion innovativeness of the shoppers’ is proposed as 

the moderator between the relationship of emotions and impulse behavior and cognition 

and impulse behavior. 

The theoretical framework in this study, proposes that store atmospheric factors such as 

ambient, design and social factors affect shoppers‟ emotions and cognitions, which 

subsequently affects shopping behaviors. It is also proposed that shoppers‟ characteristic 

such as fashion innovativeness moderates the emotion- behavior relationship and 

cognition-behavior relationship.  
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FIGURE 2.2. Conceptual Framework Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.19. Hypotheses Development: 

2.19.1. Impact of Shopping Emotions on Impulse Purchase Behavior 

Now a day, analysis of consumer’s psychological state during shopping is very crucial for 

retailers. It is very important to investigate the factors affecting the consumers‟ decision 

making for buying or not buying anything. One of the best ways is to examine the 

consumers‟ emotional state of mind during shopping. According to Aubert-Gamet (1997), 

understanding consumer’s emotions is very essential; as it plays a key link between store 

atmosphere and their behavior inside the store in terms of approach or avoidance. It shows 

that emotions act as a mediator between the surrounding of the consumer and their 

behavior. Previous research studies have proved that servicescapes make changes in 

emotional states of customers, by either attracting or influencing them (Wakefield & Baker 

1998). 

As per the study by Donovan & Rossiter (1982), Mehrabian and Russell model is 

important for studying the approach-avoidance behavior of consumers within retail 

environments. Store atmosphere and its impact on consumer behavior have been studied by 

many researchers based on Mehrabian-Russell model. Previous researches such as Bitner 
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(1992); Grewal et al. (1994); Baker et al. (2002); Kaltcheva and Weitz (2006) adopted the 

Mehrabian-Russell model for exploring the power of atmospheric stimuli on the customer 

behavior in the retail settings. 

In the study by Donovan & Rossiter (1982), it was proposed that store atmosphere affects 

the customers‟ shopping intentions in terms of enjoying the store environment, spending 

more time and money than planned, more interaction with the people in the store and 

willingness to return to the store. It was proved in their study that feeling originated by the 

store environment results in the extra time spending by the shopper in the store. This 

finding was also supported by Wakefield and Baker (1998), which states that store 

atmospheric, increases the possibility of spending more time in the store. 

Turley and Milliman (2000), states that the physical facilities of the store in terms of 

atmosphere have an effect on consumer approach-avoidance behavior. Also past researches 

states that unattractive and unpleasant store atmosphere results in consumers ‘spending less 

time in the store (Sherman et al., 1997; Hui et al., 1987; Donovan et al., 1994). Moreover 

past researches (Sherman et al., 1997; Donovan et al., 1994; Baker et al., 1992; Bellizzi 

and Hite 1992; Donovan and Rossiter 1982), states that consumers’ spend less money in 

the store with unattractive and unpleasant atmosphere. 

In addition, customer patronage intention was also found to be affected by the store 

atmosphere. According to Kotler (1973-1974), unique store environment affects the 

customer patronage intention significantly. Moreover, it was found that services provided 

by the retailers also cause customer patronage intention (Baker et al., 2002). 

In other words, we can say that store atmosphere influences the consumer’s purchase 

behavior in terms of browsing the store more or less. Browsing behavior consequently 

influences the unplanned purchase behavior known as impulse purchase behavior. 

According to Cobb and Hoyer (1986), found that impulse or unplanned purchase is the 

comparison of the planned purchase items and the unplanned purchase items. In other 

words, we can say that an individual is said to exhibit the impulse purchase behavior when 

he/she purchases the items which was not planned initially to purchase. 
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As per the study by Mehrabian and Russell (1974), in-store environmental stimuli 

influence the senses of human which have a direct impact on the emotions of the 

consumers‟ and consequently on the behavior of the consumers. According to their study, 

three emotional states were examined namely i) pleasure ii) arousal and iii) dominance. 

But according to some researchers the third emotional state i.e. dominance should be 

deleted from the analysis of shopping emotions (Russell and Pratt, 1980; Donovan & 

Rossiter, 1982). Russell and Pratt (1980), states that the two dimension of emotions namely 

i) pleasure and ii) arousal are adequate enough to measure the persons‟ emotional states in 

all kinds of circumstances. Moreover, they argue that application of dominance dimension 

for measuring emotions is quite questionable. Moreover, Russell in his advanced work 

states that dominance cannot be measured purely in situations as an emotional response, as 

it involves a knowledgeable analysis by the individual. The two emotional states namely 

pleasure and arousal were set up to be the noteworthy determinant of the consumers‟ 

approach-avoidance behavior according to past researches (Mehrabian and Russell, 1974; 

Donovan and Rossiter, 1982; Babin and Darden, 1995). Hence, in this study also I have 

considered pleasure and arousal as the measure of emotional states of the shoppers‟ in the 

female fashion apparel store. 

It was proven that high arousal would encourage the consumer to spend more money and 

time in the store (Baker et al., 1992; Donovan et al., 1994). As per the study by Donovan et 

al. (1992), pleasure experienced in the store is found to be the main cause of shoppers‟ 

behaviour in terms of unplanned purchase and extra time spending in the store.  

The Mehrabian-Russell (1974) model proposed that shopping emotions mediates the effect 

of store environment on the approach behavior of the shoppers. The previous research 

studies by Donovan and Rossiter, (1982); Stoel et al. (2004), advocates that store 

environment influence the shoppers‟ behavior, in a manner that shoppers experiencing 

arousal and pleasure are more likely to show approach behavior. Moreover, according to 

Yani-de-Soraino and Foxall (2006), the approach behavior of the consumers are shown in 

terms of willing to stay longer in the store, willingness to purchase more. In addition to 

this, it was proved that buyers that stay extended time in a store exhibits extra purchase 

behavior (Lindeman, 2007).According to Babin and Darden (1995), pleasure and arousal 

are proved to be a noteworthy determinant of the approach-avoidance behavior of the 
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shopper. As per the study by Donovan et al. (1994), higher arousal felt by the shoppers‟ 

makes them use more money and time in the store. 

According to the research by Park and et al. (2006), positive emotions, fashion 

involvement, and fashion-oriented impulse behavior are positively related. It has been 

proved that emotional factors create fashion-oriented impulse buying behavior owing to its 

fulfillment of hedonic desire (Ko, 1993 and Hausman, 2000). Whereas according to Park et 

al (2006), individual’s involvement in fashion motivates for fashion-oriented impulse 

behavior. 

Moreover, a strong relationship is found between fashion involvement of an individual and 

their personal characteristics (O Cass, 2004). In other words, we can say that positive 

emotions create fashion-oriented behavior, which is moderated by fashion involvement 

level of the consumers. This is supported by the study of Ko (1993) which argues that 

positive emotions are significantly related to impulse purchase. 

To put it together, previous researches (Bloch et al., 1986; Beatty and Ferrell, 1998; Jones 

et al., 2003), states that product-specific involvement always cause high emotional needs, 

which ultimately generate impulse purchasing behavior. Moreover, as per Coley and 

Burgess (2003) impulsive buying behavior is mostly exhibited by women, as they have 

greater sense of emotions experienced in the store while shopping. 

In line with previous researches, we can say that shopping emotions are positively 

associated to impulse buying behavior. Therefore, I propose that shopping emotions are 

positively correlated to fashion-oriented impulse behavior. 

H1: Female shoppers' emotions positively affect impulse purchase behaviour during 

fashion apparel shopping in retail stores.  
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2.19.2. Impact of Shopping Emotions on Perceived risk 

According to Slovic et al. (2004), emotion and affect had been recognized as important 

element in perception of risks. As per the study by Loewenstein et al. (2001), risk 

perceptions are state of mind which includes a rational component or cognitive process. 

The relationship between risk perceptions and affect has been found from a variety of 

sources. Perceived risk arises from the perceived benefits. For example, herbal medicines 

are perceived to have low risk and as high benefit. According to Alhakami & Slovic 

(1994), this opposite connection between perceived benefit and perceived risk, tend to be 

connected with the strength of negative and positive affect linked with that activity. Also 

according to Slovic et al., (2002), people tend to base their decisions of an activity not only 

on their cognitive states but also on their affective states. In other words, we can say that a 

person involved in any activity makes the judgments on not only what he/she thinks but 

also on also how he/she feels. For example, if a person feels that an activity is bad, he/she 

may judge risks as high and he/she feels that an activity is good, he/she may judge risk as 

low. Hence according to Slovic et al. (2002), affect precede judgment of risk. In other 

words, we can say that affects direct the formation of perceived risk. If the affect is 

positive, the perceived risk will be small in amount and if the affect is negative, the 

perceived risk will be high. 

Another study was conducted by Retief (2012), in the context of pop-up stores in South 

Africa. This study found out the relationship between South African consumers’ impulse 

purchase decision based on their internal states such as emotions or mood and the features 

of innovations in the pop-up stores. It was proved that South African consumers are 

inclined to do impulse purchases because of the new innovations in the pop-up retail 

stores.  

Many memory-based research studies have been recommended to explain the influence of 

affective states on consumer thinking and decisions (e.g., Melton, Hirt, Harackiewicz, & 

McDonald, 1996; Kahn & Isen, 1993). The model of Affect-as-information, suggests that 

people are more likely to use their affective states as information for evaluating something. 

According to Mackie & Worth (1991), when people are exposed to stimuli, which creates 

positive mood and emotions, they have little motivation to acquire additional information. 

Also according to Fedorikhin& Cole (2004), when people are guided by their affective 
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states such as mood or emotion, they bias the process of cognition generation. Moreover, 

people in good moods or emotions tend to make simple rules in decision making rather 

than complex rules (Swinyard, 1993). 

According to Edwards (1990), beliefs, judgments, and thoughts are considered as the 

cognition based components. Past research studies (Petty, Richman, Strathman & 

Schumann, 1993; Pham, 1998), states that people’s feelings about something will 

determine their judgment about it. As per the study by Clark & Isen (1982), a positive 

affective state is more likely to result in evaluations that are more positive. Also as per the 

study by Gasper (2004), people’s feeling, influence the process of thinking and judgment. 

Moreover, it has been proved that when a person is in happy state, he/she is more likely to 

evaluate something more positively (Forgas, 2002). 

Past research studies (e.g., Isen, 1993; Barone, Miniard, & Romeo, 2000) states that 

positive feeling influence the consumers thinking and purchase decision in the decision-

making process. In other words, we can say that positive affect or positive feelings can 

lead to positive thinking and positive outcome. Moreover, a strong connection was found 

between affective states and the perceived risk. According to Johnson & Tversky (1983), 

states that people with negative feelings or affect evaluated risks as more frightening than 

those with positive feelings or affect. Also according to Park et. al., (2005), if a person is in 

a positive mood, the evaluation of an object will be in a favorable way. This is supported 

by the work of Schwarz (1990), which states that the evaluation of an object is related to a 

person’s mood. 

According to Kim & Lennon (2000), music influences the emotional states of the 

consumer which leads to reduced perceived risk. With regards to this, Tan (1999) suggests 

that retailers should look forward for potential risk reduction strategies. Little research has 

been done on the subject of atmospheric cues and risk reduction factors. However, 

according to Erogluet.al, (2001) risk aversiveness might be reduced by increasing the 

atmospheric qualities in online store websites. This can be applied in the brick and mortar 

stores also. In other words, we can say that if the atmospherics qualities of the brick and 

mortar stores are stimulating, then customers will be more in a happier mood, which will 

lead to less perceived risk for purchasing. Also previous research (Isen et. al., 1978) states 
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that people who possess positive mood calculate (cognition) stimulus more positively than 

people in negative-or-neutral mood. Also according to Isen et al (1978), a person evaluate 

(cognition) stimuli more positively who is in positive-mood of states evaluate (cognition) 

compared to individuals in negative mood or neutral mood. 

 

Hence based on the literature research, we can say that if the consumer is in the positive 

emotional state, then he/she will do positive evaluation of the surrounding environment, 

which can influence his/her action or behavior. This can be applied in the fashion retail 

context also. From this, we can propose that if the consumer is in the happy mood or 

feeling pleasure and arousal in the fashion apparel store, then he will evaluate the store 

environment more positively and perceive less risk and can make a purchase. In particular, 

we can propose that, shopping emotions such as pleasure and arousal are negatively linked 

with the perceived risk in the fashion apparel retail store.  

H2: Female shoppers’ emotions are negatively associated with their perceived risks during 

fashion apparel shopping in retail stores. 

2.19.3. Impact of Perceived risks on Impulse Purchase Behavior: 

Previous research studies have not addressed the impact of store atmosphere on 

consumers‟ cognitive valuation, by focusing mostly on consumers‟ emotional reaction and 

its effect on their behavior (Lin, 2004). 

Cognition is the part of consumer attitude. According to Schiffman & Kanuk (2004), 

attitude composed of three components: cognition, affect, and conation. Cognitive 

component of attitude is defined by Schiffman & Kanuk (2004) as the information and 

awareness acquired by the shopper from the direst exposure to the attitude stimuli.  

According to (Rapoport 1982; Kaplan and Kaplan 1982; Golledge 1987) people’s beliefs 

regarding particular place or the product found in that place are influenced by the 

perceived servicescape which elicit cognitive responses. In other words we can say that 

particular environmental cues of any place such as the furniture or the décor influence the 
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person’s thinking about that place. Or we can say that the cognition component consists of 

the perceptions and the knowledge by any person from the direct experience with the 

external environment and its surroundings. 

Studies by Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) and Kempf and Smith (1998), suggests that 

cognitive response is affected by the purchase environment which in turn influence the 

purchase behavior and the overall evaluation. According to Kaltcheva & Weitz (2006), 

impact of store environment on the consumers‟ perception and its assessment is very vital 

for the retailers. S-O-R model was utilized to study the impact of store atmosphere on 

perception of the consumers by many researchers. 

The earliest research work on the concept of perception in store atmosphere has been done 

by Bitner (1992). It was found in Bitner’s study that customer would have emotional, 

perceptual and psychological reactions towards the store environment, which affects their 

behavior in the retail store. 

The importance of cognitive responses affecting behaviour has been highlighted in 

numerous studies. It is said that from the cognitive perspective, elements of the store gives 

message or information about the store and the merchandise. In other words, we can say 

that store atmosphere affect consumer’s perceptions and creates image of the store of 

merchandise. These perceptions direct the consumers to exhibit approach-avoidance 

behaviour (Han Shen & Tsuifang, 2011). Music in the store was proved to affect the 

shoppers’ perception about the quality of fashion merchandise in the women’s fashion 

store context (Sweeney and Wyber; 2002). In addition, the ambient factors of the store are 

been found to affect the consumers‟ behaviour. Chebat and Michon (2003) proved that the 

ambient scent influenced consumers to spend more based on their cognitive response. 

Customers experience many atmospheric cues during their shopping, which creates the 

perception of the store and its merchandise. As stated by Kotler (1973), customers‟ 

perception regarding the store or merchandise or service is very crucial as it directs the 

customers to make decision regarding the purchase of the product or the service. Hence, 

we can say that shopping behavior of the consumer is very much influenced by the 

perception formed about the product or store during shopping experience. According to 
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Baker et al. (2002), store atmosphere acts as stimuli to provide essential information 

regarding product, price, service quality etc. This information creates the perception of 

product, price or service quality and influence the shopping behavior of the consumer 

The retail store consist of the elements such as social elements, design elements, ambient 

elements etc. All these elements of the store form the bases for consumers‟ perception 

regarding the store, product, or the service. Physical appearance of the retail employees is 

considered as the social cues for the consumers, which creates the store’s image in the 

consumers‟ mind (Solomon, 1985). As per the study by Singh (2006), there exist a positive 

connection between social cues and consumers‟ cognitive evaluations such as service 

quality, merchandise quality, store image, and price. According to previous studies 

(Zweigenhaft, 1976; Campbell, 1979; McElroy, 1981; Baker et al., 1994) consumers‟ 

evaluation about the people and merchandise within the store are influenced by the design 

elements of the store. 

Moreover, some researches identify the relationship between customers‟ emotional and 

perceptual reactions in the retail store. According to Sweeney and Wyber (2002), 

emotional and perceptual reactions simultaneously affect the behavior of the customer in 

the retail store. By adopting the S-O-R model, the impact of cognitive process was studied 

by measuring perception of service and product. Hence, we can say that, the store 

atmosphere factors such as design factors ambient factors, and social factors, creates the 

image or perception about the store or merchandise quality or service quality, which 

significantly affects the consumer behavior. 

According to Boksberger, Bieger, and Laesser (2007), shopper decision-making process 

involves the perception of risk by the consumer, which influences their evaluation and 

behavior. Consumer behavior such as store selection, choice evaluations, information 

acquisition, brand loyalty, product adoptions are found to be affected by the perceived risk 

(Schaninger, 1976). 

Previous studies (Cox, 1967; Roselius, 1971; Taylor, 1974; Greatorex and Mitchell, 1993; 

Tse, 1999; Agrawal and Teas, 2002; Yavas, 2003; Tzeng et al., 2005; Bagheri et al., 2008) 
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tried to evaluate risk perception in a wider context. It was proved in these studies that the 

perceived risk plays a major role for the evaluation of the consumers‟ cognitive states. 

For examining the effect of cognition, perceived risk was investigated in many previous 

studies for almost all kinds of consumer products including coffee (Arndt, 1967), detergent 

(Hisrich et al., 1972), furniture (Peter et al., 1975), automobiles (Dornoff, 1972), and 

services Akaah (1988). 

According to Downling and Staelin (1994), when a consumer feel a functional or 

psychological risk, while purchasing a product or service is defined as perceived risk. 

Tzeng et al.(2005) has presented the theory of perceived risk. It was proposed by them that 

perceived risk is the insecurity resulting from the consumers‟ action. In other words, we 

can say that perceived risk is the ambiguity or hesitation perceived by the shopper about 

the buying and use of the product. If the consumer is making the decision of purchasing the 

product, then he thinks the possible consequences about the product use. 

Perceived risk can be consider to study as a variable because of several reasons. Firstly, it 

is very important for make the consumer decision making effective by identifying and 

analyzing the reasons for the consumers’ perceived risk. Perceived risk is the major source 

of psychological stress which results in poor decision making. Hence, by examining the 

perceived risk of the consumers, marketers can plan risk reduction marketing strategies 

such as brand/image development, segmentation, positioning and targeting. This can be a 

win-win state for both the consumers and the marketers, wherein consumers‟ gets a better 

environment for making purchase decisions and marketers can increase their sales and 

share of the market. 

According to Day and Crask (2000), perceived risk model also plays an important role in 

the retail context. In addition to this, they found that the study of perceived is very essential 

for investigating the part of cognition in consumer purchase behavior. According to Akaah 

et al. (1988), perceived risk is found to influence the consumer purchase behavior in most 

store purchase. This is supported by the study of Arndt (1967), that consumer possesses 

higher amount of risk in store buying than non-store buying. 
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According to Dowling et al. (1994), perceived risk for the purchase of clothes was found to 

be less in offline shopping compared to online shopping. Also perceived risk is related to 

mode of shopping to a great extent. According to Cox et al. (1967), perceived risk is low in 

mail catalog or telephone shopping compared to in-store shopping. 

According to Srinivasan and Ratchford (1991), shopping experience impact the level of 

perceived risk for the shoppers. They stated that positive shopping experience leads to low 

level of perceived risk and negative shopping experience leads to high level of perceived 

risk. In other words, we can say that shopping experience shows an essential role in 

affecting the perceived risk of the shoppers during purchasing. 

Donovan et al (1994) stated that emotions greatly affect some type of behavior, while 

cognition is found to affect other type of behavior. It was proved in their study that 

cognitive factors are more essential than emotional factors for investigating the unplanned 

spending of the consumers. 

This is supported by the study of Lee and Yi (2008), which states that arousal and 

perceived risk significantly affects the impulsive purchase behavior. In particular, it was 

proved that perceived risk is connected inversely or oppositely with impulsive purchase 

behavior.  

As per the study by Mitchell (1992), consumer purchase decision towards car was found to 

be influenced by perceived risk. Moreover, according to Durovnik (2006), the probability 

of purchasing is less, when the consumers have high-perceived risk. He also states that 

when the consumers have high-perceived risk, they will consume more time for 

information search and will pay less. 

As per the study of Virvilaite et al. (2011), staff members of the shop, ambience of the 

shop, marketing strategies, and cognitive response involved into the fashion item purchase 

influence the impulsive purchasing. From this we can say that cognitions or perceptions 

formed by the consumer during their shopping experience based on the shop environment 

and other stimuli are related to fashion items impulse purchase. 
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Impulsive buying involves minimal cognitive control. In other words, we can say that 

when the perceived risk is high, consumer are more likely to go through perceptive 

processes. The study of perceived risk and its effect on impulsive behavior has not been 

studied so far in the fashion retail context. It can be said that consumers with high 

perceived risk would show risk antipathy, which in turn influence them for non-impulsive 

behavior. 

H3: Female shopper’s perceived risks negatively affect impulse purchase behavior during 

fashion apparel shopping in retail stores. 

2.19.4. Moderator: Fashion Innovativeness: 

2.19.4.1. Between Shopping Emotions and Impulse purchase behavior: 

A study was conducted by Szczepaniak (2015) on examining the relationship between 

variables such as fashion innovativeness and involvement; self-expression and impulse 

purchase in the context of Turkish Fashion market.  These variables were used to segment 

the Turkish consumers’ market. The segments found in the results through cluster analysis 

were apathetic consumers, enthusiast consumers and prudent innovators.  Apathetic 

consumers were found to possessing small level of fashion innovativeness and fashion 

involvement.  They do not have the tendency to represent them through fashion and do not 

buy impulsively. They give more importance to price, rather than quality and comfort. 

They are more cautious while shopping and they shop with low frequency of once every 

six months. Enthusiast consumers were found to possessing adequate level of fashion 

innovativeness and fashion involvement. They have the tendency to represent themselves 

through fashion and regularly buy impulsively. They give more importance to comfort and 

quality of fashionable clothes rather than pricing. They are very social and shop at least 

once a month. Prudent Innovators’ consumers were found to possessing great level of 

fashion innovativeness and fashion involvement. They consider clothing only as a means 

for self-identity. They give more importance to fashion and latest trends, rather than price, 

comfort or quality of fashionable clothes. They love to shop alone or with others and the 

frequency shopping of once a month.  

One more study was conducted by Johnsons and Lee (2010) in the two Midwestern 

universities in the United States. This study explored the connection between 
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undergraduates’ students’ tendency for impulse purchase based on the influence of store 

atmosphere with the moderating role of their individual traits such as extroversion, hedonic 

consumption tendency, lack of control or innovativeness. It was found that store layout is 

very much responsible for the impulse decisions. Also it was found that the mood of these 

students was affected by the store ambience and happy moods resulted in impulsive 

buying. And last but not the least it was proved that the personal characteristic such as lack 

of control is highly responsible for encouraging the impulse purchases for these 

undergraduates’ students.  

Another study was piloted in the setting of Croatian fashion retailing by Anić et al. (2018). 

This study tried to close the gap in the works by discovering the connection of fashion 

innovativeness to shopping inspirations, visual merchandising and unintended buying of 

the consumers in the Croatian fashion retail stores. This study found that the consumers 

tend to possess greater level of fashion innovativeness because of shopping motivations 

such as personal make-over, social recognition, attractive appearance and sexual attraction. 

One of the objectives of this study was to find out the correlation between fashion 

innovativeness and unintended buying by the consumers, which was found significant in 

the analysis.  Further, it was also proved that visual merchandising in the fashion stores 

plays a moderating role on the relationships between fashion innovativeness and 

unintended buying. In other words, we can say that visual merchandising with higher 

impact motivate consumers with higher fashion innovativeness to increase unplanned 

purchases. Moreover, this study also discovers that consumers with lower fashion 

innovativeness can also increase unplanned purchases, as long as there is an influence of 

visual merchandising of fashion retail stores on them. 

One of the studies was conducted in the context of eco-friendly apparels in the South-

eastern U.S. University by Matthews (2016). The primary goal of this study was to 

discover out how the students with two different level of fashion innovativeness (i.e. low 

and high) differ in the preference for eco-friendly apparels and also how they differ in the 

perception of environmental concerns. It was found that there was no change in the 

perception of environmental concerns between the low and high fashion innovators. 

However, students with high fashion innovativeness preferred to purchase non eco-friendly 

apparels more compared to eco-friendly apparels because they feel that eco-friendly 

apparels does not give them unique look. Whereas students with low fashion 
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innovativeness preferred to purchase eco-friendly apparels because they gave more 

importance to quality rather that the look. 

A study which was conducted by Cardoso et al. (2016), explored the link between attitudes 

of opinion leaders and fashion innovators towards the fashion advertising. The students of 

Porto University were considered to test this objective. The results proved that there is an 

affirmative association between fashion innovators, opinion leaders and approach towards 

fashion marketing. Moreover, it was found that fashion leaders possessed good level of 

fashion innovativeness and a positive response towards fashion advertising; however 

fashion followers possessed low level of fashion innovativeness, but had a positive 

response towards fashion advertising.  

Another study by Park et al. (2007) was piloted to inspect the impact of fashion 

innovativeness and materialism of the Korean consumers on the attitude regarding online 

shopping of fashion across domestic boundaries with the controlling role of internet 

innovativeness. This was concluded in this study that fashion innovativeness and 

materialism do influence the attitude regarding online shopping of fashion across domestic 

boundaries with the controlling role of internet innovativeness. 

Mehrabian & Russell (1974) were the first to study the importance of role of moderators as 

a variable. A study by Lehota, Horváth & Gyenge (2006), states that community, gender, 

marital status, financial condition in addition to psychological factors such as personality, 

lifestyle, and role in family, acts as moderators for influencing the consumer’s patronage 

behavior in the food retail chain. 

 

Also according to Herrington and Capella (1994), consumer’s responses to a retail store 

can be influenced by other segmentation factor, such as gender. Gender was found to be a 

strong moderator in a number of previous studies (Raajpoot, Sharma & Chebat, 2008). For 

example, schoolwork by Inman et al. (2009), found the effect of in-store environment had 

a stronger impact on women behavior in terms of unplanned purchase. Men, in turn, finish 

their shopping quickly and efficiently as per the study by Hart et al. (2007). Moreover, a 

study by Grewalet. al. (2002), showed that men are more inclined negatively on store 

patronage intentions with respect to wait expectations. 
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Moreover, several studies have also found that responses to environment also differ by 

market segments. For instance, according to Yalch and Spangenberg (1988) younger 

consumers spent more on shopping compared to older consumer with respect to the 

environment of the store, in context of background music. Also study by Joyce and 

Lambert (1996) found  that compared to older group of consumers, younger shoppers felt 

more positive about the store images. 

Bitner’s (1992) servicescape model states that situational factors as well as personality trait 

can be considered as the effective moderators. Bitner (1992), in his servicescape model, 

suggest personality variable as a moderator between shopper’s response to the environment 

and their behavior. Also the study by Kassarjin (1971), advocates that reaction to the 

environment differs as per the individual personality traits. According to Bitner (1992) 

consumer’s responses to a retail store can be cognitive, emotional and physiological. Also 

it was proved in the previous researches that responses to environment can be influenced 

by individual personality traits (Mehrabian and Russell 1974). 

Another study by Babin, Darden & Griffin (1994), states that motivational factors play a 

very significant role as a moderator in the retail setting. A positive relationship was found 

between hedonic motivations and fashion leaders (Michon, Hong, Smith, and Chebat 

2007). Their finding suggests strong influence of hedonic motivations on customer loyalty 

in case of fashion leaders compared with non-fashion leaders. Moreover, it was proved in 

their study that fashion leaders are more expected to involved in shopping and spend extra 

time in the store. As fashion leaders are found to be more involved in shopping, they are 

more engage in cognitive process. In other words, we can say that fashion leaders are more 

expected to make cognitive decision when matched to non-fashion leaders. 

As mentioned earlier, lifestyle plays a significant role as a moderator in consumer 

behaviour. For example, a study by Raajpoot, Sharma &Chebat (2008), proved that 

working women are more inclined towards repatronage behaviour as they are more 

influenced by the store atmosphere compared to non-working women. Another important 

factor i.e. household size also plays a crucial role as a moderator. A study by Inman, 

Winer& Ferraro (2009), states that small household size of the shopper increases the 

probability of unplanned purchases. As per the study by Gardner (1985), it was found that 
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the association between emotions during shopping and resource spending is moderated by 

consumer’s self-regulation, a personality trait that verifies a person’s vulnerability to 

environmental signs. 

 

According to Kuhl (1992), consumer characteristics such as their self-regulatory enable 

them to react more or less to the store- based emotions. Based on the degree of self-

regulation, people are categorized as either state-oriented or action oriented (Kuhl, 1981). 

People who are action-oriented have self-regulation at high level and are more focused on 

performance of the task. And people who are state-oriented have self-regulation at low 

level and are more focused on consequences based on emotions (Bagozzi et al. 1992). In 

particular, action-oriented people or shoppers possess high- regulation in a way that they 

mainly focuses on their task of shopping without getting much influenced by the 

surroundings. On the other hand, state-oriented people explain with reference as in the 

source or shoppers possess low self-regulation in a way that they are less likely to control 

their behavior and get very much fascinated by the surroundings. Moreover, we can say 

that action- oriented shopper’s do planned shopping and are less likely to spend more than 

the budgeted, whereas state-oriented shoppers often do unplanned shopping and are more 

likely to spend more money than the budgeted. These finding has been supported by the 

study of Rook (1987), which advocates that action-oriented shoppers are less affected by 

the shopping emotions and do show very less impulsive buying behavior. 

Moreover, apart from monetary resources expenditure, previous studies have found that 

action-oriented shoppers‟ spend more time for shopping compared to state-oriented 

shoppers (Hui and Bateson, 1987). 

According to Babin and Darden (1995), self-regulation acts as a moderator between 

shopper’s emotions and post-shopping assessments. It was proved in this study that 

dominance influence more to the shoppers‟ with low self-regulation compared to 

shoppers‟ with high self-regulation. 

In 1993, Swinyard examined the effects of mood states on consumers‟ shopping behavior. 

According to this study, it was found that shopping intentions of the consumers are not 

directly affected by positive/negative mode, but is moderated by the shopping involvement 
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level (high/low). “For involved purchasers, a good shopping experience is very fascinating 

and a bad shopping experience is not attractive” (Swinyard; 1993, p.278). In other words, 

we can say that consumers with high involvement level of shopping are more inclined 

towards the shopping experience, which ultimately affects their purchase behavior. 

The study of fashion innovative consumers has to be considered as the most important 

topic for fashion marketers and researchers (Park, Burns, and Rabolt, 2007). According to 

Belleau et al., 2001; Park, Kim and Forney, 2006, fashion innovators are highly involved 

in shopping activity. Moreover, as per the study by Studak and Workman, 2004, fashion 

innovators more often go for shopping. According to Midgley& Dowling, 1993, 

innovativeness is defined as the level at which an individual is accessible to fresh and 

innovative concepts and the ability to make innovative judgments which are not influenced 

by others.   

Previous studies (Dosi, 1982; Clark & Fujimoto, 1991; Goldsmith et al., 1999; Martinez & 

Polo, 1996; Beaudoin et al., 2003) examined fashion as a product in the domain-specific 

contexts. Goldsmith, Flynn, & Moore (1996), states that knowledge of fashion leadership 

is deep-rooted in understanding the shoppers‟ fashion behavior with relation to their 

emotional and psychological motivations. Shopping motivations is the most studied topic 

in fashion related behavior. It was proved by past research studies that there exists a 

significant relation between two types of shopping motivations (hedonic motivations and 

utilitarian motivations) and fashion leadership (Kang & Park-Poaps, 2010; Phau & Lo, 

2004; Hausman, 2000; Gutman & Mills, 1982).  

Kang and Park-Poaps (2010) studied the individual differences between fashion 

innovativeness and fashion opinion leadership. It was proved that fashion opinion 

leadership is allied to utilitarian motivations and fashion innovativeness is allied to hedonic 

motivations. From this, we can say that fashion innovativeness of the shoppers is more 

inclined in seeking adventure, whereas fashion opinion leadership of the shoppers is more 

inclined towards achieving their goal of shopping. In other words, we can say that fashion 

innovators are first to purchase the fashion items compared to fashion leaders. 
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As per the study by Goldsmith et al. (1999) fashion innovators are considered as the 

influencers for fashion shoppers. It has been stated that the fashion innovator influences 

others to buy new fashion clothing and makes possible to a greater extent the reach of new 

fashion clothing (Crane, 2000; Creswell, 2001). Thus we can say that fashion innovators 

are the people who contribute in the spread of new fashion trends and speed up the 

adoption process of fashion apparel market. 

According to Peck and Childers (2003), consumers with high innovativeness are 

influenced heavily with the experiential shopping compared to consumer with low fashion 

innovativeness. Shopping in the retail store wherein the consumers are attracted by the 

aesthetic elements of the store can be said as experiential shopping. In such an 

environment, consumers are compelled to think emotionally rather than rationally. It has 

been also proved by Phau & Lo (2004) impulse buying behavior is influenced by irrational 

judgment rather than rational judgment. 

A study was conducted by Phau and Lo (2004) about fashion innovators and their tendency 

for online impulse purchasing performance. In this study, a positive but weak relationship 

was found between fashion innovativeness and impulse buying behavior for online 

shopping. It has been proved by Beaudoin et al. (1998), experiential shopping influence the 

consumers more with fashion innovativeness than with low fashion innovativeness. Apart 

from this, it was found in the study that fashion innovators are highly involved in shopping 

activity, in such a manner that they spend extra time and money than planned. 

In other words, we can say that consumers with high fashion innovativeness exhibit 

impulse buying behavior more and are more fascinated by the environment of the store 

during shopping, in comparison to consumers with low fashion innovativeness. 

There exist a correlation in positive between consumer’s fashion involvement and their 

purchase behavior for apparels (Fairhurst et al., 1989; Seo et al., 2001). On the other side, 

it was proved that, fashion involvement and fashion impulse buying behavior is positively 

related (Park et al. 2006). A study based on fashion segmentation by Sproles and King 

(1973), states that one of the five important dimensions of fashion involvement is fashion 

innovativeness, which is the continuum ranging from early adopters to late buyers. Hence, 
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in this research study I propose that fashion innovativeness and impulse buying is 

positively related. 

Moreover, connection between fashion-innovativeness and impulse buying was found 

positive in online shopping (Phau and Lo, 2004). Therefore, this study will examine the 

association between fashion-innovativeness and impulse behavior in female fashion stores. 

Therefore, it is proposed: 

H4: Fashion innovativeness would act as a significant moderator of relationship between 

female shoppers’ emotions and their impulse buying behavior in the fashion apparel retail 

stores 

2.19.4.2. Between Perceived risk and Impulse purchase behavior: 

Prior studies (Huddleston, Ford, & Bickle, 1993; Goldsmith, Moore, & Beaudoin, 1999; 

Muzinich et al., 2003; Beaudoin, Lachance, &Robitaille, 2003), states that it is very 

important to investigate the purchase behavior of fashion innovators as they play a major 

role in influencing the fashion followers. Moreover, fashion innovators are concerned to be 

very important market segmentation for the marketers and fashion researches because they 

influences other for the adoption of fashion items to a great extend (Goldsmith, Beaudoin& 

Moore, 1999). 

According to Pasnak& Ayres (1969), fashion innovators differed from non-fashion 

innovators based on their clothing attitudes. One of the main difference found between the 

fashion-innovators and non-fashion innovators is the “the degree of involvement”. Fashion 

innovators are found to be highly involved in their shopping of fashion items (Pasnak & 

Ayres, 1969). Moreover, according to Tigert, Ring and King (1976), shoppers who are 

involved in fashion highly are more expected to be early adopters. Hence this proves that 

fashion innovativeness and involvement are closely related terms, in the context of 

consumer behavior. 

According to Celsi & Olson (1988), high-involved consumer possess high amount of 

cognitive information. Different consumers purchase products for different reasons. Some 

consumers purchase because of need or social status or in the form of gift or any other 

reasons. However, according to Laurent & Kapferer (1985), shoppers are more expected to 
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focus on the avoidance of negative values of the bad purchase. In other words, we can say 

that shoppers are more likely to possess some perceived risk while purchasing. This 

perceived risk could be the risk of product quality, product usage, social acceptability, 

financial loss etc. Moreover, we can say that when the shopper is extremely involved in the 

purchase process, he/she will try to reduce his/her perceived risk. Hence, it can be said that 

cognitive response plays as important role for high involved consumers. 

According to Engel et al. (1989), consumers can be categorized on their amount of 

innovativeness. Consumers with high and low innovativeness can be differentiated in terms 

of their personality and their communication behavior. According to Gatignon and 

Robertson (1991), consumers with high innovativeness were found to have higher 

education level, higher income, are of younger age, have greater social participation, and 

have a positive attitude towards risk. It has been stated that innovativeness in particular 

product category show high product involvement (Gatignon and Robertson, 1991). In 

addition, it has been found that consumer behavior concepts such as information 

processing, opinion leadership, perceived risk, and innovativeness may be related to 

product involvement (Bloch, 1986). Hence, we can conclude that perceived risk, product 

involvement, and innovativeness are related and play an essential role in the shopper 

purchase decision. 

Specifically it has been proved by Goldsmith et al. (1998) that domain-specific 

innovativeness and product involvement has a strong positive correlation, with respect to 

fashion items. Moreover, according to Kim et al. (2002), clothing as a product category has 

often recognized to possess high involvement by the females. A number of prior 

schoolwork (Flynn & Goldsmith, 1993, Browne &Kaldenberg, 1997), investigated 

involvement in the context of fashion clothing. Fashion involvement has been defined as 

the degree to which consumers place importance to fashion and the level of interest in 

fashion purchase (McKinney et al., 2004; Park, Forney & Kim, 2006). 

Similarly, consumers who are found to be fashion leaders are also found to be highly 

fashion involved (Gutman & Mills, 1982; Goldsmith &Stith, 1993). In addition, previous 

research studies on domain innovativeness (Goldsmith et al, 1996 & Roehrich, 2002) 

suggest that product involvement, opinion leadership, and domain innovativeness are 
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positively correlated in the context of the fashion industry. In addition, according to Petty 

& Cacioppo (1986), fashion leaders possess a high involvement in shopping and are 

greatly influenced by the cognitive responses. Hence we can conclude that fashion 

leadership and fashion innovativeness are related positively. 

A study based on fashion segmentation by Sproles and King (1973), states that one of the 

five important dimensions of fashion involvement is fashion innovativeness, which is the 

continuum ranging from early adopters to late buyers. Fashion innovativeness "refers to an 

individual's preference for new or avant-garde styles" (Sproles, 1979, p. 144). 

During buying process, consumers perceive a certain amount of risk, which differs with the 

consumers‟ characteristics and the nature of the product (Hoover, Green, and Saegert 

1978). In other words, we can say that different consumers perceive risk based on their 

individual characteristics and the type of the product which is been purchased. Hence, we 

can say that the individual characteristic shows a role as a moderator between the 

connection of buying behaviour and perceived risk. 

As per the study by Beatty et al. (1988), individual characteristics are found to act as a 

moderator between his/her responses to an environment. Impulse purchase behaviors also 

differ from person to person. Some people has high propensity to react to the external 

stimuli, whereas some do not have. According to Lin & Chuang (2005), buying 

impulsiveness trait is defined as the amount at which a person is expected to do unplanned 

and spontaneous buying. 

It has been found that impulsive buying trait acts as a moderator between perceived risk 

and impulse purchase (Baumeiste et al., 2002). It was proved that consumer show impulse 

behavior with high impulsive trait, even when the perceived risk was high. In other words, 

the association between perceived risk and impulse buying is reversed in the presence of 

impulsive buying trait. On the other hand, it was also found that consumer with low 

impulsive trait show less impulse purchase behavior with low perceived risk. Alternatively, 

we say that the association between impulse purchasing and perceived risk is reinforced in 

the presence of impulsive buying trait. 
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According to Cancion (1967) and Fliegal and Kivlin (1966), risk or uncertainty involved in 

the diffusion process reverse the process of adoption of innovation because consumer 

possess the level of uncertainty of purchasing the new product. However, according to the 

prior studies (Robertson, Zielinkski & Ward, 1984; Rogers, 1995), innovative behavior is 

positively related to risk acceptance. This is sustained by the study of Raju (1977), which 

proves that innovativeness is induced by the risk-taking element. A study by Rogers (1995) 

also argues the same that fashion innovators are more likely to take risk of purchasing the 

new product as they are more sociable and are greater exposed to mass media than non-

fashion innovators. 

Hence  we  can  say  that  fashion  innovators  possess  low  level  of  perceived  risk  in 

purchasing the new products than non-fashion innovators. Also according to Park (2002), 

consumers who perform more impulse behavior perceive less risk. From this we can say 

that, fashion-innovators perceive less risk and show more impulse behavior, whereas non-

fashion innovators perceive high risk and show less impulse behavior. Therefore, we 

propose that fashion-innovativeness act as a moderator between the connection of 

perceived risk and behavior that is impulse, such that fashion-innovators are more expected 

to exhibit impulse behavior with low perceived risk and non-fashion innovators are less 

expected to exhibit impulse behavior with high-perceived risk. 

H5: Fashion innovativeness would act as a significant moderator of relationship between 

female shoppers’ perceived risks and their impulse buying behavior in the fashion apparel 

retail stores 
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CHAPTER - 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1. Overview: 

This chapter highpoints the research objective and research hypotheses of this study. After 

that this chapter presents the rationale behind selecting a particular research design and 

sampling plan for this study. It also includes the pilot study and its finding for indicating 

the reliability of the selected variables of this study 

3.2. Introduction: 

According to Collis and Hussey (2009), research is an organized and practical method of 

exploring and scrutinizing something in order to increase more facts to the existing 

literature. This is supported by Leedy (2001) by stating that research is a logical way of 

gathering, evaluating and deducing data to gain in detail facts of a topic in which one is 

studying. In addition according to Saunders et al. (2012), research is founded on the three 

pillars such as: i) it should be initiated with a logic objective ii) it should include the 

logical manner of information gathering and iii) it should follow a logical manner of 

deducing the gathered information.  Therefore according to Collis & Hussey (2009), if all 

these three pillars are implemented properly it is said to adopt the concept of research 

methodology. In particular we can say that research methodology is the organized manner 

of gathering and deducing information for completing the goal of the study. The 

conceptual model was tested in a field survey conducted in women’s fashion apparel store 

exhibiting latest designer clothes. This survey measures shoppers’ parameters of Fashion 

Innovativeness and then evaluated their shopping emotions, cognitions and then their 

impulse purchase behavior. To examine emotions, pleasure and arousal level was 

measured, for cognitions, perceived risk was measured, and for purchase behavior, impulse 

behavior was investigated.
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3.3. Objectives: 

3.3.1. Primary Objective: 

To test the moderating role of fashion innovativeness on the relationship between 

shopping emotions; perceived risks and impulse purchase behavior in the fashion 

apparel retail stores.  

3.3.2. Sub-Objectives: 

1. To study the relationship between shopping emotions and impulse purchase 

behaviour. 

2. To study the relationship between shopping emotions and perceived risk 

3. To study the relationship between perceived risk and impulse purchase 

behavior.  

4. To study the moderating role of fashion innovativeness on the relationship 

between shopping emotions and impulse purchase behavior. 

5. To study the moderating role of fashion innovativeness on the relationship 

between perceived risks and impulse purchase behavior 

3.4. Research Hypotheses: 

The following research hypotheses were formed based on the review of literature. These 

hypotheses were framed to meet the objectives of this study. 

H1: Female shoppers' emotions positively affect impulse purchase behavior during fashion 

apparel shopping in retail stores. 

H2: Female shoppers’ emotions are negatively associated with their perceived risks during 

fashion apparel shopping in retail stores. 

H3: Female shoppers’ perceived risks negatively affect impulse purchase behaviour during 

fashion apparel shopping in retail stores. 

H4: Fashion innovativeness would act as a significant moderator of relationship between 

female shoppers’ emotions and their impulse buying behavior in the fashion apparel retail 

stores. 

H5: Fashion innovativeness would act as a significant moderator of relationship between 

female shoppers’ perceived risks and their impulse buying behavior in the fashion apparel 

retail stores. 
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3.5. Research Design: 

According to Burns and Bush (2006), research design is defined as the collection of 

progressive choices that generates a master plan stating the means and ways of collecting 

and interpreting the required data. According to Malhotra (2007), a research design is an 

agenda or plan for implementing a research study. According to Malhotra & Dash (2011) a 

proper research design is the foundation of the effective and efficient research project or 

study. According to Reis and Judd (2000, p.17), research design is termed as the logical 

organization of research to forecast logical deduction. It is also described as the proposal 

for implementing a study for controlling the elements which restrict the soundness of the 

research outcomes (Burns and Grove, 2009).In particular, a research design is a foundation 

of a research study. An arrangement of marketing research design is shown in Fig. 3.1 

below: 

FIGURE 3.1: Research Design 

 

Adapted from Malhotra (2016, p. 71) 

Malhotra & Dash (2016) categorizes research design into i) exploratory ii) descriptive and 

iii) casual research.  According to Malhotra (2016), exploratory research is conducted to 

get in detail comprehension of the research problem. Exploratory research is termed as a 

research that to conducted to discover logical deduction to a research problem (Malhotra 

and Dash, 2005). It does not involve the formal or structured manner of gathering data and 

interpreting it. Also the sample size is relatively small.  In descriptive research of 

conclusive research design, the main goal is to gather information which gives solutions to 
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the research problem. It discusses the features of applicable group (Malhotra and Dash, 

2009).  

In addition descriptive research design describes the percentage of people exhibiting 

certain kind of behaviour in a relevant group (Malhotra and Dash, 2009). Moreover, the 

size of the samples is relatively large.  And in casual research design; the main goal is to 

investigate the dependent associations between the factors of the study.  

This research study uses the descriptive research design. According to Malhotra & Dash 

(2011.p 74), the key objective of the descriptive research is to test something in detail such 

as market characteristics or functions. Moreover, it was found that descriptive research 

study was conducted to investigate the characteristics of related groups, such as consumers, 

salespeople, market areas or organizations (Malhotra & Dash, 2011.p 74).This study is 

piloted to discover the shoppers’ behavior, in the context of fashion industry.  

The descriptive research design further divided into two: i) Longitudinal and ii) Cross-

sectional, where the former is about the research design which involves permanent sample 

which is studied at a regular internal of time and latter is about the research design which 

involves sample which is studied only one in the entire research studies.  

Whenever, the data is collected for the sample at only one point in time, then it is said to a 

cross sectional research (Burns and Bush, 2002). Data will be collected from the fashion 

shoppers only once, during their shopping trip. Hence, we can say that this study will 

employ the cross-sectional design for data collection.  

According to Cross sectional research (2008), the main benefit of cross-sectional research 

is that collection of data is done from numerous people with comparatively short period. 

According to Malhotra & Dash (2016) the major methods of descriptive research design 

are: i) Survey and ii) Observation. Both the methods are further classified as presented in 

Figure 3.2. and Figure 3.3. below respectively.  
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FIGURE 3.2: Survey Methods 

 

Adapted from Malhotra (2016, p. 186) 

FIGURE 3.3: Observation Methods  

 

 
Adapted from Malhotra (2016, p. 205) 
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In survey methods, telephonic interviewing is as the name suggests involves the data 

collection through the aid of telephones which can be traditional way of calling or 

contemporary way through the medium of computer devices (Malhotra & Dash, 2016).  

Personal interviewing involves the way of collecting data by personal meeting to the 

respondent through the medium of home visit, mall interviews and computer devices 

(Malhotra & Dash, 2016).  Mail interviewing can be implemented through simple postal 

services (Malhotra & Dash, 2016).  And lastly, electronic interviewing can be implemented 

through electronic communications in the form of emails (Malhotra & Dash, 2016).. 

In observation methods, personal observation is the presence of a human being for noticing 

and gathering information; mechanical observation suggests the use of automatic devices 

for data collection; audit is the mechanism of investigating inventory or quantities of the 

product in the respondent’s home; content analysis is implemented when there exist the 

interpretation of languages rather than physical actions and lastly trace analysis is 

implemented when there exist the interpretation of past experiences or actions (Malhotra & 

Dash, 2016).  

Survey methods deploy the use of organized questionnaire for gathering information from 

the samples (Malhotra & Dash, 2016). And Observation methods deploy the technique of 

noticing the actions of the samples during the study (Malhotra & Dash, 2016).  Since in 

this thesis, I have used the structured or organized set of questions for gathering 

information related to my research objective, it is implied that Survey methods are 

implemented.  Moreover, from the survey methods personal interviewing through mall 

intercepts technique is exhibited, as the shoppers in the different malls of the two cities i.e. 

Rajkot and Ahmedabad, will be intercepted or stopped for gathering the information. 

According to Malhotra & Dash (2016), the following are the advantages of survey 

methods:  

i) Avoiding ambiguity and providing flexibility in questioning: Since the 

researcher is present during the time of the data collection, the respondent 

can clear the doubts and confusions regarding some questions or other 

queries, and simultaneously the researcher can ask diverse question for 

deeper understanding of the research topic.  
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ii) Controlling of samples: It is possible to control whom to survey for 

gathering information. For example, in mall intercept the respondents are 

limited to the mall visitors.   

iii) Genuine information: If the bonding of the researcher and the respondent 

is very good, the data collected will be genuine and of good quality.  

iv) Complete response percentage: The total number of respondents is asked 

to complete the interview which gives the hundred percentage rate. 

3.6. Sampling Design: 

Although it might to likeable that a person can gather information from the whole groups 

as a population for his study, but there exist the time and money constraints for the same 

(Davis, 2000). Hence is it feasible for a person to carry out the investigation from a small 

group of people who is the representative of the whole groups of population (Collis & 

Hussey, 2009, p. 62). This small group is known as sample. Therefore we can say that it is 

realistic to study the sample instead of the whole population because of the restrictions in 

the time and expenditure.  According to Malhotra & Dash (2016.p.348), there are five steps 

in the sampling design process as follows:  

3.6.1. Defining the Target Population: 

Population includes the all-inclusive crowd that a person intends to study (Sekaran and 

Bougie, 2009). According to Malhotra & Dash (2011.p.328), population is described as the 

total of all the components, partaking selected shared set of individualities that includes the 

earth for the determination of the marketing research problem. . In other words, we can say 

a large group of people possessing the same set of personality is considered as the 

population.  

The total population of Rajkot according to Census of India (2011) is 3,804,558, out of 

which there are 1,830,113 females. This accounts to 48% approximately of the total 

population. However, the female population in the age group 0- 6 years are 203,046. But, 

we were not able to find the data regarding the exact number of females between the age 

group of 18 to 45 years,  
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The total population of Ahmedabad according to Census of India (2011) is 5,577,940; of 

which females are 2,638,955.This accounts to 47% approximately of the total population. 

Also the female population in the age group 0-6 years are 388,728. But the data regarding 

the number of females in other age groups were unavailable.  

Identifying the proper study population is very vital for the research. Moreover, according 

to Statistics: Glossary (2008), if the collected data on the sample of people from the large 

The target population for this study will be all the female shoppers aged between 18-45 

years visiting the malls of the city. In particular, the target population for this research will 

be all the female shoppers who do shopping at fashion retail stores in the various malls of 

the Ahmedabad & Rajkot city.  

Previous research studies (Goel & Dewan, 2011; Ghosh et al., 2010; Biswas, 2006), states 

that majority of the Indian consumers who are 45 years and younger are more involved in 

shopping and visit organized retail formats in majority, compared to other age segment. 

Hence, for this study target population will be the female consumers between the age 

group of 18 and 45 years, who visits the various fashion apparel stores situated in the malls 

of the cities of Ahmedabad and Rajkot. 

According to Solomon et. al. (2010), teenagers very much depend on their family and 

peers for shopping decisions. In other words, we can say that teenagers are not independent 

for their shopping activities and are more likely to depend on others. Also according to 

Tootelian & Gaedeke (1992), marketers should perform marketing strategies to target the 

opinion leaders in order to target the teen groups. Hence, we can say that the teen groups, 

that is, below 18 years of shoppers are not the crucial and direct target market segment for 

the retailers. Therefore, in this study I have not included the shoppers of age group 

between 14 to 17 years. 

Shopping has been considered as a feminine activity (Dholakia & Chiang; 2003). Also 

according to Dittmar & Drury (2000), shopping is a more psychological, emotional, and 

symbolic activity for women compared to men. In addition, women are found frequent 

visitors to stores (Lund & Price; 1985). Moreover, according to Soloman & Schopler 

(1982), women are more likely to purchase clothing and fashion compared to men. 
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Hence, we can say that women are the best target market segment for the marketers and 

retailers. According to Barletta (2003), women are more likely to long-term brand loyalty 

and possess higher retention rate. Moreover, according to Huddleston & Minahan (2011), 

women are the best source of word-of-mouth that leads to growth or damage to a retail 

business. Therefore, we can say that women are found to the great communicators. 

Briefly, we can say that women shoppers form the crucial target segment for the retailers. 

Because they possess the strong financial powers, they are independent, they are more 

educated, and they are mostly responsible for the consumption decision in the family, and 

they are superb communicators and influencers.  

In particular, we can say that female can make a retail business grow or damage through 

their powerful role and word-of-mouth skills. Hence it is very evitable for the retail 

business to satisfy the female shopper’s needs and decision making styles. This makes the 

female shoppers very attractive target market.  

Also according to the study by Arnold & Fischer (1994), females are more likely to 

possess psychological involvement during shopping, spend extra time in shopping, and 

experience extra excitement during shopping. Hence, in this research study, female can be 

a better representative for the data collection in the context of fashion industry. 

3.6.2. Sample Element: Female 

Sample element for this study is the female shoppers between the age group of 18 and 45 

years at the fashion apparel store situated in the malls of the city of Ahmedabad and 

Rajkot. I have chosen female as the sample of my study because of following reasons: 

i) A strong connection was found between female and fashion 

innovativeness; and also suggestion proves that females are extra 

conscious about their appearance, fashion and beauty (Beaudoin et 

al, 2003) 

ii) Females are found to be the most attractive target for the marketers 

and retailers, because according to Barletta (2003), female are more 

likely to show brand loyalty compared to men, which in turn results 
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in maximum marketing ROI (return on investment) for the 

marketers as well as retailers. 

iii) A strong difference has been found between the genders in shopping 

behavior (Otnes & Mcgrath; 2001). Traditionally it was found that 

the man, the husband and father, used to be the breadwinner for the 

family and women, the wife and mother, used to be the home and 

family caretaker. Now according to Alreck & Settle (2001), the role 

of women has changed to be the chief buying agents for the family, 

which has directed to gender stereotypes. As per Silverstein et. al 

(2003), women are now playing both the role as consumer and 

influencers. In addition, women are found to earn higher salary than 

their husbands do (Silverstein et. al., 2003). This is supported by 

Barletta (2003 p.6), which states that women are more educated, 

earn more than men and have more spending power. In summary, 

we can say that women are more independent in terms of their 

spending capabilities and possess a strong financial power. 

iv) It has been stated by Tigert et al. (1980) that latest women’s fashion 

items are being monitored by majority of the female fashion buyer 

on a regular basis. In other words, we can say that women are more 

active in purchase of fashion items compared to men. Also, previous 

researches (Meyers-Levy and Sternthal, 1991; Meyers-Levy and 

Maheswaran. 

v) 1992; Elliott, 1994) shown the difference in the behaviour of women 

and men related to fashion shopping. They proved that women are 

more influenced by the advertisements and are more attracted by 

fashion symbols compared to men. 

vi) In short, we can say that fashion items is a major concern for 

women. To put in different words, women possess more fashion 

clothing involvement than men. This is supported by O’Cass (2004) 

that states that fashion is treated be females as the most important 

part of their lives and are found to be more involved in fashion 

clothing purchase activities compared to males. 
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3.6.3. Determining the Sampling Frame: 

According to Sekaran and Bougie (2009), sampling frame denotes a condition for which a 

probability method or non-probability method can be used. The idea of a sampling frame is 

to simplify the difficulties in identifying the different elements in the target population.  

A sampling frame could be the available list of people telephone numbers and e-mail 

addresses or could be a map (Malhotra, 2004). According to Sekaran and Bougie (2009), 

every person entering into the mall can be treated as sampling frame, as it is very difficult 

to determine the list of mall shoppers in any particular city. Hence, in this research study, 

the sampling frame will be all the female shoppers present in the mall for shopping during 

data collection time. 

3.6.4. Selecting the Sampling Technique: 

According to Saunders et al. (2012), there exist two main kinds of sampling techniques 

namely non-probability and probability. Selecting the sampling technique is very essential 

for conducting the research (Malhotra, 2011).  

According to Malhotra (2010), types of probability sampling are simple, cluster and 

stratified sampling whereas types of non-probability sampling are judgmental, 

convenience, quota, and snowball sampling as shown Fig. 3.4 below. 

FIGURE 3.4: Classification of Sampling Techniques 
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Adapted from Malhotra (2010, p. 376) 

According to Saunders et. al. (2012), in probability sampling each element of the 

population has the same opportunity of being nominated. Whereas in non-probability 

sampling, the researcher select the sample element based on their personal opinion 

(Malhotra, 2004). According to Malhotra (2004), the non-probability sampling techniques 

comprises of judgmental sampling, convenience sampling, quota sampling, and snowball 

sampling. 

In this study, I have selected the non-probability sampling technique of convenience 

Sampling. According to Sekaran and Bougie (2009), when the researcher select the 

respondent based on ease of availability, it is called as convenience sampling. The major 

advantage of Convenience sampling is that it cost less time and money. But the 

disadvantage is that the samples which are selected in convenience sampling are less likely 

to be the representative of the definable population. 

Female shoppers were selected through mall-intercept method based on the convenience. 

Four malls of Ahmedabad city (i.e., Alpha One, Iscon Mega Mall, C G Square Mall and 

Central Mall) and two malls of Rajkot city (i.e., Crystal Mall and Iscon Mall) were 
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selected. These malls are selected as they exhibit major fashion apparel brand, such as 

Globus, Pantaloons, Lifestyle, Shopper’s Stop, Hypercity, Van Heusen, Reliance Trends, 

and many other international apparel brands. 

In addition, before selecting these malls it was kept in mind that there should be not much 

difference between the selected malls in terms of its location, customers‟ footfalls, 

physical amenities such as presence of food court, multiplex theater, and other related 

activities and events. In order to maintain diversity in terms of shoppers visiting the mall, I 

have approached the above-mentioned six malls. Therefore, all these selected six malls 

have similarities in terms of their product offerings, and they all are located in the posh 

area in their respective cities. Moreover, during data collection, I will make sure that 

overlapping of the sample does not take place. That is, no shopper will be repeated in the 

survey for data collection conducted at these six malls. 

3.6.5. Determing the Sample size: 

Godden (2004), suggest the following formula to calculate sample size from infinite 

population. 

 

 

Such as: 

SS means the sample size of the countless population i.e. greater than 50,000 

Z means the tabular z value such as 1.96 in case of 95% confidence level 

p means population proportion (0.5) 

M means boundary of error at 5%  

In this research study the target population is the number of shoppers in the city of 

Ahmedabad and Rajkot. Since, the consumer population of Ahmedabad and Rajkot is 

infinite (more than 50,000) we can apply the above given formula, to determine the sample 

size. Here, the following values are used, to calculate the sample size by the above given 

formula. 

Confidence Level= 95% 

Z= Z value associated with the confidence level=1.96 

P= 0.5 or 50% 
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M= Margin of Error at 4% (0.04)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Therefore, the sample size for this research study is calculated as n = 600. 

Hence, the questionnaire will be distributed to 600 female shoppers for data collection. 

Since, Ahmedabad city is larger and population, the number of respondents I will address 

will be more compared to Rajkot city. Therefore, the number of respondents from 

Ahmedabad city will be 400 female shoppers and from Rajkot city, it will be 200 female 

shoppers. 

3.6.6. Implementing the Sampling Plan: 

Here comes the execution of the proposed sampling plan which involves the actual data 

gathering through the mentioned sampling technique.  

3.7. Questionnaire Design: 

3.7.1. Introduction: 

According to Sekaran and Bougie (2009), questionnaire is treated as the key data gathering 

technique.  Amongst these methods, questionnaire is regarded as the highly suitable 

instrument. According to Sekaran and Bougie (2009), a reframed inscribed set of queries is 

known as questionnaire. Also according to Hair et al. (2003 p. 130), questionnaire is a pre-

designed set of queries for gathering statistics from the samples. There are two kinds of 

questionnaire. They are: i) self-explanatory questionnaire which is easy to understand by 

the respondents such that they don’t take the assistance of the investigator to fill it with the 

aid of internet facilities or postal services and ii) interviewer-completed questionnaire in 

Calculation:  

n = 1.96
2
 x 0.5 (1- 0.5) 

   (0.04)
2
 

n = 3.8416 x 0.25 

           0.0016 

   =     0.9604 

          0.0016 

   =   600.25 ~ 600 
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which the researcher helps the respondent to fill it with the aid of personal interaction. The 

classification is given as below in Figure 3.5. 

FIGURE 3.5.: Types of Questionnaire 

 

(Source: Saunders et al; 2012, p. 420)  

This classification of questionnaires is based on the manner in which they are controlled 

and the kind of closeness of the researcher with the applicant. In this research study, I have 

selected the delivery and collection questionnaire of self-administered questionnaire type. 

According to Sekaran and Bougie (2009), the following are the benefits of implementing 

the self-administered questionnaires: i) it guarantees minimum favoritism of the 

interviewer as compared to in case of interviewer-administered questionnaire ii) it is less 

time consuming compared to interviewer-administered questionnaire iii) it guarantees 

precise selection of sample with a high reply rate iv) it generates good connection with the 

applicant within the short span of time v) it signifies the genuine of the research topic as 

the researcher is himself present to talk about the research work which in turn can make the 

applicant more encouraging for authentic replies and vi) it also facilitates the researcher  to 

elucidate any ubiquity of the applicant during the time of responding the research 

questions.  
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Shoppers were intercepted during their shopping at the various fashion brands stores such 

as Shopper’s Stop, Global Desi, Span, Lifestyle, Biba, AND, Levi’s, United Colors of 

Benetton, Tommy Hilfiger, Alen Solly, Van Heusen, Spiker, Promod, Gap and other such 

stores where the ambience is found delighting and attractive.   

According to Malhotra (2011) the aim of a questionnaire is focused on three main criteria: 

i) it should be comprehensible enough that the applicant should be able to reply in the 

correct direction. Hence here the framing of the question with proper connection with the 

research objectives is very important ii) is should be well-crafted to avoid the feeling of 

boredom by the applicant so that the questionnaire is not left unfinished and iii) it should 

reduce response inaccuracy.  

3.7.2. The Questionnaire Design Method: 

According to Malhotra and Dash (2011), crafting a perfect questionnaire is based on the 

experience of the researcher. The following stages are described by Malhotra and Dash 

(2011), as described below: 

3.7.2.1. Specify the information needed:  

The first stage implies that the researcher should identify about what kind of data is needed 

for fulfilling the goal of the study. The nature of information required is depended on the 

hypotheses, objectives and research problem. It is very essential to also take into 

consideration the respondent’s demographic characteristics to choose the nature of the data 

essential for the research. For instance, the nature of information will be different for the 

teenagers respondents compared to the older people. Hence, the researcher should have the 

clear understanding about what are the construct for the study to determine the objectives. 

Here in this study, I will measure the emotional states and cognition states of the shoppers 

and their purchase behaviour. 

3.7.2.2. Specify the type of interviewing method:  

The second stage talks about the selection of interrogating method. Based on the kind of 

interviewing technique, a researcher can decides which questions need to be included in 

the questionnaire. For example, if the personal interview technique is used the nature of 

questions can be lengthy, difficult or elaborative, whereas in telephonic interview 

technique the nature of question should be small and precise. In this study, I have 
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implemented the personal interview technique which made me to include few difficult 

questions measuring the emotional states of the shoppers.  

3.7.2.3. Determine the content of individual questions:  

The third stage decides about which question (s) is necessary is actually need to be 

included in the questionnaire. Here through the aid of pilot survey, I was able to discard 

few statements or words of a question from my questionnaire as they were found 

inappropriate to describe the intended phenomena. These words were satisfied- unsatisfied 

and important-unimportant.  

3.7.2.4. Design the questions to overcome the respondent’s inability and unwillingness 

to answer:  

The fourth stage states that the researcher should avoid the incapability of the applicant for 

not providing correct response by three ways: i) the respondent should be well informed or 

knowledgeable about the research topic ii) the respondent should be researched with the 

appropriate time so that they don’t forget the things and give inaccurate reply and  iii) the 

respondent should be provided the hints or aided recall for making them more comfortable 

for expressing their actual response or reply. Here in this study, the shoppers are asked to 

fill the questionnaire at the time of shopping, so that there is no problem of forgetting or 

providing hinds to them. Also the researcher should avoid the refusal of the applicant for 

not filling the questionnaire. According to author, this can be overcome by crafting the 

questionnaire in such a manner which creates the credibility of the research topic, so that 

applicant does not hesitate to answer. 

3.7.2.5. Decide on the question structure:  

The next stage is about the structure of the questions which can be organized or 

unorganized. When the questionnaire is prepared with the free-reply mode, then it is called 

as unstructured questionnaire. And when the questionnaire is prepared with the set of 

response options, then it is called as structured questionnaire. According to author, the 

latter is categorized into multiple-choice, scale or dichotomous. Here in this study I used 

both the types i.e. Dichotomous and scale of the structured questionnaire. In my study, a 

structured questionnaire is imparted with the pleasure and arousal scale; fashion 

innovativeness scale; perceived risks scale and the dichotomous question that investigated 

the occurrence of impulse purchase behaviour. According to Malhotra and Dash (2011), 

scaling is the process of making a band upon which a variable can be rated. The grouping 
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of scaling method is as shown in Fig. 3.6 below adapted from the theory of Malhotra and 

Dash (2011). 

FIGURE 3.6: Scaling Techniques 

 

Adapted from Malhotra (2016, p. 263) 

In comparative scaling method, a direct comparison is made among the variable whereas in 

non-comparatively is not made. In this study, I have chosen the Non-comparative scaling 

method. In particular, I have selected the semantic-differential scale and Likert scale from 

the types of itemized rating scales.   

Respondents were asked to response the questionnaire that was in the form of closed-ended 

(or structured) questions. Semantic differential scale with 7-point bipolar adjective was 

used to determine the emotional states (pleasure and arousal). Likert scale ranging from 1-

7 range was used to determine the perceived risks. In addition, to measure the fashion 

innovativeness of the shoppers, Likert scale was used with 1-7 points range.  
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According to Malhotra (2011, p.268), Likert scale is mostly used assessment scale where a 

person specify the amount of approval or disapproval with each of the statements asked in 

the questionnaire about the variable of the study. The questions were considered in a way 

that provides answers to the objectives of this research study. Questions of the 

questionnaire were established from the literature review on this research area. 

Mehrabian and Russell (1974) had developed the Semantic Differential Scale, which is 

broadly used for measuring the 3-dimensional organization of events, objects and 

conditions. This scale composed of a set of eighteen bipolar adjective pairs. In the study of 

Billings (1990), the Mehrabian-Russell model was used. The Mehrabian-Russell model 

uses the approach of Stimulus-Organism Response model.  

According to psychologists, moods and emotions of the person affect their code of 

conduct. They also assumed that environments are responsible for inducing various 

feelings, which ultimately influence the behavior of an individual.  

The set of 12 bipolar adjective pair used to measure the influence of emotions (pleasure 

and arousal) on the impulsive buying behavior are shown in Table 3.1 below. The 

measurement scale used is the semantic differential scale with 7-point between bipolar 

adjectives. 

Table 3.1: Bipolar Adjectives for Pleasure and Arousal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pleasure: 

 
- Happy/unhappy 

 
- Pleased/annoyed 

 
- satisfied/unsatisfied 

 
- pleasant/unpleasant 

 
- contended/depressed 

 
- important/unimportant 

 

Arousal: 

- frenzied/sluggish, 

- excited/calm, 

- stimulated/relaxed, 

- jittery/dull, 

- wide awake/sleepy, 

- Aroused/ unaroused. 
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According to Roselius (1971), consumers differ in their level of perceived risk based on 

their individual demographic and psychographic backgrounds. He proposed that consumers 

can perceive risk such as time loss, money loss, hazard loss or ego loss, based on their 

experience due to purchase decision. Whereas Jacoby and Kaplan categorize the perceived 

risk into following types such as psychological risk, physical risk, social risk and financial 

risk. Garner (1986) has introduced the scale to measure the perceived risk consisting of six 

statements. 

In this study, Garner’s (1986) scale of six item statements about the perceived risk was 

used to examine the perceived risk of the respondents while shopping. The six items 

consists of the six dimensions of perceived risk namely: i) financial risk ii) Physical risk 

iii) convenience risk iv) social risk v) performance risk and psychological risk. 

Hence in this perceived risk scale, the six statements were proposed to assess most of the 

perceived risks of the respondents. Respondents were inquired to answer each statement on 

the seven-point scale where 7 indicates the highest perceived risk, and 1 represents the 

lowest perceived risk for each six statement. The six statements are as follows: 

(1) Physical risk: “the purchased fashion apparel might cause damage to my 

health or to my safety.” 

(2) Time risk: “I might waste my time or energy getting the purchased fashion 

apparel restored or exchanged." 

(3) Psychological risk: "the purchase of fashion apparel might have a 

undesirable effect on my peace of mind." 

(4) Financial risk: “I might lose my money by purchasing this fashion apparel.” 

(5) Performance risk: “The purchased fashion apparel might fail to execute to 

my satisfaction.” 

(6) Social risk: “my friends or relatives will judge my buying.” 

 

To measure the fashion innovativeness of the respondents, Innovativeness Scale 

(Goldsmith and Hofacker, 1991) was utilized. This scale consisted of total six statements. 

Respondents were asked to rate each statement on a five-point Likert scale ranging from 

1= strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree. Statement 1and 5, were assigned reversed rating 

to judge the result of direction-of-item wording on the responses. 
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In order to measure the impulsive buying behavior respondents were asked only one 

question with the choice of Yes and No as the response. This similar measurement scale 

has been employed by Lee & Yi (2008), for studying the effect of perceived risk and 

shopping emotions on the impulsive buying. 

3.7.2.6. Determine the question wording:  

The next stage is concerned about the selection of proper words for questioning which 

enable the applicant to precisely comprehend the question. Here in this a pilot test was 

conducted to discard the words which were difficult for the respondent to understand its 

meaning. These words were wide-awake, depressed, sluggish, jittery, dull, sleepy, 

contended and frenzied.  

3.7.2.7. Arrange the question in proper order:  

After this, the next stage is the sequence of the questions, which decides which will be the 

opening questions and what will be the consistent sequence. Here in this study, the 

questionnaire was composed of five parts, as shown in Appendix A. The first part consists 

of questions which measures respondent’s emotional states such as pleasure and arousal. 

The second part measures the cognitions in terms of level of perceived risks of purchasing. 

The third part measures the level of fashion innovativeness of the respondents. The fourth 

part monitored Impulsive Buying behavior of the respondents and the fifth part consist of 

questions linked to demographic profile. 

3.7.2.8. Identify the form and layout:  

The third last stage is about the format and layout of the questionnaire. According to the 

author there should be proper numbering of the questions in the questionnaire which will 

create less ubiquity for the applicant.  

3.7.2.9. Reproduce the questionnaire:  

The second last stage is about the representation of the questions. According to the author 

the questionnaire should be clear and tidy with proper and appropriate spacing between the 

questions.  
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3.7.2.10. Eliminate bugs by pretesting:  

The last stage is Pre-test. This is all about trying the proposed questionnaire in the small 

sample of the representative population. This will make the researcher to discard the 

unnecessary questions which will improve the quality of the questionnaire. 

 

This can be renamed as Pilot study.  Pilot study was conducted to estimate the average 

time required for the survey, to ensure the clarity of the questions and to refine wording in 

the questionnaire and to look for feedback on the content and the format of the survey 

items. In short, pilot study is conducted before the execution of the main study, to make the 

necessary modifications in the questionnaire which will be distributed to the respondents 

for the main study, in order to get the more accurate outcomes and findings. 

 

A pilot study was led amongst 30 respondents, to check the quality of the questionnaire. 

The female shoppers at the fashion apparel store of Rajkot named “Julianna” were 

distributed the questionnaire. These respondents were not included in the main study. 

According to Zikmund (2003), the objective of the Pilot study is to improve the content of 

questionnaires. Through pilot study, researcher can estimate the approximate time for 

completing the questionnaire, can refine the wording and structure of the questionnaire 

(Zikmund, 2003). Hence, in this study also pilot test was accomplished to facilitate the 

necessary changes in the format and structure of the questionnaire according to the 

feedback of the respondents. It was found that the respondents in the pilot study were able 

to complete the questionnaire in 10-15 minutes. Few of the words, which are highlighted as 

shown below in Fig. 3.7, were not understood by majority of the respondents and were 

therefore removed from the questionnaire for the main study. Also reliability test result is 

shown in Table 3.1, below. 

 

FIGURE 3.7: Pilot Study 
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Table 3.2: Reliability Test for Pilot Survey 
3.  

 
Sr. No.  Variables Cronbach’s Alpha 

1. Pleasure (Shopping Emotions) 0.945 

2. Arousal (Shopping emotion) 0.924 

          3. Perceived risks 0.752 

          4. Fashion Innovativeness 0.841 

 
 
All the value was greater than 0.6 as presented in the table 3.1 above.  

3.8. Data Collection Procedure: 

One of the best methods of descriptive research design is Survey method for data 

collection. According to Hawkins et al. (2007), survey method is the process of systematic 

collection of information from a variety of people through the use of questionnaire. From 

the different types of survey methods, mall-intercept personal interview was employed in 

this research study, for collection of primary data. According to Bajpai (2011), mall-

intercept technique has gained a great importance for data collection, after the introduction 

of shopping malls in the cities of India. Shoppers of mall who have visited the latest 

fashion outlets will be intercepted and will be asked to fill the questionnaire. 

Mall-intercept interviews will be carried out on different days and different timings of the 

days. According to Gates & Solomon (1982), mall-intercept survey is very advantageous 

because of several reasons. First, it is the fast and economical approach to do sampling, 
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incase where the target population is hard to reach. Second, it offers the benefit of face-to-

face interview, which establish the good rapport with the respondents. Third, it reduces the 

problem of low response rate, as the researcher can collect questionnaire after completion. 

However, according to Sekaran (2003), there exist some shortcomings about the mall-

intercept technique of data assortment. This method creates the problem of bias by the 

interviewer and second is the sampling partiality due to non-representativeness of selecting 

the sample. Instead of these drawbacks, a mall-intercept was chosen as a technique of data 

gathering, as this study intends to investigate numerous characteristics of store atmosphere 

as stimuli. Such a situation is possible only in real-time setting. Hence, mall-intercept 

survey was chosen instead of experimental settings. 

According to Singh (2006), majority of store atmospheric studies in the literature use 

experiments for the primary data collection. The two most important benefits of 

experimental studies are that i) it offers the scores with high internal validity and ii) 

researcher or experimenter has the ability to control the confusing variables (Kerlinger, 

1986). On the other hand, experimental studies have some drawbacks. First drawback is 

the creation of artificial environment which make the respondents to feel that they are 

being observed leading to unnatural response (Adair, 1984). Second drawback is the 

artificial induction of feeling to the respondents leading to artificial or vague participation 

by them (Adair, 1984). Therefore, mall-intercept interviews will be conducted for data 

collection among the female shoppers. 

For data collection female respondents were interrupted outside of the fashion apparel 

stores. These stores were selected based on its overall ambience. Since this study aimed to 

inspect the effect of store atmospheric on the shoppers’ emotional and rational states, such 

stores were selected that possess beautiful interior. Founded on the literature review, retail 

stores consist of three major factors such as ambient factors, design factors and social 

factors. As I mentioned that I will study only consider the ambient factors of the retail 

stores in this study. Ambient factors include lights, music, fragrances and colour 

incorporated in the stores. So I have chosen such stores wherein all these factors are 

incorporated together or at least the combination of any two factors is incorporated. Hence 

stores such as Shopper’s Stop, Global Desi, Span, Lifestyle, Biba, AND, Levi’s, United 
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Colors of Benetton, Tommy Hilfiger, Alen Solly, Van Heusen, Spiker, Promod, Gap and 

other such stores where the ambience is found delighting and attractive were selected.  

A field survey was essential to validly demonstrate that the experience of shopping was 

crucial for formation of some kind of shopping behavior inside the store. In addition, 

performing the study in a natural context increases the validity of the research data and 

credibility of the managerial recommendations arising from the study. 

To avoid the sampling biases in mall intercept, Sudman (1980) suggested executing mall 

intercept at multiple exits, as sampling from only one exit could bias the sample. 

Moreover, according to Sudman (1980) advisement, information gathering should be done 

across diverse days of the week with fluctuating time slots in order to access advanced 

diversity of respondents or consumers. In addition, according to general observation, we 

can say that there is a variation in the timings of the different age group visiting the malls. 

For example, young shoppers are more accessible during weekends, whereas older age 

shoppers are found more during the weekdays. In particular, we can say that characteristics 

of respondents vary by time and day in a mall intercept, so the timings for data collections 

is decided to be the working hours of the malls throughout the weeks. 
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CHAPTER – 4 

DATA PREPARATION 

4.1. The Data Preparation Process: 

After the completion of data collection, the next stage is the preparation of data for analysis 

(Malhotra and Dash, 2011). The steps involved in the data preparation process are as 

shown below in Figure 4.1. 

Figure 4.1: Data Preparation Process 

 

Source: Malhotra & Dash (2016, p. 419).
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4.1.1. Check Questionnaire: 

According to Malhotra and Dash (2016), the first stage is about scrutiny the filled 

questionnaire in the manner that to find out the incomplete questionnaire. In case of 

incomplete questionnaire the researcher can conduct the extra session for filling the 

questionnaire. Here in this study, six hundred respondents I asked to respond. But out of 

that 522 were found completed. Hence the response rate is 87%.  

4.1.2. Edit: 

The second stage is editing part. This includes the examination of the filled questionnaire 

thoroughly in order to advance the exactitude of the gathered data by removing the 

unreadable and confusing questionnaires. Here the 522 completed questionnaires were 

found readable and proper to be considered for analysis.  

4.1.3. Code: 

The third stage is coding part. Here the responses of the applicant are allocated the 

numbers for entering into the computer for data analysis. This will ease the analysis 

process and will consume less time. Here in this study, the variable of Impulse purchase 

behaviour is a dichotomous scale. So the response of Yes is coded as 1 and the response of 

No is coded as 0.  

4.1.4: Transcribe: 

Transcribing is the next stage which includes the entry of coded data into computer for 

data analysis.  

4.1.5. Clean Data: 

Data cleaning comes next which involves the uniformity checks and dealing of the absent 

responses. There are different ways of dealing with the uncompleted or absent responses. 

They are: i) put an unbiased value ii) put an imputed reply iii) deleting the cases and iv) 

deleting pairs. In this study, I have used the technique of deleting the pairs in which all the 

incomplete questionnaires are not at all involved in the analysis part.  

4.1.6. Statistically adjust the data: 

The next stage is modifying the gathered data statistically which involves i) scale 

transformation in which converting the various scales into uniformity ii) variable 

specification which involves converting the existing variable into new variable and 
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weighting which involves averaging the scores to find the relative importance. In this 

study, I have done reverse scaling for the variables of Fashion Innovativeness and 

Perceived risks, in order to get the uniformity for the data analysis.  

4.1.7. Select Data Analysis Strategy: 

And finally, choosing the data analysis approach is the last stage which means finding the 

appropriate analysis technique to get the aims of the study. According to Malhotra & Dash 

(2016), statistical methods can be univariate and multivariate. According to Malhotra & 

Dash (2016), univariate methods are utilize when we need to investigate only one 

dimension of each component in the sample or when we need to investigate numerous 

dimensions of each component separately in the sample. However, multivariate methods 

are applied, when we need to investigate two or more dimensions simultaneously of each 

component of the sample (Malhotra & Dash; 2016). 

The further classifications of these two methods are shown in the Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3, 

respectively.  

FIGURE 4.2: Classification of Univariate Method 

 

(Source: Malhotra & Dash (2016, p. 433) 
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FIGURE 4.3: Classification of Multivariate Methods 

 

(Source: Malhotra & Dash (2016, p. 433). 

In this study, I have incorporated multivariate method because here I am measure two and 

more than two dimensions of each variables. In particular, I am measuring tow dimension 

for the variable of Emotions, six dimensions of the variable Perceived risks and six 

dimensions of the variable Fashion Innovativeness.   

Multivariate methods are further classified as Dependence techniques and Interdependence 

techniques. According to Malhotra and Dash (2016), dependence techniques are suitable 

when there are one or more than one variable as a dependent variable in a study. However, 

Interdependence techniques are suitable in a study when there the variables are not 

classified as dependent or independent.  

In this study, since the dependent variable is only one i.e. Impulse Purchase behavior, I 

will be implementing the Dependence techniques (One Dependent Variable) for analysis 
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the data. Dependence techniques such as multiple regression and Logit analysis has been 

used for this study.  
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CHAPTER – 5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

5.1. Introduction: 

This research schoolwork intended to investigate the moderating effects of fashion 

innovativeness on the connection between emotions and impulse purchase behavior and 

also on the connection between perceived risks and impulse buying behavior. 

The objective of this research was achieved by conducting the Logistic regression analysis. 

This chapter provides the outcomes of the data analysis for the five research hypotheses. 

Firstly the descriptive statistics including Univariate statistics were first reported followed 

by the outcomes of Logistic regression analysis. The presentation of the findings is 

arranged by the five research questions. 

5.2. Descriptive Statistics: 

5.1.1. Age Group: 

The first question asked the respondents about which age group does they belong to. The 

result is as shown in the below Table 5.1. 

TABLE 5.1: Descriptive Statistics - Age Group 

Category Frequency Percentage (%) 

18-30 yrs 352 67.4 

31-45 yrs 170 32.6 

Total 522 100 

 

Here we can see that majority of the respondents belong to the age group of 18-30 years.  
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5.1.2. Level of Education: 

The second question asked the respondents about their highest level of education. The 

result is as shown in the Table 5.2, below: 

TABLE 5.2: Descriptive Statistics - Level of Education 

Category Frequency Percentage (%) 

Pre-High School 20 3.83 

High-School 51 9.77 

College 221 42.33 

Post-graduate 195 37.35 

Other  35 6.70 

Total 522 100 

 

From the above table, we can see that 42.33% of the total respondents belong to College 

level of education, which is the maximum. 

5.1.3. Work Status: 

The third question asked the respondents about their work status. The result is as shown in 

Table 5.3, below: 

Table 5.3: Descriptive Statistics - Work Status 

Category Frequency Percentage (%) 

Employed 225 43.10 

Unemployed 57 10.91 

Self-employed 240 45.97 

Total 522 100 

 

Here we can see that there is not much gap between the number of respondents who are 

employed and who are self-employed. But the maximum numbers of respondents are self -

employed with 45.97% of the total. 

5.1.4. Income Level: 

The next question asked the respondents about their Income level. The result is as shown in 

the Table 5.4, below: 

Here we can see that maximum number of the respondents is from the Income level of 

above Rs. 1, 60,000 per annum. 
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Table 5.4.: Descriptive Statistics - Income Level 

Category Frequency Percentage (%) 

Up to Rs. 40,000 p.a. 10 1.91 

Between Rs. 40,0001- 80,000 p.a. 52 9.96 

Between Rs. 80,000 - 1,20,000 p.a. 111 21.26 

Between Rs. 1,20,001 – 1,60,000 p.a. 156 29.88 

Above Rs. 1, 60,000 p.a. 193 37.93 

Total 522 100 

 

5.1.5: Number of people in family: 

This question determined about how many family members are there in the respondent’s 

family. The result is as shown in Table 5.5, below: 

TABLE 5.5: Descriptive Statistics - Number of people in family 

No. of family members Frequency Percentage (%) 

1 189 36.20 

2 118 22.60 

3 30 5.74 

4 49 9.38 

5 35 6.70 

More than 5 101 19.34 

Total 522 100 

 

Here from the table we can see that majority of the respondents live alone, which indicates 

that they might be students or working person. 

5.3. Reliability Test: 

According to Malhotra (2007, p.282), the value 0.6 or less of Cronbach’s alpha usually 

indicates unacceptable results. Reliability of each of the following measures was also 

tested. 

5.3.1. Pleasure 

Many different tables have been produced by SPSS Statistics for Cronbach’s alpha. Table 

5.6 below presents the actual value of Cronbach’s alpha for the variable “Pleasure”. 
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TABLE 5.6: Reliability test for “Pleasure” 

Cronbach’s Alpha of Pleasure 
Cronbach’s Alpha of Pleasure 

based on Standardized Items 
No of Items 

.708 .707 3 

Here we can see that Cronbach’s Alpha is 0.708, which represents a great level of internal 

consistency for our Pleasure scale, with the sample of female respondents. 

5.3.2. Arousal: 

Many different tables have been produced by SPSS Statistics for Cronbach’s alpha. Table 

5.7, below presents the actual value of Cronbach’s alpha for the variable “Arousal”. 

TABLE 5.7: Reliability test for “Arousal” 

Cronbach’s Alpha of Pleasure 
Cronbach’s Alpha of Pleasure 

based on Standardized Items 
No of Items 

.757 .757 3 

 

Here we can see that Cronbach’s Alpha is 0.757, representing a great level of internal 

consistency of Arousal variable with the female respondents as sample. 

5.3.3. Perceived Risks: 

TABLE 5.8: Reliability test of “Perceived risks” 

Cronbach’s Alpha of Perceived risks  

Cronbach’s Alpha of Perceived 

risks  based on Standardized 

Items 

No of Items 

.771 .771 6 

 

Here we can see from above table 5. 8, that Cronbach’s Alpha is 0.771, representing a 

great level of internal consistency of Perceived Risks variable with the female respondents 

as sample. 
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5.3.4. Fashion Innovativeness: 

Here from Table 5.9 below, we get that the Cronbach’s alpha is .858, which again 

represents great reliability.  The Cronbach’s alpha for the six measures of Fashion 

Innovativeness found to be 0.858, stating that the scale is highly reliable.  

TABLE 5.9: Reliability test of “Fashion Innovativeness” 

Cronbach’s Alpha of  

Fashion Innovativeness  

Cronbach’s Alpha of Fashion 

Innovativeness based on 

Standardized Items 

No of Items 

.858 .858 6 

 

Also from the below Table 5.10, we can find that if any of the six items are deleted, then 

also we get the high value of Cronbach’s alpha, so we will not delete any of the six items 

from the scale. 

TABLE 5.10: Item-Total Statistics- Fashion Innovativeness 

 
Scale Mean if Scale Variance Corrected Item- Squared Cronbach's 

 Item Deleted if Item Deleted Total Multiple Alpha if Item 

   Correlation Correlation Deleted 

Q1_R 15.2261 29.496 .633 .405 .837 

Q2 15.6782 29.766 .636 .407 .836 

Q3_R 15.1494 28.937 .653 .434 .833 

Q4 15.7031 29.203 .668 .453 .830 

Q5_R 15.1379 28.875 .673 .456 .829 

Q6 15.5575 29.817 .619 .392 .839 

 

5.3.5. Summary of Reliability tests 

The reliability of variable Pleasure is 0.708; for Arousal 0.757; for Perceived risk 0.771 and 

for Fashion Innovativeness 0.858. All the variables scored high reliability as all the figures 

are more than the ideal score of 0.6, which states the overall the acceptable reliability. The 

same is summarized in the Table 5.11 given below: 
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TABLE 5.11: Summary of Reliability tests 

 

Sr.no. 

Variables Cronbach’s alpha 

1 Pleasure (Shopping emotion) 0.708 

2 Arousal (Shopping emotion) 0.757 

3 Perceived risk 0.771 

4 Fashion Innovativeness 0.858 

 

5.4. Testing the Research Hypotheses: 

5.4.1. Research Hypotheses 1 

H1: Female shoppers' emotions positively affect impulse purchase behavior during fashion 

apparel shopping in retail stores. 

Null Hypotheses: H10: Female shoppers’ emotions positively affect impulse purchase 

behaviour during fashion apparel shopping in retail stores. 

Alternate Hypothesis: H1a: Female shoppers' emotions do not positively affect impulse 

purchase behavior during fashion apparel shopping in retail stores 

To check the above hypothesis, a logistic regression was run. In particular, logistic 

regression was conducted to check the likelihood of Impulse purchase behavior because of 

Emotions experienced during shopping by the female shoppers. Before performing the 

Logistic Regression, we will check the assumptions required before conducting the 

Logistic Regression Analysis. 

5.4.1.1.Checking Assumptions of logistic regression: 

According to Meyers et al. (2006), there are three assumptions of Logistic regression. 

1. The non-existence of perfect multicollinearity: 

To check the first assumption, we have conducted the Collinearity Test. The output is 

shown in Table 5.12, below: 

TABLE 5.12: Collinearity test for Emotions 

Model Collinearity Statistics 

Tolerance VIF 

1 EMOTIONS 1.000 1.000 

a. Dependent Variable: IMPULSE 
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According to one of the article derived from http://www.stat.ualberta.ca/, the value of 

tolerance ranges from 0 to 1. According to this article, if the value of Tolerance is closer to 

1 or equal to 1, then there is no multicollinearity. Also according to this article, the 

Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) values greater than 10 suggest multicollinearity. Here in 

our case, there is absence of multicollinearity, as the Tolerance value is equal to 1 and the 

VIF value is also less than 10. 

2. Absence of specific errors:  

Here it is made sure that the irrelevant predictors are not included and the relevant 

predictors are included in the analysis. Hence in our case, the relevant predictor is 

“EMOTIONS” which is included in the model. 

3. The explanatory variables must be measured on interval or ratio scale. 

Here the explanatory variable is “EMOTIONS” which is measured on Semantic 

differential scale. 

Hence, all the assumptions are checked and verified. Now we can move further for 

Logistic Regression Analysis.   

TABLE 5.13: Total Number of Cases: Hypothesis 1 

 
UnweightedCases

a
 N Percent 

Selected Cases 

Included in Analysis 522 100.0 

Missing Cases 0 .0 

Total 522 100.0 

Unselected Cases 0 .0 

Total 522 100.0 

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total number of cases. 

The Table 5.13 above indicates the total number of cases included in the analysis. Here 

from the Table 5.13, we can see that there are total 522 cases been analyzed and there are 0 

missing cases. 

TABLE 5.14: Dependent variable (Impulse Purchase) encoding: Hypothesis 1 

Dependent Variable Encoding 

Original Value Internal Value 

NO 0 

YES 1 

http://www.stat.ualberta.ca/
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From the above Table 5.14, we can determine the coding of the dependent variable. In this 

case, our dependent variable is Impulse purchase behavior, where 1 is coded as Yes and 0 

is coded as No. In particular, 1 is represented for female shoppers who have exhibited the 

Impulse purchase behavior and 0 is represented for female shoppers who have not 

exhibited the Impulse purchase behavior. 

TABLE 5.15: Classification Table
a,b

: Hypothesis 1 

 Observed Predicted 

 IMPULSE Percentage Correct 

 NO YES 

Step 0 
IMPULSE 

NO 0 239 .0 

YES 0 283 100.0 

Overall Percentage 
  

54.2 

a. Constant is included in the model. 

b. The cut value is .500 

 

The classification table represents the inclusion of only constant in the model. Here from 

the above Table 5.15, we can see that the most common outcome is Yes for Impulse 

Purchase. In particular, we can say that more cases (54.2%) exhibit Impulse purchase 

behavior than did not. Hence, we can say that without considering our explanatory variable 

(Emotions) the probability or likelihood is that an individual will do Impulse purchase. 

TABLE 5.16: Variables in the Equation: Hypothesis 1 

Variables in the Equation 

 B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 

Step 0 Constant .169 .088 3.700 1 .054 1.184 

 

TABLE 5.17: Variables not in the Equation: Hypothesis 1 

 Score df Sig. 

Step 0 
Variables EMOTIONS 307.654 1 .000 

Overall Statistics 307.654 1 .000 
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The above two tables of “Variables in the Equation” indicates the state of the model 

without entering the explanatory or independent variables. Here in our case, the 

explanatory variable is “EMOTIONS” which is not included in the table. Hence with only 

the constant in the Model, there is not appropriate information to significantly predict the 

outcome variable i.e.impulse purchase behavior. Thus, the Wald statistic is not significant 

(p=.054). 

In the table of “Variables Not in the Equation,” we can see that if the explanatory variable 

of “EMOTIONS” is included would significantly improve the predictability of the model 

with (p<0.5). 

TABLE 5.18: Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients: Hypothesis 1 

 Chi-square df Sig. 

Step 1 

Step 408.940 1 .000 

Block 408.940 1 .000 

Model 408.940 1 .000 

Here from the above Table 5.18, we can say that the explanatory variable “EMOTIONS” 

improves the prediction of the Impulse Purchase behavior because the significance is less 

than 0.05 (p = .000). 

TABLE 5.19: Model Summary: Hypothesis 1 

Step -2 Log likelihood Cox & Snell R Square Nagelkerke R Square 

1 310.993
a
 .543 .726 

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 6 because parameter estimates changed by less than .001. 

 

From the above Table 5.19, we can get the three measures of goodness-of-fit model. With 

the inclusion of explanatory variable “Emotions”, we have -2 Log likelihood = 310.993, 

which is not interpreted individually but is more useful when compared to different logistic 

models. The Cox and Snell R
2
 is .543 and the Nagelkerke R

2
 is .726 as shown in the above 

table. Hence we can say that the model accounts for about 72.6% of the variance.  
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TABLE 5.20: Hosmer and Lemeshow Test: Hypothesis 1 

Step Chi-square df Sig. 

1 87.279 8 .000 

 

The Hosmer and Lemeshow Test suggest the goodness-of-fit of the model in terms of Chi-

square, which are 87.279 

TABLE 5.21: Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test: Hypothesis 1 

 IMPULSE = NO IMPULSE = YES Total 

Observed Expected Observed Expected 

Step 1 

1 43 50.876 9 1.124 52 

2 51 49.965 2 3.035 53 

3 48 49.338 8 6.662 56 

4 49 39.853 3 12.147 52 

5 40 28.221 10 21.779 50 

6 6 12.793 42 35.207 48 

7 2 5.270 48 44.730 50 

8 0 1.662 52 50.338 52 

9 0 .773 54 53.227 54 

10 0 .249 55 54.751 55 

The above table provides the details of the test with expected and observed number of 

cases in each group. 

Table 5.22: Classification Table
a
: Hypothesis 1 

 Observed Predicted 

 IMPULSE Percentage Correct 

 NO YES 

Step 1 
IMPULSE 

NO 219 20 91.6 

YES 28 255 90.1 

Overall Percentage 
  

90.8 

a. The cut value is .500 

 

The classification table represents how fine the model categorizes cases into two of 

exhibiting Impulse purchase behavior. Here the overall predictive accuracy is 90.8%. 
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Table 5.23: Variables in the Equation: Hypothesis 1 

 B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 95% C.I.for 

EXP(B) 

Lower Upper 

Step 

1
a
 

EMOTIONS 2.412 .201 144.030 1 .000 11.160 7.526 16.548 

Constant -10.253 .851 145.006 1 .000 .000 
  

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: EMOTIONS. 

 

The above table of “Variable in the Equation” gives the b coefficients (B) and their 

standard errors (S.E.). Here the Equation 5.1 can be formed as below: 

Equation (5.1): Impulse = -10.253 + 2.412 (EMOTIONS) 

The Exp(B) column gives the odds ratio, which is 11.160 for EMOTIONS. This odd ratio 

of 11.160 suggests that an increase of 1 on the EMOTIONS measure increases the odds 

of exhibiting Impulse Purchase behavior by 11.160 times. This means that the emotions 

are 11 times than impulse purchase. In simple words, we can say that if the shoppers 

possess the positive emotions such as pleasure and arousal during their shopping, then the 

chances of exhibiting impulse purchase behavior is 11 times more compared to not 

possessing these positive emotions.  

5.4.1.2.Result of Hypothesis 1: 

As our dependent variable is dichotomous (Impulse Purchase= Yes or No), we have 

conducted the Logistic Regression to examine the consequence of EMOTIONS 

(independent variable) on the Impulse Purchase behavior. 

The result of Logistic regression analysis suggests that that the one predictor model gives a 

statistically significant improvement compared to the constant-only model, χ
2
 (1, N = 522) 

= 408.940, p < .001. 

The Nagelkerke pseudo R
2
 suggested that the model accounted for 72.6% of the total 

variance. Overall prediction success rate is 90.8%, which is relatively high to predict the 

model.  

The below Table 5.24 gives the regression coefficient (B), Wald statistics, degree of 

freedom, significance level, Exp (B)- odds ratio, and the 95% confidence intervals (CI) for 

Odds ratio for the predictor variable “Emotions”. 
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Table 5.24: Variables in the Equation: Hypothesis 1 

 B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 95% C.I.for EXP(B) 

Lower Upper 

Step 

1
a
 

EMOTIONS 2.412 .201 144.030 1 .000 11.160 7.526 16.548 

Constant 
-

10.253 
.851 145.006 1 .000 .000 

  

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: EMOTIONS. 

Hence, from the Logistic Regression Results, we can conclude that EMOTIONS is 

positively related to Impulse Purchase Behavior. 

Therefore, we can say that our null hypothesis is accepted. In particular, we can say that 

EMOTIONS experienced during shopping in the fashion apparel retail stores would be 

positively associated with impulse purchase behavior. 

In other words, we can say our female respondents exhibited Impulse Purchase behavior 

when had the feeling of EMOTIONS (Pleasure & Arousal) during shopping inside the 

fashion apparel retail store. Thus, EMOTIONS plays a major role for affecting female 

respondent’s behavior inside the fashion apparel retail stores, and stimulated them to do 

Impulse purchase during their shopping trip. 

5.4.2. Research Hypotheses 2:  

H2: Female shoppers’ emotions are negatively associated with their perceived risks during 

fashion apparel shopping in retail stores. 

Null Hypothesis: H20: Female shoppers’ emotions are negatively associated with their 

perceived risks during fashion apparel shopping in retail stores. 

Alternate Hypothesis: H2a: Female shoppers ‘emotions are negatively not associated with 

their perceived risks during fashion apparel shopping in retail stores. 

According to Meyers et al. (2006), “In the situation where we use a single variable to 

predict another single variable, the particular procedure we use is called simple linear 

regression.” 

To check this hypothesis, we have conducted the Simple Linear Regression. In particular 

Emotions will be investigated to find the Perceived risks of the female shopper during 

shopping in the fashion apparel retail stores. Firstly, a Bivariate Correlation Analysis will 
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be conducted, to discover out the relation between Emotions and Perceived risks. The 

SPSS Output table is as shown below: 

TABLE 5.25: Correlation Matrix of Emotions and Perceived risks 

 EMOTIONS PR_r 

EMOTIONS 

Pearson Correlation 1 -.672
**

 

Sig. (2-tailed) 
 

.000 

N 522 522 

PR_r 

Pearson Correlation -.672
**

 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
 

N 522 522 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

According to one of the article derived from http://libguides.library.kent, the range for 

Correlation is [-1, 1]. Also according to this article, the direction of the association 

between two variables depends on the sign of the correlation coefficient and the magnitude 

of the correlation coefficient represents the strength of the relationship between the two 

variables.  

 

Moreover, if the value of correlation coefficient r > -0.5, then it signifies the strong 

negative correlation. From the above table, we can find a statistically significant negative 

correlation with Pearson Correlation r (522) = - 0.672, p = 0.000. 

 

Hence we can conclude that the two given variables i.e. i) Emotions and ii) Perceived 

Risks are strongly negatively related to each other. In other words, we can say that if 

Emotions increases, then Perceived risks decreases. 

 

Also according to Meyer et al. (2006), Scatter plot is a common method to represent the 

correlation between the two variables. The below given Figure 5.1 is the display of Scatter 

plot with our two variables: i) Pleasure and ii) Perceived risks. 

 

 

 

http://libguides.library.kent/
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FIGURE 5.1: Scatter plot: Emotions and Perceived risks 

 
 

From the Scatterplot shown above, we can say that the two variables are strongly and 

negatively related to each other. 

 

According to Meyers et al. (2006), when a single variable is used to predict another single 

variable, then Simple Linear Regression analysis must be performed. 

Table 5.26: Model Summary - Hypothesis 2 

 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .672
a
 .451 .450 1.18981 

a. Predictors: (Constant), EMOTIONS 

 

From the Model Summary Table, we can see that the Adjusted R Square is .450, which 

suggests that 45% of the variability of respondents‟ Impulse purchase can be explained by 

their Emotions during shopping. Hence we can say that Emotions does affect the level of 

Perceived risks during shopping. 
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Table 5.27: ANOVA
a
- Hypothesis 2 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 

Regression 605.296 1 605.296 427.574 .000
b
 

Residual 736.139 520 1.416 
  

Total 1341.435 521 
   

a. Dependent Variable: PR_r 

b. Predictors: (Constant), EMOTIONS 

 

From the ANOVA Table we can say that the F statistic is significant (p=.000). This 

indicates that our regression equation significant statistically and also justifies examining 

the outcomes of the regression coefficients as displayed in the next table. 

Table 5.28: Coefficients
a
 – Hypothesis 2 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
(Constant) 7.639 .190 

 
40.142 .000 

EMOTIONS -.839 .041 -.672 -20.678 .000 

a. Dependent Variable: PR_r 

 

From the above Table, we can see the three components: the unstandardized coefficient, 

standardized coefficients, and a t statistic with significance level. Hence, the regression 

Equation is as given in Equation 5.2. 

Equation (5.2): Perceived risks= 7.639 - .839 (Emotions) 

The t statistic is -20.678, which is statistically significant (p= .000). Hence we can 

conclude that Emotions is a significant predictor of Perceived risks, but indirectly. In other 

words, we can say that Emotions experienced during shopping will lead to Perceived risks, 

but in reverse direction. In particular, we can say that higher value of Emotions will lead to 

lower value of Perceived risks and vice versa. 

Hence, our null hypothesis, “emotions experienced during shopping in the fashion apparel 

retail stores negatively affect the Perceived risks of the female respondents” is accepted. 
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5.4.3. Research Hypotheses 3 

H3: Female shopper’s perceived risks negatively affect impulse purchase behavior during 

fashion apparel shopping in retail stores. 

Null hypothesis: H30: Female shopper’s perceived risks negatively affect impulse purchase 

behavior during fashion apparel shopping in retail stores. 

Alternate Hypothesis: H3a: Female shopper’s perceived risks negatively do not affect 

impulse purchase behavior during fashion apparel shopping in retail stores.  

To check the above hypothesis, a logistic regression was run. In particular, logistic 

regression was conducted to discover out the likelihood of Impulse purchase behavior 

because of Perceived risks experienced during shopping by the female shoppers. 

Before performing the Logistic Regression, we will check the assumptions required before 

conducting the Logistic Regression Analysis. 

5.4.2.1.Checking Assumptions of logistic regression: 

i. The non-existence of perfect multicollinearity: To check the first assumption, 

we have conducted the Collinearity Test. The output table is shown below. 

 

TABLE 5.29: Collinearity test for Perceived risks 

Model Collinearity Statistics 

Tolerance VIF 

1 PR_r 1.000 1.000 

a. Dependent Variable: IMPULSE 

1.  

Here in our case, there is absence of multicollinearity, as the Tolerance value is equal to 

1 and the VIF value is also less than 10. 

ii. Absence of specific errors: Here it is made sure that the irrelevant predictors 

are not included and the relevant predictors are included in the analysis. 

Hence in our case, the relevant predictor is “perceived risks” which is 

included in the model.  
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iii. The explanatory variables must be measured on interval or ratio scale. Here 

the explanatory variable is “Perceived risk” which is measured on Likert 

scale. 

Hence all the assumptions are checked and verified. Now we can move further for Logistic 

Regression Analysis. 

Table 5.30: Total Number of Cases: Hypothesis 3 

UnweightedCases
a
 N Percent 

Selected Cases 

Included in Analysis 522 100.0 

Missing Cases 0 .0 

Total 522 100.0 

Unselected Cases 0 .0 

Total 522 100.0 

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total number of cases. 

 

The above Table 5.30 shows the total number of cases included in the analysis. Here from 

the table we can see that there are total 522 cases been analyzed and there are 0 missing 

cases. 

Table 5.31: Dependent Variable Encoding (Impulse Purchase) – Hypothesis 3 

Original Value Internal Value 

NO 0 

YES 1 

 

From the above table, we can determine the coding of the dependent variable. In this case, 

our dependent variable is Impulse purchase behavior, where 1 is coded as Yes and 0 is 

coded as No. In particular, 1 is represented for female shoppers who have exhibited the 

Impulse purchase behavior and 0 is represented for female shoppers who have not 

exhibited the Impulse purchase behavior. 
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Table 5.32: Classification Table
a,b

 – Hypothesis 3 

 Observed Predicted 

 IMPULSE Percentage Correct 

 NO YES 

Step 0 
IMPULSE 

NO 0 239 .0 

YES 0 283 100.0 

Overall Percentage   54.2 

a. Constant is included in the model. 

b. The cut value is .500 

The classification table represents the inclusion of only constant in the model. Here from 

the table we can see that the most common outcome is Yes for Impulse Purchase. In 

particular, we can say that more cases (54.2%) exhibit Impulse purchase behavior than did 

not. Hence, we can say that without considering our explanatory variable (arousal) the 

probability or likelihood is that an individual will do Impulse purchase. 

Table 5.34: Variables in the Equation – Hypothesis 3 

 

 B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 

Step 0 Constant .169 .088 3.700 1 .054 1.184 

 

Table 5.35: Variables not in the Equation – Hypothesis 3 
 

 Score df Sig. 

Step 0 
Variables PR_r 411.801 1 .000 

Overall Statistics 411.801 1 .000 

 

The above two tables of “Variables in the Equation” indicates the state of the model 

without entering the explanatory or independent variables. Here in our case, the 

explanatory variable is Perceived risks coded as “PR_r” which is not included in the table. 

Hence with only the constant in the model, there is not appropriate information to 

significantly predict the outcome variable i.e. impulse purchase behavior. Thus, the Wald 

statistic is not significant (p=.054). 
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In the table of “Variables Not in the Equation”, we can see that if the explanatory variable 

of “PR_r” is included would significantly improve the predictability of the model with 

(p<0.5). 

Table 5.36: Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients – Hypothesis 3 

 Chi-square df Sig. 

Step 1 

Step 616.892 1 .000 

Block 616.892 1 .000 

Model 616.892 1 .000 

 
Here from the above table we can say that the explanatory variable “PR_r” improves the 

prediction of the Impulse Purchase behavior because the significance is less than 0.05 (p 

= .000). 

Table 5.37: Model Summary – Hypothesis 3 

Step -2 Log likelihood Cox & Snell R Square Nagelkerke R Square 

1 103.041
a
 .693 .927 

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 8 because parameter estimates changed by less than 

.001. 

 

From the Model Summary table, we can get the three measures of goodness-of-fit model. 

With the inclusion of explanatory variable “PR_r”, we have -2 Log likelihood = 103.041, 

which is not interpreted individually but is more useful when compared to different logistic 

models. The Cox and Snell R
2
 is .693 and the Nagelkerker R

2
 is .927 as shown in the table. 

Hence we can say that the model accounts for about 92.7% of the variance.  

Table 5.38: Hosmer and Lemeshow Test – Hypothesis 3 

Step Chi-square df Sig. 

1 8.199 7 .315 
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The Hosmer and Lemeshow Test suggest the goodness-of-fit of the model in terms of Chi-

square which is 8.1999 which is not statistically significant (p=.315). This means that the 

predicted probabilities match the observed probabilities. 

Table 5.39: Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test – Hypothesis 3 

 IMPULSE = NO IMPULSE = YES Total 

Observed Expected Observed Expected 

Step 1 

1 24 23.999 0 .001 24 

2 60 59.985 0 .015 60 

3 72 72.866 1 .134 73 

4 62 62.368 4 3.632 66 

5 21 18.011 31 33.989 52 

6 0 1.531 73 71.469 73 

7 0 .217 77 76.783 77 

8 0 .022 60 59.978 60 

9 0 .002 37 36.998 37 

 

The above table provides the details of the test with expected and observed number of 

cases in each group. 

Table 5.40: Classification Table
a
 – Hypothesis 3 

 Observed Predicted 

 IMPULSE Percentage Correct 

 NO YES 

Step 1 
IMPULSE 

NO 234 5 97.9 

YES 15 268 94.7 

Overall Percentage 
  

96.2 

a. The cut value is .500 

 

The above table represents how fit the model categorizes cases into two of exhibiting 

Impulse purchase behavior. Here the overall predictive accuracy is 96.2%. 
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Table 5.41: Variables in the Equation – Hypothesis 3 

 B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 95% C.I.for EXP(B) 

Lower Upper 

Step 1
a
 

PR_r -4.055 .483 70.382 1 .000 .017 .007 .045 

Constant 16.010 1.908 70.387 1 .000 8971490.389 
  

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: PR_r. 

 

The above table of “Variable in the Equation” gives the b coefficients (B) and their 

standard errors (S.E.). Here the Equation (5.3) can be formed as follows: 

Equation (5.3): Impulse = 16.010 – 4.055 (PR_r). 

 

The Exp (B) column gives the odds ratio, which is .017 for Perceived risks. This odd ratio 

of .017 suggests that an increase of 1 on the Perceived risks measure decreases the odds of 

exhibiting Impulse Purchase behavior by 4.055 times. This means that when the female 

shoppers possess perception of risks while shopping the chances of doing impulse purchase 

will decrease 4 times. In simple words, we can say that when there exist the perception of 

risks for the female shoppers during shopping there are rare possibility of impulse purchase 

by them. 

 
 

 Result of Hypothesis 3: 

As our dependent variable is dichotomous (Impulse Purchase= Yes or No), we have 

conducted the Logistic Regression to investigate the influence of Perceived risks 

(independent variable) on the Impulse Purchase behavior. The independent variable was 

measured on the Likert scale. 

The result of Logistic regression analysis suggests that the one predictor model gives a 

statistically significant improvement compared to the constant-only model, χ
2
 (1, N = 

522)= 616.892,p <.001.  

The Nagelkerke pseudo R
2
 suggested that the model accounted for 93% of the total 

variance. Overall prediction success rate is 96.2%., which is relatively high to predict the 

model. The below table gives the regression coefficient (B), Wald statistics, degree of 

freedom, significance level, Exp (B)- odds ratio, and the 95% confidence intervals (CI) for 

Odds ratio for the predictor variable “Perceived risks”. 
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Table 5.42: Variables in the Equation – Hypothesis 3 

 B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 95% C.I.for EXP(B) 

Lower Upper 

Step 1
a
 

PR_r -4.055 .483 70.382 1 .000 .017 .007 .045 

Constant 16.010 1.908 70.387 1 .000 8971490.389 
  

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: PR_r. 

 

Hence, from Analysis the Logistic Regression Results, we can conclude that Perceived 

risks are negatively related to Impulse Purchase Behavior. 

Therefore, we can say that our null hypothesis is accepted. In particular, we can say that 

Perceived risks experienced during shopping in the fashion apparel retail store would 

negatively affect to the Impulse purchase behavior. 

In other words, we can say our female respondents exhibited Impulse Purchase behavior 

when had the feeling of Perceived risks is less during shopping inside the fashion apparel 

retail store. Thus, perceived risks play a major role for affecting our female respondents‟ 

behavior inside the fashion apparel retail store but is negatively related to Impulse 

purchase behavior. 

5.4.4. Research Hypotheses 4 

H4: Fashion innovativeness would act as a significant moderator of relationship between 

female shoppers’ emotions and their impulse buying behavior in the fashion apparel retail 

stores 

Null hypothesis: H40: Fashion innovativeness would act as a significant moderator of 

relationship between female shoppers’ emotions and their impulse buying behavior in the 

fashion apparel retail stores 

Alternate Hypothesis: H4a: Fashion Innovativeness would not act as a significant 

moderator on the relationship between emotions and impulse purchase behavior in fashion 

apparel retail store 
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To check this hypothesis, I have conducted Moderated Regression Analysis. The influence of 

moderator variable i.e. Fashion Innovativeness will be checked, by controlling the other 

covariate i.e. Emotion as constant.

Firstly, the two variables i.e. Emotions & Fashion Innovativeness are centered. The 

Emotions Mean-centered variable is termed as EMOTIONS_c. And the Fashion 

Innovativeness Mean-centered variable is termed as FI_r_c. Mean – centering the variables 

is the most suggested way to reduce multicollinearity (Cohen and Cohen 1983; Aiken and 

West 1991). 
 

Then an interaction term of EMOTIONS and Fashion Innovativeness was created, to check 

the moderation effect. This interaction term was termed as EMOTIONS_FI_r_c. Then a 

Hierarchical Moderated Regression analysis is conducted. 

 

According to Meyers et al. (2006), the first output table that should be examined is the 

SPSS Coefficients table, which shows the Collinearity Statistics. In addition, we have the 

Collinearity Diagnostics table. These two tables identify the problem of multicollinearity. 

According to Stevens (2002), multicollinearity is an issue for the multiple regressions 

because of the three reasons: 1) Multicollinearity enables more unstable regression 

equation 2) multicollinearity makes interpretation problematic and 3) multicollinearity 

decreases the size of multiple correlations. 

We have to examine the two values from the table: i) Tolerance and ii) VIF. According to 

Meyers et al. (2006), the value of Tolerance ranges from zero to one. If a particular 

variable is having a value of Tolerance 0.01 or less, then there is a presence of 

multicollinearity. From the table we can see that all the values of Tolerance are more than 

0.01. Hence, multicollinearity is not present. 

 

Also according to Meyer et al. (2006), the VIF greater than 10 indicates multicollinearity. 

From the table, we can see that all the values of VIF are less than 10. Hence, there is no 

multicollinearity. Also according to Meyer et al. (2006), the VIF greater than 10 indicates 

multicollinearity. From the Table 5.43, we can see that all the values of VIF are less than 

10. Hence, there is no multicollinearity. 
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Table 5.43: Collinearity Statistics – Hypothesis 4 

Model Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 95.0% 

Confidence 

Interval for B 

Collinearity 

Statistics 

B Std. 

Error 

Beta Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

Toleranc

e 

VIF 

1 

(Constant) -.685 .028 
 

-24.402 .000 -.740 -.629 
  

EMOTIONS_c .075 .007 .194 10.747 .000 .062 .089 .498 2.008 

FI_r_Groups .808 .018 .810 44.887 .000 .772 .843 .498 2.008 

2 

(Constant) -.536 .031 
 

-17.450 .000 -.597 -.476 
  

EMOTIONS_c .099 .007 .255 14.117 .000 .085 .113 .430 2.325 

FI_r_Groups .748 .018 .750 41.651 .000 .712 .783 .432 2.317 

EMOTIONS_

FI_r_c 
-.060 .007 -.117 -9.124 .000 -.073 -.047 .846 1.182 

a. Dependent Variable: IMPULSE 

 

From the Collinearity Diagnostics Table, we can examine the Condition Index column to 

measure the interdependency of the variables. According to Meyer et al. (2006), we if the 

Condition Index value is equal to or greater than 30, then there is multicollinearity. Here 

from the table, we can see that none of the value of the Condition Index is greater or equal 

to 30. Hence there is no multicollinearity. 

Table 5.44: Collinearity Diagnostics
a
 – Hypothesis 4 

Model Dimension Eigenvalue Condition 

Index 

Variance Proportions 

(Constant) EMOTIONS_

c 

FI_r_Gr

oups 

EMOTIONS_FI_r

_c 

1 

1 1.975 1.000 .01 .01 .01 
 

2 1.000 1.405 .00 .47 .00 
 

3 .025 8.961 .99 .52 .99 
 

2 

1 2.556 1.000 .01 .00 .01 .05 

2 1.003 1.597 .00 .41 .00 .00 

3 .422 2.463 .01 .00 .02 .73 

4 .019 11.510 .99 .59 .97 .23 

a. Dependent Variable: IMPULSE 

 

The next output table is Model Summary. This table helps in the evaluating the 

accomplishment of the model in forecasting the dependent variable. The R-value is .963,as 
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shown in the table, which is a Pearson Correlation between the actual values and the 

predicted values of the dependent variables. The R square value is .928. The model 

summary table represents, “R Square Change”, which highlights the variation described by 

the addition of the interaction term. 

 

Here we can see that the change in R
2
 is 0.012, which is a proportion. This change in R 

square is statistically significant (p < 0.05) 

Table 5.45: Model Summary
c
 – Hypothesis 4 

Model R R 

Square 

Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

Change Statistics 

R Square 

Change 

F 

Change 

df1 df2 Sig. F 

Change 

1 .957
a
 .916 .916 .14491 .916 2825.891 2 519 .000 

2 .963
b
 .928 .927 .13463 .012 83.251 1 518 .000 

a. Predictors: (Constant), FI_r_Groups, EMOTIONS_c 

b. Predictors: (Constant), FI_r_Groups, EMOTIONS_c, EMOTIONS_FI_r_c 

c. Dependent Variable: IMPULSE 

 

Hence we can conclude that Fashion Innovativeness does moderate the relationship 

between Emotions and Impulse Purchase behavior. 

The next table is the ANOVA table. The significant F value, F (3,518) = 2210.243, p <.001 

Table 5.46: ANOVA
a
 – Hypothesis 4 

 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 

Regression 118.675 2 59.337 2825.891 .000
b
 

Residual 10.898 519 .021 
  

Total 129.573 521 
   

2 

Regression 120.184 3 40.061 2210.243 .000
c
 

Residual 9.389 518 .018 
  

Total 129.573 521 
   

a. Dependent Variable: IMPULSE 

b. Predictors: (Constant), FI_r_Groups, EMOTIONS_c 

c. Predictors: (Constant), FI_r_Groups, EMOTIONS_c, EMOTIONS_FI_r_c 
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Table 5.47: Coefficients
a
 – Hypothesis 4 

 

Model Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 95.0% 

Confidence 

Interval for B 

Collinearity 

Statistics 

B Std. 

Error 

Beta Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

Tolerance VIF 

1 

(Constant) -.685 .028 

 
-

24.402 
.000 -.740 -.629 

  

EMOTIONS_c .075 .007 .194 10.747 .000 .062 .089 .498 2.008 

FI_r_Groups .808 .018 .810 44.887 .000 .772 .843 .498 2.008 

2 

(Constant) -.536 .031 

 
-

17.450 
.000 -.597 -.476 

  

EMOTIONS_c .099 .007 .255 14.117 .000 .085 .113 .430 2.325 

FI_r_Groups .748 .018 .750 41.651 .000 .712 .783 .432 2.317 

EMOTIONS_FI_r_c -.060 .007 -.117 -9.124 .000 -.073 -.047 .846 1.182 

a. Dependent Variable: IMPULSE 

 

In addition, the Coefficient Table as shown above tells us that the moderating variable 

EMOTIONS_FI_r_centered is statistically significant (p < 0.05). Hence, we can conclude 

that Fashion Innovativeness does moderate the relation between EMOTIONS and Impulse 

purchase behavior. 

However, this is not the final result of moderation. The best method to test the moderating 

effect or interacting effect is given be Aiken & West (1991). According to the method, the 

moderating term or interaction term is categorized into groups and then a scatter plot is 

created. Hence, in our case, Fashion Innovativeness is the moderating variable. To 

categorize this variable, we have calculated the median value of Fashion Innovativeness. 

The output table of SPSS is as shown below. 

Table 5.48: Statistics – Fashion Innovators 

Statistics 

FI_r 

N 

Valid 522 

Missing 0 

Median 3.3300 
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Table 5.49: Frequency Table – Fashion Innovators 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 

-2.08 3 .6 .6 .6 

-1.91 2 .4 .4 1.0 

-1.75 9 1.7 1.7 2.7 

-1.58 22 4.2 4.2 6.9 

-1.41 28 5.4 5.4 12.3 

-1.25 35 6.7 6.7 19.0 

-1.08 50 9.6 9.6 28.5 

-.91 28 5.4 5.4 33.9 

-.75 30 5.7 5.7 39.7 

-.58 13 2.5 2.5 42.1 

-.41 11 2.1 2.1 44.3 

-.25 8 1.5 1.5 45.8 

-.08 2 .4 .4 46.2 

.09 10 1.9 1.9 48.1 

.25 11 2.1 2.1 50.2 

.42 15 2.9 2.9 53.1 

.59 25 4.8 4.8 57.9 

.75 36 6.9 6.9 64.8 

.92 51 9.8 9.8 74.5 

1.09 63 12.1 12.1 86.6 

1.25 43 8.2 8.2 94.8 

1.42 19 3.6 3.6 98.5 

1.59 7 1.3 1.3 99.8 

1.75 1 .2 .2 100.0 

Total 522 100.0 100.0 
 

 

Here the median is 3.33. Hence, Fashion Innovativeness is categorized into two Groups: 1) 

Low Fashion Innovators having score of less than 3.33 and 2) High Fashion Innovators 

having score of greater or equal to 3.33. 

Table 5.50: Fashion Innovators Groups 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 

1.00 251 48.1 48.1 48.1 

2.00 271 51.9 51.9 100.0 

Total 522 100.0 100.0  
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Hence, from the table we can see that the number of respondents in Low group which is 

represented by 1 is 251 and the number of respondents in High group which is represented 

by 2 is 271. Now we have created a Scatter Plot as shown below in Fig 5.2. 

Figure 5.2: Scatter plot: Emotions and Impulse purchase 

 
 

 

We can see in the Scatterplot, that the blue line represent Low Fashion Innovators and 

green line represents High Fashion Innovators. Here the R
2
 for Low Fashion Innovators is 

0.101 and for High Fashion Innovators is 0.551. 

When we square root the R
2
 value of 0.101 we get = 0.3178,, which is the Correlation 

between EMOTIONS and Impulse purchase behavior for low fashion innovators. In 

addition, the direction of the slope indicated the positive and direct relation. However, 

when we square root the R
2
 value of 0.551, we get 0.742, which is the Correlation between 

EMOTIONS and Impulse for high fashion innovators. Hence, we can say that the 
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relationship between EMOTIONS and Impulse varies from low fashion innovators to high 

fashion innovators. 

In particular, we can say that females with high fashion innovativeness are more likely to 

exhibit the impulse purchase behaviour compared to those with low fashion 

innovativeness. As the level of Fashion innovativeness increases respondents are more 

likely to make Impulse Purchase. 

5.4.5. Research Hypotheses 5 

H5: Fashion innovativeness would act as a significant moderator of relationship between 

perceived risks and impulse buying behavior in fashion apparel retail stores. 

Null hypothesis: H50: Fashion Innovativeness would act as a significant moderator on the 

relationship between perceived risks and impulse purchase behavior in fashion apparel 

retail stores. 

Alternate Hypothesis: H5a: Fashion Innovativeness would not act as a significant 

moderator on the relationship between perceived risks and impulse purchase behavior in 

fashion apparel retail stores 

To check this hypothesis, I have conducted Moderated Regression Analysis. The influence 

of moderator variable i.e. Fashion Innovativeness will be checked, by controlling the other 

covariate i.e. Emotion as constant. 

Firstly, the two variables i.e. perceived risks& Fashion Innovativeness are centered. The 

Perceived risks Mean-centered variable is termed as PR_c. And the Fashion Innovativeness 

Mean-centered variable is termed as FI_r_c. Mean- centering the variables is the most 

suggested way to reduce multicollinearity (Cohen and Cohen 1983; Aiken and West 1991). 

Then an interaction term of Perceived Risks and Fashion Innovativeness was created, to 

check the moderation effect. This interaction term was termed as PR_FI_r_c. Then a 

Hierarchical Moderated Regression analysis is conducted. The SPSS output tables of 

Moderated Regression Analysis are shown below: 

We have to examine the two values from the table: i) Tolerance and ii) VIF. From the table 

we can see that all the values of Tolerance are more than 0.01. Hence multicollinearity is 
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not present. From the table, we can see that all the values of VIF are less than 10. Hence 

there is no multicollinearity. 

Table 5.51: Coefficients
a
 – Hypothesis 5 

Model Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 95.0% 

Confidence 

Interval for B 

Collinearity 

Statistics 

B Std. Error Beta Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

Tolerance VIF 

1 

(Constant) .542 .006 
 

83.532 .000 .529 .555 
  

PR_r_c -.110 .007 -.354 
-

14.903 
.000 -.124 -.095 .301 3.321 

FI_r_c .298 .011 .639 26.926 .000 .277 .320 .301 3.321 

2 

(Constant) .553 .012 
 

48.010 .000 .531 .576 
  

PR_r_c -.110 .007 -.353 
-

14.874 
.000 -.124 -.095 .301 3.323 

FI_r_c .297 .011 .636 26.655 .000 .275 .319 .298 3.360 

PR_FI_r_c .008 .007 .016 1.165 .245 -.005 .021 .947 1.056 

a. Dependent Variable: IMPULSE 

From the Collinearity Diagnostics Table 5.52, we can examine the Condition Index 

column to measure the interdependency of the variables. According to Meyer et al. (2006), 

we if the Condition Index value is equal to or greater than 30, then there is 

multicollinearity.  

Here from the table, we can see that none of the value of the Condition Index is greater or 

equal to 30. Hence there is no multicollinearity. 

Table 5.52: Collinearity Diagnostics
a
 – Hypothesis 5 

 

Model Dimension Eigenvalue Condition Index Variance Proportions 

(Constant) PR_r_c FI_r_c PR_FI_r_c 

1 

1 1.836 1.000 .00 .08 .08 
 

2 1.000 1.355 1.00 .00 .00 
 

3 .164 3.346 .00 .92 .92 
 

2 

1 1.957 1.000 .03 .04 .04 .04 

2 1.708 1.071 .06 .04 .04 .04 

3 .176 3.338 .66 .28 .17 .65 

4 .160 3.499 .25 .63 .75 .26 

a. Dependent Variable: IMPULSE 
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Table 5.53: Model Summary
c
 – Hypothesis 5 

 

Model R R 

Square 

Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error 

of the 

Estimate 

Change Statistics 

R Square 

Change 

F 

Change 

df1 df2 Sig. F 

Change 

1 .955
a
 .912 .912 .14829 .912 2686.871 2 519 .000 

2 .955
b
 .912 .912 .14823 .000 1.357 1 518 .245 

a. Predictors: (Constant), FI_r_c, PR_r_c 

b. Predictors: (Constant), FI_r_c, PR_r_c, PR_FI_r_c 

c. Dependent Variable: IMPULSE 

 

The next output table is Model Summary. This table helps in the evaluating the 

accomplishment of the model in forecasting the dependent variable. The value of R = .955, 

as shown in the table, which is a Pearson Correlation between the actual values and the 

predicted values of the dependent variables. The R square value is .912. The model 

summary table represents, “R Square Change”, which highlights the variation described by 

the addition of the interaction term. Here we can see that the change in R
2
 is 0.000, which 

is not statistically significant (p = .245). 

Hence we can say the addition of interaction term is not significant and does not 

contribute for the variation in the dependent variable. Hence we can conclude that 

Fashion Innovativeness does not moderate the relationship between Perceived risks and 

Impulse Purchase behavior. The next table is the ANOVA table. The significant F value, 

F (3,518) = 1792.930 p<.001 

Table 5.54: ANOVA
a
 – Hypothesis 5 

 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 

Regression 118.161 2 59.080 2686.871 .000
b
 

Residual 11.412 519 .022   

Total 129.573 521    

2 

Regression 118.191 3 39.397 1792.930 .000
c
 

Residual 11.382 518 .022   

Total 129.573 521    

a. Dependent Variable: IMPULSE 

b. Predictors: (Constant), FI_r_c, PR_r_c 

c. Predictors: (Constant), FI_r_c, PR_r_c, PR_FI_r_c 
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Table 5.55: Coefficients
a
 – Hypothesis 5 

 

Model Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 95.0% Confidence 

Interval for B 

Collinearity 

Statistics 

B Std. 

Error 

Beta Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

Tolerance VIF 

1 

(Constant) .542 .006 
 

83.532 .000 .529 .555 
  

PR_r_c -.110 .007 -.354 
-

14.903 
.000 -.124 -.095 .301 3.321 

FI_r_c .298 .011 .639 26.926 .000 .277 .320 .301 3.321 

2 

(Constant) .553 .012 
 

48.010 .000 .531 .576 
  

PR_r_c -.110 .007 -.353 
-

14.874 
.000 -.124 -.095 .301 3.323 

FI_r_c .297 .011 .636 26.655 .000 .275 .319 .298 3.360 

PR_FI_r_c .008 .007 .016 1.165 .245 -.005 .021 .947 1.056 

a. Dependent Variable: IMPULSE 

Also the Coefficient Table as shown above tells us that the moderating variable 

PR_FI_r_c is not statistically significant (p = .245). Hence we can conclude that Fashion 

Innovativeness does not moderate the relation between Perceived risks and Impulse 

purchase behavior. 

 

5.5. Summary of Results 

5.5.1. To study the relationship between shopping emotions and impulse purchase 

behavior 

In order to check the first sub-objective, we have framed the hypothesis based on literature 

review as follows: 

H1: Emotions experienced during shopping in the fashion apparel retail stores would affect 

positively to the Impulse purchase behavior. 

Null Hypothesis: H10: Emotions experienced during shopping in the fashion apparel retail 

store would affect positively to the Impulse purchase behavior. 

Alternate Hypothesis: H1a: Emotions experienced during shopping in the fashion apparel 

retail stores would affect positively to the Impulse purchase behavior. 
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Results: Because the criterion variable is dichotomous (Impulse purchase behavior-Yes or 

no), a logistic regression was used to test the respondent’s emotional states affecting the 

Impulse purchase. 

The predictor variable in this study is Emotional states (pleasure & arousal) measured on a 

semantic differential scale with 7-point between bipolar adjectives, with higher score 

indicating greater emotional states. 

Results of logistic regression Analysis that the predictor model provides a statistically 

significant improvement compared to the constant-only model, χ
2
 (1, N = 522) = 

408.940,p<.001.  

The Nagelkerke pseudo R
2
 showed that the model justifies for 72.6% of the total variance. 

This suggests that the emotional states of the respondents‟ discriminate between those 

exhibiting impulse purchase behavior and those not exhibiting impulse purchase behavior. 

An overall prediction success for the cases utilized for the development of the model was 

comparatively high as 90.8%. Table 5.56 shows the result of Hypothesis 1. 

Table 5.56: Result of Hypothesis 1 

 B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 95% C.I.for 

EXP(B) 

Lower Upper 

Step 

1
a
 

EMOTIO

NS 
2.412 .201 144.030 1 .000 11.160 7.526 16.548 

Constant -10.253 .851 145.006 1 .000 .000 
  

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: EMOTIONS. 

The above table represents the regression coefficients (B), standard error (S.E.), Wald 

statistics, degree of freedom (df), significance level (Sig.), odds ratio [Exp (B)], and the 

95% confidence intervals (C.I.) for Exp (B) at lower and upper level. We can see from the 

table that the Wald statistics is statistically significant with p = .000. 

In other words, we can say that the emotional states of the respondents affect the behavior 

and make them do impulse purchase. In particular, it can be stated that respondents‟ are 

encouraged to do impulse purchase based on their emotional states of pleasure and arousal. 

Hence, we can say that for each single point increase in the emotional states score, there is 

11.160 times greater likelihood of exhibiting Impulse purchase behavior. 
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5.5.2. To study the relationship between shopping emotions and perceived risk 

To check the second sub-objective, we have framed the hypothesis based on literature 

review as follows: 

H2: Emotions experienced during shopping in the fashion apparel retail stores would affect 

negatively to the Perceived risks of the female respondents. 

Null Hypothesis: H20: Emotions experienced during shopping in the fashion apparel retail 

stores would affect negatively to the Perceived risks of the female respondents. 

Alternate Hypothesis: H2a: Emotions experienced during shopping in the fashion apparel 

retail stores would not affect negatively to the Perceived risks of the female respondents. 

The Pearson Correlation for the variables used is presented in the Table 5.57:  

Table 5.57: Result of Hypothesis 2 

 EMOTIONS PR_r 

EMOTIONS 

Pearson Correlation 1 -.672
**

 

Sig. (2-tailed) 
 

.000 

N 522 522 

PR_r 

Pearson Correlation -.672
**

 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
 

N 522 522 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

Result: From the above table, we can find a statistically significant negative correlation 

with Pearson Correlation r (522) = - 0.672, p = 0.000. 

Simple regression was conducted with emotional states as dependent variable and 

perceived risks as independent variable. Emotions are found to be highly negatively 

correlated to perceived risks. The F statistics was significant, F (1, 520) = 427.574, p < 

.001, R
2
 adj = .450. 

 

The t statistic is statistically significant (p = .000), which means that the independent 

variable adds considerably to the likelihood of dependent variable. 
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5.5.3. To study the relationship between perceived risk and impulse purchase 

behavior 

To check the second sub-objective, we have framed the hypothesis based on literature 

review as follows: 

H3: The perceived risks of the female shoppers during shopping in the fashion apparel 

retail stores would affect negatively to Impulse Purchase Behavior. 

Null hypothesis: H30: The perceived risks of the female shoppers during shopping in the 

fashion apparel retail stores would affect negatively to Impulse Purchase Behavior. 

Alternate Hypothesis: H31: The perceived risks of the female shoppers during shopping in 

the fashion apparel retail stores would not affect negatively to Impulse Purchase Behavior. 

Results: Because the criterion variable is dichotomous (Impulse purchase behavior-Yes or 

no), a logistic regression was used to test the respondents‟ perceived risks affecting the 

Impulse purchase. The predictor variable in this study is Perceived risks measured on a 

semantic differential scale with 7-point between bipolar adjectives. 

Results of logistic regression analysis that the predictor model provides a statistically 

significant improvement compared to the constant-only model, χ
2
 (1, N = 522) = 

616.892, p<.001. 

The Nagelkerke pseudo R
2
 showed that the model accounted for 92.7% of the total 

variance. This suggests that the perceived risks of the respondents‟ discriminate between 

those exhibiting impulse purchase behavior and those not exhibiting impulse purchase 

behavior. 

An overall prediction success for the cases utilized for the development of the model 

was comparatively high as 96.2%. Table 1 displays the outcomes of logistic regression 

study. 

Table 5.58: Result of Hypothesis 3 

 B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 95% C.I.for EXP(B) 

Lower Upper 

Step 1
a
 

PR_r -4.055 .483 70.382 1 .000 .017 .007 .045 

Constant 16.010 1.908 70.387 1 .000 8971490.389 
  

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: PR_r. 
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The above table represents the regression coefficients (B), standard error (S.E.), Wald 

statistics, degree of freedom (df), significance level (Sig.), odds ratio [Exp (B)], and the 

95% confidence intervals (C.I.) for Exp (B) at lower and upper level.  

We can see from the table that the Wald statistics is statistically significant with p = .000. 

In other words, we can say that the perceived risks of the respondents affect the behavior 

and make them do impulse purchase.  

Hence we can say that for each single point increase in the perceived risks score, the 

likelihood of exhibiting impulse purchase behavior decreases by 4.055 times.  

5.5.4. To study the moderating role of fashion innovativeness on the relationship 

between shopping emotions and impulse purchase behavior 

Here from the Coefficient table shown below, we can find that the role of fashion 

innovativeness as a moderating variable is statistically significant (p < 0.05). 

TABLE 5.59: Result of Hypothesis 4 

Model Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 95.0% 

Confidence 

Interval for B 

Collinearity 

Statistics 

B Std. 

Error 

Beta Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

Tolerance VIF 

1 

(Constant) -.685 .028 
 

-24.402 .000 -.740 -.629 
  

EMOTIONS_

c 
.075 .007 .194 10.747 .000 .062 .089 .498 2.008 

FI_r_Groups .808 .018 .810 44.887 .000 .772 .843 .498 2.008 

2 

(Constant) -.536 .031 
 

-17.450 .000 -.597 -.476 
  

EMOTIONS_

c 
.099 .007 .255 14.117 .000 .085 .113 .430 2.325 

FI_r_Groups .748 .018 .750 41.651 .000 .712 .783 .432 2.317 

EMOTIONS_

FI_r_c 
-.060 .007 -.117 -9.124 .000 -.073 -.047 .846 1.182 

a. Dependent Variable: IMPULSE 

 

In addition, it has been found that the relationship between EMOTIONS and Impulse 

varies from low fashion innovators to high fashion innovators. 
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5.5.5. To study the moderating role of fashion innovativeness on the relationship 

between shopping perceived risks and impulse purchase behavior 

Table 5.60:  Result of Hypothesis 5 

Model Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 95.0% 

Confidence 

Interval for B 

Collinearity 

Statistics 

B Std. 

Error 

Beta Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

Tolerance VIF 

1 

(Constant) .542 .006 
 

83.532 .000 .529 .555 
  

PR_r_c -.110 .007 -.354 -14.903 .000 -.124 -.095 .301 3.321 

FI_r_c .298 .011 .639 26.926 .000 .277 .320 .301 3.321 

2 

(Constant) .553 .012 
 

48.010 .000 .531 .576 
  

PR_r_c -.110 .007 -.353 -14.874 .000 -.124 -.095 .301 3.323 

FI_r_c .297 .011 .636 26.655 .000 .275 .319 .298 3.360 

PR_FI_r_c .008 .007 .016 1.165 .245 -.005 .021 .947 1.056 

a. Dependent Variable: IMPULSE 

 

Here from the above table of Coefficient Table as shown above tells us that the moderating 

variable PR_FI_r_c is not statistically significant (p = .245). 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS, MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS 

AND SCOPE OF FURTHER WORK 

6.1. Conclusions: 

Our research sub-objectives were as follows: 

1. To study the relationship between shopping emotions and impulse purchase 

behavior: 

The results showed that emotional states (pleasure & arousal) correlated strongly and 

positively with Impulse purchase behavior. This means that pleasure is which the degree of 

happiness, pleasant and pleased, is the strong predictor of Impulse purchase behavior. In 

addition, arousal, which is the degree of excitement, stimulation, and arousal, is the strong 

predictor of Impulse purchase behavior. Previous research studies already proved that such 

stores which possess beautiful lighting shades, nice fragrance, good background color and 

good music are considered as the stores with unique ambience. In this study also, such 

fashion apparel retail stores were selected which possess at least two of this factors. Also it 

has been proved in the previous research that the beautiful ambience of the store influences 

the emotional states of the shoppers and encourages them for approach behaviour. 

According to Donovan & Rossiter (1982), approach behaviors of the customers’ means 

that they are interested to stay more time in the store, or they are interested to spent more 

money, or they are interested to revisit the store, or they are exhibiting the impulse 

purchase. Also the counter part of this is avoidance approach of the shoppers. According to 

Donovan & Rossiter (1982), avoidance behaviour means that the
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customers are not interested to purchase from the store or they are not willing to revisit the 

store. Avoidance behaviour can arise from the bad experience of the shoppers. Hence it 

was very much proved that store atmosphere can lead to approach or avoidance behaviour 

of the shoppers. This makes the store atmosphere as the main hero of the story.  

Moreover, past researches proved that store atmosphere plays a vital role in encouraging 

the consumers for the impulse or unplanned purchase. Many studies have validated this 

result in the context of grocery retail, service retail, footwear retail, luxury retail etc. 

However, few studies in the context of fashion apparel industry validate this result in 

connection of store atmosphere and impulse purchase for the female shoppers exclusively. 

This study fill this gap by testing the association of store ambience and impulse purchase 

behaviour of the female shoppers in the fashion apparel retail stores of Ahmedabad and 

Rajkot cities.  

Thus, reasonably strong and positive association between emotional states and impulse 

buying behavior was sustained, and our study endorses previous results that impulsive 

purchasing is supplemented by strong emotional states based on the ambience of the retail 

store.  

In real-world situation, our result can be applied. Every consumer possesses some feelings 

during shopping in the store. These feelings can be bad or good depends on many factors. 

However, here in our study, we have considered the in-store environment affecting the 

emotional states of the consumers. According to Sudhakar (2013), the elements of in-store 

environment are color, music, lighting, and crowing. In general, we can say that in-store 

environment includes the background color of the store, the music, the lighting displays, 

the fragrances and temperature inside the store.  

In this study, fashion stores which have at least two elements of in-store environment were 

selected and female shoppers were approached for the data collection. Female shoppers 
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were asked about their level of positive emotional states such as pleasure and arousal. So 

based on these elements, consumers can get certain set of feeling which make them may be 

happy or sad. The happy feelings make a person stimulated and aroused, which ultimately 

turns into the emotional states of pleasure and arousal. It was found that majority of the 

female shoppers’ possessed positive emotions which led to impulse purchase.  

Female respondents in such stores were found to be influenced by the in-store environment 

and were encouraged to do impulse purchase. Majority of the female shoppers have done 

impulse shopping because they felt pleasant and stimulated inside the store because of 

good ambience during shopping. 

 

This proves our hypothesis true. Hence, the conclusion can be made store ambience is very 

crucial for making the shoppers feel good and positive which can lead to positive emotions 

states such as pleasure and arousal which ultimately encourages the shoppers for impulse 

purchase.  

2. To study the relationship between shopping emotions and perceived risks 

In particular, we can say that emotional states such as pleasure and arousal lead to 

perceived risk, but the relationship is indirectly. In other words, we can say that increase in 

emotional states score lead to decrease in perceived risks by the respondents.  

Practically, it is found that those female shoppers who were found to possess the feeling of 

pleasure and arousal based on the ambience of the store were having less perceived risks of 

purchasing the fashion apparel from that store. This means that if the shoppers are induced 

with the positive and attractive in-store environment, then it will result in positive 

emotional states which in turn lead to less perceived risks. This result is supported by the 

results of the past studies which also prove that good and positive feelings or mood can 

lead to good and positive evaluation of the store and the merchandises of the store. In 

particular, we can say that is the shoppers are feeling good and pleasant in the store then he 
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or she will have less negative thoughts while shopping which can lead to approach 

behaviour. This again proves that store atmosphere is the foundation of approach behaviors 

of the shoppers. This means that if the good and unique shopping experience can be 

provided through the good ambience of the store to the shoppers then it will make them to 

have satisfying and enjoyable feelings about the store and also a trust factor can be build 

which can result in less perceived risks of purchasing the products from such retail stores. 

This conclusion has been validated in many past researches in the context of online 

retailing. Past studies proves that the good and attractive website designs can makes 

consumers happy and can reduce the level of perceived risks through online. This study 

fills the gap by proving that positive emotional states based on the good ambience of the 

retail stores are indirectly related to perceived risks of the female shoppers in the brick-

and-mortar fashion apparel retail stores.  

Hence this concept can be applied by the retailers of fashion industry. If the fashion 

retailers are successful in implementing the positive and attractive environment for the 

shoppers in the store, then this will lead to more happy customers and the level of 

perceived risks will be lessen automatically.  

 

3. To study the relationship between perceived risks and impulse purchase behavior 

 

In summary, the results showed that perceived risks correlated strongly and negatively 

with Impulse purchase behavior. This conclusion has also been validated in the past 

researches which say that perceived risks are inversely related to approach behaviors of the 

consumers. In other words, it was proved that if the shoppers possess certain level of 

perceived risks of purchasing the product from the stores, then they will be like likely to 

return to that store, or they will be less likely to purchase extra or unplanned products. This 

shows the negative association between the perceived risks and the approach behaviors of 

the shoppers. These results are majorly validated in the context of online retailing also. 
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Many studies in particular studied the association of perceived risks and impulse purchase 

and found that there is a negative connection between the two. This study also validates the 

same result which states that the relation between perceived risks of the female shoppers in 

fashion apparel retail stores and their impulse purchase behaviour is indirect.  

 

This is a very important finding, which can be applied in the context of retail context. 

Retailers and marketers should make every effort to implement the ways of decreasing the 

level of perceived risks of the shoppers. Retailers should provide them such an 

environment wherein shoppers feel less risk of purchasing from their stores. 

 

4. To study the moderating role of fashion innovativeness on the relationship 

between shopping emotions and impulse purchase behavior 

 

We can make a conclusion that those who are high fashion innovators moderates the 

relations between Emotions and Impulse purchase behavior more compared to low 

fashion innovators. As the level of Fashion innovativeness increases respondents are 

more likely to make Impulse Purchase. 

Past researchers studied the moderating effects of various factors such as gender, 

shopping motivation, product involvement, age etc. on the relation between 

emotional states of the shoppers and their purchase behaviour. Many studied in 

particular, highlighted the role of product involvement and shopping motivation as 

the moderating variable between the relation of emotions of the shoppers and their 

impulse purchase behaviour in the context of clothes and apparel retail industry. Past 

studies proved that fashion involvement and fashion knowledge plays a moderating 

role. This study fills the gaps by validating the result that fashion innovativeness 

also plays a moderating role between emotions and impulse purchase behaviour of 

the female fashion shoppers.  
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In addition, it was found that as the level of fashion innovativeness increases female 

shoppers are more likely to go for impulse purchase. This is supported by the past studies 

which proved that fashion innovativeness and impulse purchases are directly and positively 

related to each other. In this study also, it was found that high fashion innovators had 

exhibited impulse purchase more compared to low fashion innovators. Form this we can 

also say that high fashion innovators are more influenced by the store atmosphere which 

results in positive emotional states and less perceived risks and ultimately leads to impulse 

purchase.  

This is very interesting finding, in a way that low fashion innovators are found to be more 

self-controlled people and they can direct their behavior in a more rational way. Whereas 

high fashion innovators were found to be less self-controlled; and their behavior was 

based more on emotional states rather than rational. 

5. To study the moderating role of fashion innovativeness on the relationship between 

perceived risks and impulse purchase behavior 

Here the moderating variable of fashion innovativeness has not played a significant role 

on the relationship between perceived risks and impulse purchase behaviour.  

Therefore, we can say that level of fashion innovativeness of the female respondents does 

not moderate the relationship between their perceived risks during shopping and their 

impulse purchase behavior. If the respondent has some level of perceived risks in their 

mind then it is definitely affecting their behavior and they are less likely to purchase 

anything impulsively. 

This is supported by the past researches which state that perceived risks are negatively 

associated with the approach behaviour of the shoppers. This means that if the shoppers 

possess some level of perceived risks of purchasing then they will be not interested to 

purchase more or spent more money in purchasing. This can be applied to the approach 
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behaviour of impulse purchase; in particular we can say that if the shoppers possess 

perceived risks then they will not exhibit impulse purchase. Hence it becomes very 

essential for the retailer to implement the strategies for reducing the factors which can lead 

to perceived risks for the shoppers. This will ultimately affects their sales and can boost 

profit for the fashion retailers. 

6.2. Major Contributions: 

The variables studied in this research are – emotions, perceived risks, fashion 

innovativeness and impulse purchase. The study of these variables has been contributed to 

the body of knowledge in the following ways: 

i. The main contribution of this study is in the context of comprehending the 

impact of store atmosphere to the Indian retail sector. This study highlighted the 

critical role of factors of store atmosphere such as music, lighting, background 

colour and fragrance in the interior of the retail store as strong influencers for 

creating the positive emotions for the shoppers during shopping leading to 

impulse purchase behavior.  

ii. Various studies have highlighted on the relationship between emotions and 

impulse purchase and perceived risk and impulse purchase. However, there was 

lack of research on finding the relationship between emotions and impulse 

purchase and the relationship between perceived risks and impulse purchase 

with the inclusion of moderating variable such as individual trait i.e. fashion 

innovativeness.  

iii. Various factors such as age, gender, personality, motivation, involvement etc. 

have been studied as a moderating variable in the past literatures. But one of the 

studies were found on examining the role of fashion innovativeness as a 

moderating variable on the relationship between emotions and impulse 

purchase and the relationship between perceived risks and impulse purchase. 

iv. With the advancement in the technologies, it becomes very evitable to study the 

impact of fashion innovation on the shoppers, which this study is proving to 

provide a good theoretical knowledge on how the fashion innovators are 

influenced by the store atmosphere.  
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Retail sector is the most booming sector today. In addition, clothing segment is 

the most demanding segment in the Indian retail market. Hence, it becomes 

very important to understand the phenomenon of retail stores operations for 

attracting and gaining customers. 

v. Retail store ambience is found to play the most vital role in creating the unique 

image in the consumer’s mind. The store ambience includes the lighting, the 

music, the fragrance and the temperature inside the retail store. So it becomes 

very essential to understand how these factors of ambience influence the 

consumers affectively and cognitively and what impact it has on their purchase 

decision making. Not only understanding the consumer’s behaviour, but also 

understanding the differences between different types of consumer’s behaviour 

in terms of their affective and cognitive states is important. 

vi. It is indeed very essential to understand how the retailers target the different 

segments or types of consumer in order to increase their numbers and to grow 

their business. In particular, we can say that investigating the characteristics of 

particular segment of consumers is very helpful for the retailers to grow their 

market share and to create a unique image in the market. One such segment of 

consumer, which is found to be very crucial, is the Fashion Innovators. Fashion 

innovativeness is the characteristics, which is segment a particular shopper into 

high or low fashion innovators. 

vii. This study highlights some of the important characteristics of shoppers with 

high and low fashion innovativeness. Previous research on fashion 

innovativeness concludes that high fashion innovators are expected to be less in 

age, possess advanced degree of education, upper income level, great opinion 

leaders, involved more in social activities and are more mobile. 

viii. In terms of buying behavior, it was proved that fashion innovators possess high 

level of shopping involvement, perceive less risk, experiments with clothing, 

and spend more money on purchasing clothes. This study adds few more 

characteristics of high fashion innovators: High fashion-innovators are people 

that are not more self-controlled. They are easily influenced by the external 

environment. They cannot control their senses and are more  stimulated by the 

ambience of the store. High fashion-innovators perceive less risk of purchasing 

the fashion apparel. They are less concerned about the prices of clothes and are 

more inclined to do experiments in trying new clothes. Hence, they possess less 
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perceived risks. The conclusions of this study have significant managerial 

implications for clothing or apparel fashion retailers as well as marketers and 

researchers in the field of retail industry. 

ix. By understanding these factors of fashion innovativeness trait of the shoppers, 

retailers can make marketing strategies to influence their behaviour in positive 

manner which can lead to purchase decision. Moreover, fashion innovators are 

the great opinion leaders, so understanding their characteristics will result in 

more number of consumer gains for the retailers of apparel. In short, we can say 

that if the fashion innovator shopper is satisfied by the retail store atmosphere, 

it will be very beneficial for them to increase their number of consumers. 

x. The first objective of this study was to find out the affiliation among shopping 

emotions and impulse buying in the fashion apparel retail stores in the cities of 

Ahmedabad and Rajkot. The respondents targeted were the female shoppers 

between the ages of 18-45 years. Based on the analysis I found that females’ 

shoppers are exhibiting impulse purchases because they possessed the positive 

emotional states during shopping in a particular stores. This result gives us 

information about the characteristics of these female respondents of 

Ahmedabad and Rajkot cities. We can say that these female respondents easily 

influenced by the store ambience such as lighting, music, colour and fragrance 

and make decision emotionally rather than rationally. Also they possess more 

impulsiveness trait and are easily affected by their emotional states to make 

impulse purchase decisions. This result is very much applicable for the retail 

stores of Rajkot and Ahmedabad. Here we can see that stores which got 

beautiful ambience were able to create positive emotions for the females and 

ultimately converting to impulse purchase. Hence it becomes very crucial for 

the fashion retailers of these two cities to enhance their store interiors and 

encourage shoppers to stay more in their stores. Moreover, this can be more 

beneficial for the unorganised fashion retailers who are facing tough 

competition from organised retailers.  

xi. When taken into consideration the characteristics of the Rajkot females, 

majority of them are now more fashion oriented and possess the bargaining 

power. They want to have the best shopping experience with the price benefits. 

These needs of the females are been consider by the various fashion stores 

located at the Rajkot city malls. Hence majority of the females would love to 
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visit branded stores to grab the benefits for themselves. This creates a gap for 

the unorganised or private label brands located in the Rajkot city. Hence these 

unorganized or private label brands should take into consideration the 

importance of store ambience for creating the emotional appeal for the females 

of Rajkot so that their sale increases and they gain in their fashion business. 

Same can be applied for the city of Ahmedabad, wherein there are high-end 

fashion designer houses and boutiques, which creates the charming store 

atmosphere for the shoppers. Also the organised fashion stores in the malls 

succeeded by enhancing their store interior to attract shoppers and increase their 

sales. The unorganised and private label brands of Ahmedabad should also 

follow the similar strategy to gain the market share.  

xii. It was achieved in the data analysis that shopping emotions are negatively 

related to perceived risks of the shoppers. In particular we can say that females 

of Rajkot and Ahmedabad got influenced by the ambience of the stores and 

they perceived less risks of shopping, which also resulted in impulse purchases. 

This strategy of improving the ambience of the stores by the unorganised and 

private label brands of Rajkot and Ahmedabad will not only create the 

emotional appeal for the females but also reduce the perceived risks of 

shopping in their stores.  

xiii. The total number of respondents for this study was 522 females, out of which 

251 females were found as low fashion-innovators and the remaining 271 

females as high-fashion innovators. It was proved that fashion innovativeness 

does play a moderating role among the association of emotions and impulse 

purchase, but does not moderate the association of perceived risks and impulse 

buying. In particular, we can say that if the purchaser is inclined emotionally by 

the store ambience and if he/she is a high fashion innovator, then his/her 

chances of exhibiting impulse purchase behaviour is very much high. Whereas 

if the shopper is not emotionally influenced and possess some level of 

perceived risks, then the chances of exhibiting impulse purchase behaviour are 

very less which will not even altered even if he/she is fashion –innovator or not. 

In other words, we can say that the perceived risks are strong influencer of less 

impulse purchase which is not affected by the fashion innovativeness level of 

the shoppers. This outcome should be again taken into consideration by the 

unorganised and private label brands of Rajkot and Ahmedabad that shoppers 
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should not perceive less level of risks while shopping in their stores, otherwise 

it can create no or less impulse purchases by the shoppers.  

 

xiv. In summary, we can say that retail fashion stores ambience weight a lot to pull 

potential footfalls. Light, music, fragrance and temperature inside the store sum 

up as an ambience. All these different variables of ambience triggers cognitive 

and affective buying behaviour very much depends on fashion innovativeness 

to complement the required projection of ambience in retail fashion stores. 

 

 

6.3. Limitation of the study:  

Although the outcomes of the study add to the body of schoolwork, there are certain 

limitations as follows: 

1. Fashion apparel retail sector was chosen to achieve the objective of the study in Gujarat. 

This research has investigated the shoppers of the two major cities (Ahmedabad & Rajkot) 

of Gujarat and they were from the major malls situated in these two cities. This restricts the 

generalization of the study. 

2. A model of Mehrabian-Russell was adopted in this schoolwork. Fashion innovativeness 

was studied as a variable which acts as moderating in this study. There may be several 

other moderating factors also which may have impact on shopper’s emotions, perceived 

risks and their impulse purchase behavior. 

3. Respondents may not be able to fill the questionnaire genuinely and may have made 

error unintentionally. Therefore, this can form a limitation of this study. 

6.4. Scope of Future Work: 

1. The various malls of two cities of Gujarat i.e. Ahmedabad and Rajkot were taken for 

this study. This same study can be applied in the unorganized retail sector. As a point of 

generalization, the similar study can be imitated in other cities of different states of India at 

a larger scale. 
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2. This study focuses only on the clothing segment of retail. Future research may be 

conducted in other different segments of retail such as grocery, food, footwear and watches 

to check the conceptual model’s consistency in different segments. 

3. Also this study only investigates the female shoppers. Therefore, future research can be 

conducted to investigate the male shopper’s fashion innovativeness and their purchase 

behaviour in the fashion apparel retail stores. 
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Appendix A - Questionnaire 

 

Dear Sir/ Madam,  

I am conducting this research study for partial fulfillment of the Ph.D. degree in the topic 

of Retail Fashion Industry. This research will examine shopper’s emotional reactions and 

perception to store environment and the consequential effects on impulse purchase. This 

research is fully focused on studying the female shoppers and their interest in fashion. So 

this questionnaire is distributed to only female shoppers. 

The questionnaire was composed of five parts, as shown in Appendix A. The first part 

consists of questions, which measures your emotional states during shopping. The second 

part measures your amount of perceived risk of buying. The third part measures your level 

of fashion innovativeness (fashion knowledge and interest). The fourth part asks about 

your impulse purchase (unplanned purchase) and the fifth part consist of questions related 

to demographic profile. Time required to complete this questionnaire will be 5-10 minutes. 

The research outcomes will be stated in my thesis, which will be submitted to Gujarat 

Technological University, Ahmedabad. Your contribution in this study is very vital 

because it will help retailers comprehend how the store environment affects shoppers and 

will include to the academic knowledge in consumer behavior. Your identity will be 

completely confidential. 

Your involvement is very important to this study and is greatly valued. Thank you once 

again! 

Sincerely, 

VAISHALI JOSHI 
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I. Please describe your feelings based on the ambience of the store while 

purchasing the fashion apparel in this store(Put a tick mark √) 

 

Pleasure: 

- Happy : _____ : ______ : ______ : ______ : ______ : ______ : ______ : unhappy 

 

- Pleased : _____ : ______ : ______ : ______ : ______ : ______ : ______ : annoyed 

 

- pleasant : _____ : ______ : ______ : ______ : ______ : ______ : ______ : unpleasant 

 

Arousal: 

-excited: _____: ______: ______: ______: ______: ______: ______: calm 

-stimulated: _____ : ______ : ______ : ______ : ______ : ______ : ______ : relaxed 

-aroused: _____: ______: ______: ______: ______: ______: ______: unaroused 

 

II. Based on the overall ambience of the store , what are your perceptions 

regarding the following statements (Put a tick mark √) 

 

i. “If I will purchase any fashion apparel from this store, it will cause 

danger to my health.”  

Strongly 

Disagree 

Moderately 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Neither Agree 

nor Disagree 
Agree 

Moderately 

Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 

ii. “If I will purchase any fashion apparel from this store, it might waste my 

time or effort by getting the purchased fashion apparel repaired or 

replaced." 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Moderately 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Neither Agree 

nor Disagree 
Agree 

Moderately 

Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

1         2       3            4     5         6    7 
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iii. "“If I will purchase any fashion apparel from this store, it might have a 

negative effect on my peace of mind” 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Moderately 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Neither Agree 

nor Disagree 
Agree 

Moderately 

Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

1         2       3            4     5         6    7 

 

iv.  ““If I will purchase  any fashion apparel from this store, I might lose my 

money because of its high cost” 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Moderately 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Neither Agree 

nor Disagree 
Agree 

Moderately 

Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

1         2       3            4     5         6    7 

 

v. “If I will purchase any fashion apparel from this store, it might fail to 

perform to my satisfaction.” 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Moderately 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Neither Agree 

nor Disagree 
Agree 

Moderately 

Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

1         2       3            4     5         6    7 

 

vi. “If I will purchase any fashion apparel from this store, my friends or relatives 

will judge my purchase.” 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Moderately 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Neither Agree 

nor Disagree 
Agree 

Moderately 

Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

1         2       3            4     5         6    7 


 III. Please specify your answer as Yes or No (Put a tick mark √)



“Did you purchase any fashion apparel from this store, which you did not plan? 

Yes No 
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IV. Please put a tick mark for the following statements on a five-point scale 

with 1= strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree(Put a tick mark √) 

 

1. In general, I am among the last in my circle of friends to buy new fashion apparel when 

it appears. 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Moderately 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Neither Agree 

nor Disagree 
Agree 

Moderately 

Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

1         2       3            4     5         6    7 

 

2. If I hear that a new style of fashion apparel was available in a store, I am usually interested 

enough to buy it. 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Moderately 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Neither Agree 

nor Disagree 
Agree 

Moderately 

Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

1         2       3            4     5         6    7 

 

3. Compared to my friends I own few new fashion garments. 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Moderately 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Neither Agree 

nor Disagree 
Agree 

Moderately 

Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

1         2       3            4     5         6    7 

 

4. I will buy new fashion garments, even if I have not heard of the fashion yet. 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Moderately 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Neither Agree 

nor Disagree 
Agree 

Moderately 

Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

1         2       3            4     5         6    7 

 

5. In general, I am the last in my circle of friends to know the names of the latest fashions and 
styles of apparel. 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Moderately 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Neither Agree 

nor Disagree 
Agree 

Moderately 

Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

1         2       3            4     5         6    7 
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6. I know the names of new fashion designers before other people do. 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Moderately 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Neither Agree 

nor Disagree 
Agree 

Moderately 

Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

1         2       3            4     5         6    7 

 

V. Please put a tick mark in the box provided for your response 

 

1. What age group do you belong to? 

[ ] 18-30   [ ] 31-45 

2. What is the highest degree or level of education you have completed?  

[ ] Pre-High School 

[ ] High School 

 [ ] College/Univ. Graduate  

[ ] Post-Graduate 

[ ] Other 

3. What is your work-status?  

[ ] Employed 

[ ] Unemployed 

[ ] Self- employed 

4. What is the total annual income of your household? 

[ ] Up to Rs. 40,000 p.a. 

[ ] Between Rs. 40,001 – Rs. 80,000 p.a. 

[ ] Between Rs. 80,001 – Rs. 1, 20,000 p.a. 

[ ] Between Rs. 1, 20,001 – Rs. 1, 60,000 p.a. 

[ ] Above Rs. 1, 60,000 p.a. 

5. How many people currently live in your household?  

[ ] 1  

[ ] 2  

[ ] 3  

[ ] 4 

[ ] 5 

[ ] More than 5 
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